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PREFACE

This NASA conference on communicating through plasmas of atmospheric entry

and rocket ez_alast has been sponsored by the Electronics and Control Division

of the NASA Office of Advanced Research and Technology and was held at the

Langley Research Center on January _.-_,_hl a 1964. This document is a compilation

of the papers presented by members of the Langley_ Lewis, Goddard, Marshall,

and Manned Spacecraft Centers,
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i. LANGLEY REENTRY COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM

By Theo E. Sims

Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

The objectives of the reentry communications program at the Langley

Research Center are flight verification of flow-field and signal-attenuation

predictions, study of ionization effects on antennas, measurement of flow-field

parameters, and development of techniques for eliminating the blackout problem.

A program called Project RAM (Radio Attenuation Measurement), which includes

flow-field analysis, ground facilities investigations, and flight studies, has

been instituted to carry out these objectives. Some progress has been made.

INTRODUCTION

During the critical period of atmospheric reentry, continuous maintenance of

data transmission links between the spacecraft and ground stations is highly

desirable. Unfort_jnately the ionized sheath resulting from high-temperature air

in the flow field has thus far prevented this from being realized. Most mis-

sions to date involving near-orbital reentry velocities or greater have had to

proceed with the certain knowledge that telemetry and communications signals

_ _ ...... _1_gh+_, _a_ _nnn tr_.ckin_ signals would be lost during the

so-called blackout period. This loss of electromagnetic signals may be accep-

table for unmanned, or even manned, ballistic reentries but it may not be accep-

table for manned maneuverable spacecraft reentries. Blackout of guidance sig-

nals is definitely not acceptable for hypervelocityAICBM interceptors being

developed for the nation's defense.

THE RF SIGNAL BLACKOUT PROBL_

Figure l, which illustrates the RF signal blackout problcm, was prepared

from flight data obtained from a large n'_mber of _M's, ICBM's, and Mercury

spacecraft launched from Cape Kennedy. All these spacecraft were of the

blunt-nose type. The approximate VHF blackout boundary shown in the figure was

established from IRBM, ICBM, and Mercury data. Mercury flights also defined

the approximate C-band blackout boundary.

The data of figure 1 are presented in terms of altitude and velocity, but

many variables determine when signals from a given spacecraft will black out
.............. _ .... _ fa_+_ _ a_7._ _n_ _ha_e of the s_ace-_ wn_ un_j will recover. _ _ ..................... _

craft, frequency of the electromagnetic signal, and signal amplitude margin of

the data link. Therefore, this figure is not intended to be highly accurate

and should be used for illustrative purposes only.
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Nominal trajectories of several spacecraft are shown penetrating the

blackout regions in the figure. Mercury 3 as previously stated, established the

approximate C-band blackout boundaryj and it can be seen that the Apollo C-band

signal as well as the VHF signals will suffer extensive blackout. RAM refers

to Langley probes currently being used to investigate the reentry communica-

tions problem. These probes are discussed in detail in subsequent papers.

LANGLEY PROGRAMBACKGROUND

In the middle of the 1950's the ionized flow field was recognized as a

possible problem for the Langley research models program at the NASA Wallops

Station. Researchers wanted to know whether models could be flown at velocities

above a Mach number of i0 without jeopardizing the experiments due to blackout

of telemetry signals. In 1957 in an attempt to answer this question two vehi-

cles were flown near a Mach number of 15 over an altitude range from 70,000 feet

to 90,000 feet (ref. i). These flights confirmed that attenuation of VHF telem-

etry signals was a problem for the research models program at Wallops and

pointed up the need for further studies. A ground plasma facility, the

potassium-seeded cyanogen burner, was then developed and used for early radio

transmission studies (ref. 2). This work was subsequently broadened in its

scope and became the current Langley reentry communications research program

referred to as Project RAM (Radio Attenuation Measurement).

LANGLEY PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

The general objective of the Langley reentry communications program is to

investigate the interference of the ionized flow field with radio transmission,

communications, and radar tracking for reentry vehicles at velocities from

I0,000 ft/sec to 45,000 ft/sec and to develop practical methods of eliminating

this data blackout phenomena. Specific objectives are as follows:

(i) Flight verification of flow field and signal attenuation concepts

developed by theory and ground tests

With this objective, it is hoped that techniques for extrapolating from

accumulated ground and flight data to various spacecraft sizes and shapes and

velocity-altitude regimes can be developed.

(2) Study of ionization effects on antennas

Plasma detuning of antennas is a first-order effect in the total signal-

loss problem.

(3) Measurement of flow-field parameters

By this is meant onboard flight measurements to confirm flow-field

predictions.

(4) Development of techniques for eliminating the blackout problem

2
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LANGLEY PROGRAM SCOPE

The scope of the Langley reentry communications program is as follows:

Flow-field analysis :

Prediction of flow field

Prediction of RF signal attenuation

Ground facilities investigations:

Cyanogen burner

60-foot and 41-foot vacuum spheres

Glow discharge tube

Hypersonic tunnels

Arc jets

Flight tests :

RAM A series ........................ 18,000 ft/sec

RAM B ies _ _00 ft/seser . . , . . , . . , . . . . . . . . . , . . • . . . ___ c

Scout ...................... Rocket-exhaust studies

Fire I ............................ 37,000 ft/sec

Most of these items are covered in detail in subsequent papers. Comments in

this paper are confined to general aspects only.

Flow-Field Analysis

The flow-field-analysis work is in two parts: prediction of flow field

_d p_e_±o_ _ of P_ siena! _nuation........ This work is discussed in papers 2

and 5.

Ground Facilities Investigations

In the Langley program, ground facilities are fully utilized to study

problem areas. When possible, existing facilities are used. The only spe-

cially developed facilities for this program are the cyanogen burner and the

glow discharge tube. Investigations conducted in ground facilities have

included plasma diagnostic studies, studies of antenna response to the plasma

and ablation materials environment_ qualification testing of flight sensors,

and preflight testing of potential solutions to the blackout problem.

Cyanogen burner.- The cyanogen burner operates at a flame temperature of

about _,000 o K and, when seeded with potassium, produces sufficient electron

densities for application to radio transmission studies. This facility was

used extensively in early communications investigations and the results

Cotalm_d were zeportcd in reference 2, Usefulness of the cyanogen burner in

its present design to simulate reentry flight conditions is limited beca_se

(i) the burner operates at atmospheric pressure and the resultant plasma col-

lision rate is higher than in flight at a_±_=,_^ _,_ fo_j +_........._]ow _s subsonic.

60-foot and 41-foot vacuum spheres.- In these large vacuum facilities

some of the problems associated with studies at atmospheric pressure are

avoided. In these facilities communications experiments can be conducted with



a full-scale nose cone immersedin a low-collision-rate plasma. The plasma is
provided by the plumes of small solid-propellant rocket motors (ref. 3).
These vacuumfacilities have been utilized in the development of diagnostic
instrumentation, in making plasma diagnostic measurements, and in testing the
effectiveness of potential solutions to the blackout problem.

Glow discharge tube.- The glow discharge tube also produces a low-

collision-rate plasma. This facility has been used in qualifying microwave

reflect•meters which will be utilized to measure electron densities in flight.

Hypersonic tunnels.- Hypersonic tunnels are used (i) to develop tech-

niques for addition of materials to flow fields for alleviation of signal

attenuation, and (2) to study spacecraft stability problems associated with

rocket plumes at high altitude (refs. 4 and 5).

Arc Jets.- Arc jets are used (i) to investigate ablation materials for

possible use as antenna windows, and (2) to study antenna detuning and band-
width effects.

Significant results obtained in these ground facilities are discussed in

subsequent papers.

Flight Tests

In addition to the flow-field-analysis work and ground facilities inves-

tigations, several flight tests have been made.

RAM A series.- In the RAM A series there were two flights. Both flights

tested the effectiveness of aerodynamic shaping (ref. 6) and one tested the

effectiveness of the magnetic field in alleviating signal attenuation.

RAM B series.- In the RAM B series there have been two flights - one

failure and one success. In the successful flight, water addition to the flow

field was evaluated for possible use in eliminating signal attenuation (ref. 7).

A multifrequency experiment from KF to X-band was also included. A third RAM B

flight is being readied for launch. The primary experiment on this flight

consists of microwave reflect•meters to measure electron densities in the flow
field.

Scout.- Scouts launched from the NASA Wallops Station have been utilized

to fly some piggyback experiments to study the effects of rocket exhausts on

telemetry signals and the removal of these effects by injectants (refs. 8 and 9).

Fire I.- Fire I does not contain a communications experiment, but onset of

blackout and recovery from blackout of the VHF signals will be observed and

correlated with predictions. Also, telemetry and signal-strength records will
be studied for unusual occurrences.

These flight tests with the exception of Fire I are discussed in subse-

quent papers.

4
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CONCLUDING R_i_KKS

The objectives of the Langley reentry communications program are to verify

flow-field predictions_ study antenna detuning effects_ measure flow-field

electron densities in flight_ and develop solutions to the blackout problem.

A program which includes flow-field _ualysis, ground facilities investigations_

and flight tests has been instituted to pursue these objectives. Papers in

this report give the significant progress which has been made.
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2. PREDICTION OF REENTEY PLASMA-SHEATH PROPEETIES

By Paul W. Huber and John S. Evans

Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

Methods are discussed by which the plasma properties in the flow field

about a reentry vehicle can be theoretically determined for subsequent use in

RF attenuation calculations. Aerodynamic properties of the flow are expediently

determined first by utilizing normalized forms of equilibrium solutions_ and

these properties are then used as inputs to determine the chemistry and ioniza-

tion in the flow by means of stream-tube methods. Multicomponent finlte-rate

reaction chemistry is employed to determine the distribution of electron density

and electron collision frequency in the complete shock layer.

Results of these calculations for slender blunted bodies show the prime

importance of nonequilibrium chemistry on the plasma properties and the strong

influence of boundary layer on the distribution of properties. It also is shown

that knowledge of the peak shock-layer plasma frequency at the antenna station

serves, in itself, as a valuable guide in the prediction of blackout regions

for large reentry _ _

The need for additional knowledge of both the aerodynamics and the

chemical-kinetics aspects of the problem Is discussed in relation to the design

of communications systems for advanced reentry missions. Tb_e important role of

controlled flight experiments in such studies is recognized.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper and of paper 3 is to outline in as general and

yet comprehensive a manner as possible the status of theoretical knowledge

of the problem of attenuation and blackout of radio communications during the

atmospheric entry phase of space missions. Although the companion problem of

boost-phase communications degradation is a result of the same fundamental

interaction (i.e., between an electromagnetic wave and a plasma), the bo_dary

conditions and plasma-production mechanisms are quite different and, in fact,

are not nearly as well understood.

Aerospace engineers, ground crews, and astronauts have been concerned with

_ reentry _u___^_ blo_k_ut__ p_nh]_.........for some time since it has been

manifested in many different reentries from space missions includir_ those of

satellites, ICBM's, and research probes (refs. 1 to 4). In these reentries the

problem did not prove to be operationally restrictive, since by _ .... i..... +

of careful mission programlng, some additional onboard systems, and strategic

location of ground stations the major goals of the missions were accomplished

in spite of the compromises introduced by the blackout phenomenon. Present

7



knowledge, however, indicates that the extent of the blackout maybe muchlarger
for advancedmissions, such as Apollo and hypervelocity Earth or Mars probes,
if meansare not developed to reduce the effects.

It is obvious that attempts to cope with the blackout problem must be based
on a fundamental understanding of the nature of the phenomenon. It is reason-
able to expect that such an understanding will evolve from a step-by-step
description of the problem - starting with the simpler, or more gross, aspects.
The result of even a simple understanding can be the ability to define more
closely the expected blackout areas, while more refined results will include
prediction of the actual amount of attenuation to be expected during the reentry
period of a given advanced mission. More hopefully, however, such studies may
lead to the pointing to and assessing of ways, or better ways, by which the
problem maybe alleviated or circumvented.

The reason that the theoretical status of the problem can be presented in
two separate parts is given in the following discussion of the general theo-
retical procedures. The basis for the problem is that, whereas the antenna on
the space vehicle is normally immersedin a "free-space" type dielectric medium,
during the reentry period a plasma sheath coats the vehicle and this plasma
sheath has, to somedegree, the properties of a conductor. In electromagnetics
literature this partial conductor is referred to as a lossy dielectric medium.
The result of replacing part of the "free space" with this partial conductor
is to cause someabsorption and/or reflection of the communications signal at
the plasma sheath.

The theoretical radio attenuation problem is determined in two independent
chronological parts, each part involving an entirely different discipline. The
first part involves specification of the plasma properties in the sheath, and
these results in turn form the basis upon which determination of wave attenua-
tion through this plasma can be made. 0nly two properties of the plasma sheath
are required for determination of radlo-wave attenuation although, more pre-
cisely, it is the spatial distribution of these properties in the sheath which
must be known. It is significant to note from the outset that the required
properties involve only those of free electrons - namely, the numberper unit
of volume Ne and the rate at which an average electron collides with other
particles v. The reason for concern with electrons is that they are responsive
(due to their local electrostatic fields) to the rapidly oscillating electro-
magnetic fields of radio-frequency waves; whereas the other ions, due to their
muchgreater massfor the samecharge, will not significantly interact. Radio
attenuation in the plasma is fundamentally a result of the exchange of wave
electric field energy with free-electron kinetic energy wherein this electron
energy increment is then dissipated in the plasma through collisions of the
electrons with plasma particles and/or reradiated back in a displaced phase
(i.e., absorption and/or reflection). The result can be a large decrease in
the transmitted wave strength.

The role played by these plasma properties is illustrated in figure i.
The parameter fp is knownas plasma frequency and is evaluated from an expres-
sion which is proportional to the square root of the electron density Ne.

8
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(There are constants in the expression which are not shown but include electron

charge and mass and account for the dimension of frequency.) This parameter fp

is of important physical significance to the plasma (see ref. 5) and, in addi-

tion, provides a convenient yardstick with which to assess the probability of

radio attenuation. For example, if the value of fp in the plasma sheath

nowhere equals or exceeds the signal-frequency value, then no attenuation - or

only a negligible amount - will result. On the other hand, if, as shown in fig-

ure i, the value of fp does exceed the value of the signal frequency f, then

the problem indeed exists and requires further study to determine its magnitude.

In such a study, the spatial distributions of both the fp and v values then

become of prime importance.

The theoretical method for determination of the plasma-sheath properties

is presented in this paper. This method is referred to as a stream-tube method

and includes two main steps. The first step involves aerod_mamic considerations

wherein flow streamlines are specified in the plasma sheath as well as the pres-

sure distributions along these streamlines. (See fig. 1.) The second step - a

chemlcal-kinetics approach - involves determination of the flow chemistry and

ionization along these streamlines, and the pressure distribution is a required

input. It will be shown that nonequilibrium concepts are of prime importance

in the second step. (See also ref. 6.)

The main dependencies of the plasma-sheath properties are vehicle configu-

ration, flight parameters, and gas composition. The flight parameters - veloc-

ity, altitude, and attitude - as well as the ambient gas composition - for

example, Earth atmosphere, Martian atmosphere, air with material addition or

with ablation products present - primarily ip2!uence the magnitude, or value,

of the plasma parameters; whereas, the vehicle configuration - size, shape, and

antenna location - primarily influences the spatial distribution of the prop-

erties. Actually, this is an oversimplified representation of the problem

dependency but is useful for general illustration.

SYMBOLS

On

f

fp

Ne

P

S

U

nose diameter

signal frequency, cps

plasma frequency, cps

electron density, cm-3

pre ssure

entropy

velocity, ft/sec

9
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x axial distance from nose

y distance along normal from body surface

v electron collision frequency, sec -I

shock-layer thickness along normal to body

Subscripts:

b body

s shock

free stream

ns normal shock

NORMALIZATION OF AERODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF SHEATH

Since the starting conditions for the plasma determination are the stream-

line location and pressure distribution, these are discussed first. A simpli-

fying assumption is involved - namely, these aerodynamic properties of the flow

field are assumed to be unchanged from those of an equilibrium flow field at

the same velocity and altitude. For slender blunted bodies, this is a reason-

able assumption since the pressure distribution is only weak_ly influenced by

real-gas effects, and the streamline location is a second-order consideration

coming only into the spatial location of the streamline. This assumption can

be avoided by use of subsequent iterations to the flow field, but the extra
labor is not justifiable herein.

The equilibrium flow-field parameters (as well as nonequilibrium) are, how-

ever, very much dependent upon the velocity and altitude of flight. To cover

adequately the combinations of velocity and altitude pertinent to the reentry

phase, many such equilibrium solutions might be required, with each solution

involving very time-consuming procedures. As a means of reducing much of this

computational labor, a normalization procedure was found which, to a large

degree, divorces the solution from its dependency on flight velocity and alti-

tude. With such a procedure, one or two solutions will suffice, within accept-

able limits of accuracy_ for the complete reentry path.

Flow-Field Entropy

In equilibrium inviscid flow (neglecting any boundary layer for the moment)

entropy is invariant along a streamline, or fluid flow path, and for this reason

knowledge of the entropy distribution in such a flow field can be used to spec-

ify the flow paths. The equilibrium flow-fleld entropy is therefore normalized

for this purpose. (It should be noted that the values of entropy herein

lO
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determined do not carry over to the subsequent nonequilibrium steps - only the

streamline-path location is retained - so that constancy of entropy in non-

equilibrium flow is not implied.) The value of entropy along the flow-field

boundaries - that is, along the shock wave and the body surface - is first nor-

mallzed as shown in figure 2. The increment of shock entropy above ambient

entropy is normalized by the maximum, or normal shock, shock increment and is

plotted as a function of the normalized axial coordinate. The body streamline

is that which enters the flow field through the normal shock, so that its value

is constant along the surface and equal to the normal-shock value. The varia-

tion of entropy within the shock layer at a given axial location is then nor-

malized as shown in figure 3. In this plot the increment of flow entropy over

the value at the shock, or outer boundary, is normalized by the total increment

across the layer, and a family of curves each identified with axial station is

the result.

The entropy normalizations illustrated in figures 2 and 3 thereby allow

for complete inviscid flow-fleld entropy determination for a given body shape

at any velocity and altitude. (The representations shown herein have been

checked by comparison with solutions found in the literature for a wide range

of flight conditions.) The only inputs required are the ambient entropy as a

function of altitude and the normal-shock entropy as a function of altitude and

velocity. Tabulations of such values are readily found in the literature (see

refs. 7, 8, and 9) and it is upon reinsertion of these aerodynamic properties

into the normalized flow-field representations that the strong dependeoey on

flight parameters is again evident.

Flow-Field Pressure

The same procedure used to obtain the flow-field entropy is also applied

to the determination of flow-field pressure distribution. Illustrative plots

of these pressure parameters are shown in figures 4 and _ and require no addi-

tional comments, except to point out that the values of this pressure parameter

as herein determined do carry directly over as inputs to the nonequilibrium

procedures. This is in contrast to the entropy parameter.

Viscous-Flow Regions

In order to complete the description of an equilibrium flow field, it is

also necessary to assess the influence of viscous regions - such as the bound-

ary layer near the body surface - on the fluid flow paths and pressure distri-

butions. (In most radio attenuation problems, the periods of severe RF loss in

reentry are those near the pes/_ heating periods and generally occur in a

continuum-type fluid-mechanics regime, in %_hich the bo__ndary layer is of the

classical or thin type; it may thus be treated as a perturbation to the inviscid

flow field. In this regime shock waves may also be considered to be thin.) The

details of the boundary-layer procedure are not given herein (see _'ef. 6 for a

more complete discussion) but the procedure involves the following general

sequence: a boundary-layer calculation is made by using the "similar solutions"

method of reference l0 as based on given inviscid body-surface gas properties.
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The boundary-layer property profiles are then matched to the inviscid flow-

field properties at the given body stations by a technique which crudely

accounts for the vorticity interaction between these two flow regions. Inside

the matching points (i.e., the boundary-layer region) the flow streamlines,

which were previously specified from entropy considerations, are identified by

a mass-flow parameter evaluated from integration of the boundary-layer prop-

erties. The pressure is assumed to be uniform across the boundary layer at a

given station and equal to the inviscid surface value. (Note that the concept

of streamlines inside the boundary layer is not valid but is applied to the

outer reaches of the layer in lieu of a proper and expedient approach to non-

equilibrium boundary layers.)

DETERMINATION OF NONEQUILIBRIUM CIII_STRY

By using the aerodynamic properties of the flow field as an input and using

also the conservation equations and chemical-kinetics relations, the plasma

properties along the streamlines can be determined if some further assumptions

are made - namelyj that no diffusion of mass or transfer of energy occurs

between streamlines and that the fluid properties appropriate to the start of

the stream-tube calculations are those found behind a shock wave in which no

dissociation or ionization occurs (ambient gas composition) but in which com-

plete vibrational adjustment occurs. The details of this procedure are not dis-

cussed in this paper, but a qualitative illustration of the strong influence

which nonequilibrlum processes can have on the flow properties of air is given

in the following block diagram (flight velocities below 30,000 ft/sec):

N 2, 0 2

AIR (2 SPECIES

SHOCK HEATING

(40 REACTIONS)

.2,o2,.o,N,o INEUTRA'SI
N2+ 02+NO + (MOLECULAR IONS)

"-. ', ', N+O+ (ATOMIC IONS)
\\ I • s"

e" (FREE ELECTRONS)

PLASMA (11 SPECIES)

Note from this block diagram that in the initial stages of the stream-tube

flow in the nose region, where a large energy input due to shock heating has

occurred, a considerable number of chemical reactions can proceed in the disso-

ciating and ionizing (forward) direction to produce a multicomponent mixture of

species from the ambient air 023N2 mixture. During the expansion process about

the body and into the wake where the fluid is cooled, the reverse direction to
that shown for the reactions is dominant and involves recombinations of the

species to eventually become again the ambient composition.

The different species which wlll actually be present around the vehicle in

a given problem, as well as the concentrations of these species in the mixture,

depends upon a large number of factors which are generalized in the following

two statements: (I) The number and types of reactions which will be signifi-

cantly involved depend upon the enthalpy level, or velocity, of the flight.

12
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For example, at velocities well 30 /sec, as few as six reactions

involving seven species will suffice to describe the chemistry_ whereas, at

velocities well above 30,000 ft/sec, many more reactions and species than those

shown can be significant. (2) Of prime importance is the relationship between

the rates at which these reactions proceed (in both the forward and reverse

directions) and the rates at Which flow changes take place about the vehicle.

Statement (2) engulfs the nonequil_orium concept and can be simply illustrated

by the following three terms:

Chemical equilibrium

Finite- rate nonequilibrium

Frozen composition

If all reactions can proceed very fast in comparison with the flow rates,

then the term "chemical equilibrium" applies to all the resulting conditions.

If, on the other hand, one or more of the reactions is at a rate compargoie with

flow rates, the resulting condition is termed "finite-rate nonequilibrium." The

most extreme condition of nonequilibrium is defined as one in which all reactions

are so slow that no changes in composition can take place in pertinent flow

times - that is, a "frozen composition." (Note that this discussion does not

include the effects of vibrational relaxation, which is herein assumed to be in

local equilibrium at all times.) The most difficult of these conditions to theo-

retically evaluate is that of finite-rate nonequilibrium, and unfortunately for

problems in .........._^ air .... ÷_r +_s _+In_ most generally aDDlies since

the use of some type of nonequilibrlumapproach is required _DOVe altitudes of

approximately 100,000 feet.

In general, then, the noneqailibrium_ ......._._I ....._ ........._ _Ipfly

appraised as follows: Free electrons appear only as a trace species in most of

the pertinent reentry flows, and in such flows, every reaction and reaction

rate - no matter how minor an influence it may have on the thermal properties

and resultant body heating problem - may conceivably have a first-order influ-

ence on this plasma property• Once these mechanisms are better understood and

the reaction rates are known to a more reliable degree, some simplifications

can undoubtedly be employed to reduce the complexity of the analysis. For

example, some of the reactions may be found to be of negligible importance or

it may be found that some of the reaction rates need not be precisely known.

Each of these reaction rates has a local dependency on the gas temperature and

density, and these gas properties are, in turn, dependent upon all the boundary

conditions (as previously mentioned) as well as coupled to _^ ^_-_+r _

The foregoing chemical-kinetics discussion has been centered about the air

reentry problem in the velocity range up to about 30,000 ft/sec, but it should

be pointed out that for higher entry velocities, or for other than air composi-

tions, the problem becomcs even more complex. At higher velocities additional

reactions, such as those involving electron impact ionization, photo-ionization,

and electronic excitation, will become important• It is obvious that ambient

compositions of more than the two-component type (for example, a M_rtian atmos-

phere or air with material addition or with ablation products present) may lead

to a much more complex chemistry than that indicated herein•

13
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EESULTING PLASMA PROPERTIES

When the methods as presented are applied to a reentry problem, the plasma

properties along a flow streamline are determined and typical results are illus-

trated by the curve labeled "Finite-rate chemistry" in figure 6. These results

are for a hemispherically blunted 9° semiapex cone at a velocity of 17,700 ft/sec

and an altitude of 1703000 feet. The streamline shown is one representative of

flow Just outside the boundary layer. For comparison, the limiting nonequillb-

rium properties of the streamline are given, and it is seen that a large region

of uncertainty (nearly three decades) is contained within these limits. Also,

for comparison, the critical electron density for VHF signals is shown.

When the procedures are followed for a number of different stream tubes

and the results are cross-plotted at a given axial location (corresponding to

an antenna location), the properties along a propagation path (in this case_

normal incidence propagation) are found and are illustrated in figure 7. These

results are for the same body and flight conditions given in figure 6, with a

value of X_n of 5.4. The critical electron density for VHF signals is again

shown for comparison. Note that there is a large variation in the electron

density through the shock layer and that near the body surface there is a pro-

nounced effect due to the boundary layer. These wall-vlscous effects will gen-

erally be more important for slender bodies wherein local flow velocities are

higher and shock layers thinner. It should be pointed out also that a different

chemical-klnetics concept was used for the inner reaches of the boundary layer

where the stream-tube concept is completely inadequate. The concept used is

one of "self-limiting" reactions applied to the recombination of electrons with

ions and is described in detail in reference 6.

Figure 7 is a representative output result of flow-field plasma-property

determination in the form required for input to the calculation of RF attenua-

tion. (Collision-frequency results, not shown, are also a product of these

methods.) The bulk of the theoretical procedures incorporated in the plasma

calculations is programed for electronic computers; the designations and status

of these programs are given in table I for illustration. The notation "Pro-

gramed but not checke_' indicates that the procedure is working to some degree

but is not yet completely satisfactory. These programs are applicable also to

velocities higher than the designated value of 30,000 ft/sec, but the programs

shown herein require some modification for use at higher speeds.

PREDICTION OF RF BLACKOUT REGIONS

When knowledge of the plasma properties in a reentry shock layer has been

gained through the use of methods such as those described, it is possible within

certain qualifications to apply this knowledge directly to the blackout problem

even before quantitative attenuation calculations are made. This has been done

here for large blunted bodies and the results are depicted in figure 8 wherein
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predicted RF signal blackout regions appear as shaded regions below the curves

for the various signal-frequency bands.

The qualifications which apply to use of these results are briefly as fol-

lows: (1) It is assumed that the body is so large that, when the plasma-

frequency value anywhere in the plasma layer (through which the signal propa-

gates) becomes equal to the signal-frequency value, an onset of attenuation,

rapidly followed by a value greater than the margin of gain of the communica-

tions system, occurs. This blackout criterion in the reverse sense is assumed

to apply also to the point of signal recovery in that the start of recovery

occurs at this point but, because of the influence of relatively high collision

frequency at the lower altitudes, the point of full recovery occurs somewhat

later. (The predicted regions also have some degree of significance for smaller

bodies in that the onset and recovery of attenuation - even though it may be a

very small amount for small bodies - is expected also to occur at these points

in the reentry.) (2) In computing the values of plasma frequency for this

chart, a generalized antenna location is assumed which corresponds to an aft

body station - that is, a pressure coefficient representative of such a location

is employed. (3) A stream tube is selected which is believed to be generally

representative of that containing peak shock-layer plasma properties. (4) A

generalized concept of nonequilibrium is employed which, in essence, yields

values of the plasma frequency somewhere between the limiting conditions pre-

vlously discussed, but somewhat closer to the frozen limit.

It is, of course, obvious that such a generalized representation as that

shown here will not exactly correspond to any specific flight problem. On the

_^_ _ -_ ...._ _+_ is _r=_y _e_l _ _h_ conceptual stages of mission

planning in which exact calculations are lacking or car_ot be made with confi_

dence. In fact, the correlation of observed signal-loss changes for the Mercury

reentry is seen to be good with this criterion. If the correlation is as good

for the Apollo reentries, then it is seen from figure 8 that blackout of both

radio link (VHF) and tracking (S- and C-bands) signals will certainly be manifest

in two extended regions for the skip trajectories shown. For nonskip braking

reentries (not shown) a single, much more extended blackout region would be

indicated. Good correlation has also been found to exist for the IC_4 reentry

attenuations observed in the Atlantic and Pacific Missile Range flights reported

in references 2 and 3 and shown previously in paper no. i. Because all these

bodies are not of the very large variety, the correlation is with the points of

onset of attenuation and recovery for these flights; whereas, the blackout and

full-recovery points are, respectively, below and to the left of these cuz_es.

For the RAM vehicle reentries (to be described in subsequent papers) the meas-

urable attenuation regions were well inside the regions shown, but these vehi-

cles can be classified as very small.

A _-^_-" .............. + _ +_ _-,_i_Inn_ p_o_l_m at entry into a

Martian atmosphere was made, based on concepts similar to those used herein for

air, and blackout regions similar in some respects to those for Earth reentry
were found.
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H_ERVE_CI_ENT_ P_S_S

It has been shown that theoretical description of reentry flow-field

plasma properties can be expediently made for slender blunted axisymmetric

bodies in uncontaminated air, provided the velocity is not too high. The

velocity requirement follows from the lack of knowledge regarding reactions

and reaction rates appropriate to the chemical kinetics at very high enthalpy.

Such knowledge is fairly reliable for application to velocities up to about

20,000 ft/sec but is less reliable as velocities become progressively larger.

For ablation products and/or material injection products in the flow, the

knowledge is much cruder and, in fact_ the phenomena are not at all well under-

stood. This status obviously applies to the problem relating to other plane-

tary atmospheres. The ability to describe aerodynamically the flow fields

about highly blunted bodies (fairly abrupt change in contour from the nose to

the afterbody shape), bodies at high angle of attack (above a few degrees),

and bodies in which flow separations occur is likewise in a far less than

desired status. Furthermore_ supplementary test data in the hypervelocity

range cannot be obtained since ground facilities are not available in which to

measure such flow properties under simulated flight conditions. Also measure-

ment in ground facilities of the required reaction rates, and so forth, is

difficult for this same reason, as well as due to the problem of isolating or

observing a particular rate, independent of the many others.

Since the foregoing factors may prove to be restrictive for some time to

come_ it is expected that in the interim, flight results may serve as indirect

verifications of some of these extremely complicated concepts for application

to advanced mission design. For example, carefully controlled flight experi-

ments can be devised in which ablation, separation, and so forth, are avoided

in some of the flights and pattern measurements are made at different frequen-

cies and antenna locations, along with onboard plasma diagnostic measurements.

By evaluation of such quantitative measurements and their parametric variations

in terms of the known boundary conditions, a valuable insight may be gained into

the fundamental plasma processes as well as obtaining engineering data. Indeed,

much knowledge has been gained from these evaluations in the RAM flight program,

as will be shown in a number of the subsequent papers.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Methods have been discussed by which the plasma properties in the flow

field about a reentry vehicle can be theoretically determined for subsequent

use in RF attenuation calculations. The methods included aerodynamic proce-

dures utilizing normalized forms of equilibrium flow-field solutions to expe-

diently determine stream-tube flow properties, and procedures to determine

the multicomponent finite-rate reaction chemistry along the stream tube, with

the aerodynamic properties as inputs. The resulting plasma properties are

distribution of electron density and electron collision frequency in the com-

plete shock layer.

16



The plasma properties about slender blunted bodies have been evaluated,

and the results showed the prime importance of nonequilibrium chemistry on the

properties and the strong influence of boundary layer on the distribution of

properties. It also was shown that knowledge of the peak shock-layer plasma

frequency at the antenna station served, in itself, as a valuable guide in the

prediction of blackout regions for large reentry bodies.

It was pointed out that additional knowledge of both the aerodynamics and

the chemical-kinetlcs aspects of the problem is needed in relation to the design

of communications systems for advanced reentry missions. The important role

of controlled flight experiments in such studies was recognized.
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TABLE I.- LANGLEY COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR FLOW-FIELD

PREDICTIONS TO 30,000 _T/SEC FOR AIR REENTRY

Program Description

Flow properties immediately
behind shock wave

Finite-reaction-rate flow

properties along
stream tube

Equilibrium, real-gas

boundary layer

Nonequilibrium boundary

layer

Provides starting

properties for

stream tube

(undissociated and

nonionized air;

equilibrium vibration)

Includes 40 reactions

and ll species

Similar solutions

Similar solutions;

7 reactions and

7 species

Status

Working

Programed

but not

checked

Working

Programed
but not

checked
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3. WAVE-PLASMA INTERACTION MODELS USEFUL FOR CALCULATION

OF SIGNAL LOSS DURING REENTRY

By John S. Evans and Calvin T. Swift

Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

The propagation of radio waves from an antenna on a reentering vehicle is

treated as a boundary value problem in terms of two idealized plasma models.

One of these models is an inhomogeneous slab model upon which plane waves are

incident at arbitrary angles. The other is a radially varying cylindrical

sheath on a slotted conductir_ cylinder. A comparison is given between atten-

uation computed by using these models and attenuation observed during the flights

of the RAM A and RAM B vehicles. Remarks are made about the effects of diffrac-

tion on equatorial antenna patterns and about reduction of transmitted signal

strength due to degraded performance of sharply tuned antennas when covered by
a plasma.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with propagation of radio signals in the presence

of an ionized medium and not with the d_te_ination of the properties of the

medium. More specifically_ it is concerned with the theoretical calculation

of antenna patterns for vehicle-mounted transmitting antennas during the high-

heating phase of atmospheric reentry. Some of the characteristic features of

the problem are: the plasma has strong gradients (adds previously negligible

terms to wave equation), diffraction effects are present for wavelengths compa-

rable to body dimensions (ms_kes problem sensitive to geometry), and coupling

exists between antenna and plasma (shifts resonant frequency of antenna and

also alters its efficiency).

SYMBOLS

E

H

Hy_ H z

ko

n

electric field intensity, V/m

y-component of _ V/m

magnetic field intensity, amp-turns/m

y- and z-components of H, _mp-turns/m

free-space wave number, m -1

complex index of refraction
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r cylindrical coordinate

V ----1 -
i

w=V_ 1
_/_ (_/_)2 + (V_)2

x Cartesian coordinate

Y Cartesian coordinate

Cartesian or cylindrical coordinate

permittivity# F/m

angle of incidence, deg

collision frequency, radians/sec

cylindrical coordinate

transmitting frequency_ radians/sec

plasma resonant frequency_ radians/sec

DISCUSSION

The study of radio wave propagation in inhomogeneous ionized media is not

new, since the passage of such waves through the ionosphere has been of interest

for many years. What is new is the necessity for working with inhomogeneous

plasmas whose dimensions are comparable to the wavelength. For such plasmas

certain useful devices_ such as ray tracing and impedance ratios_ lose their

validity and one is forced to fall back on direct solution of the wave equations,

subject to appropriate boundary conditions.

The following wave equations for _ and _ are for an inhomogeneous

medium:

V2-E_ + ko2n2_ =-_" _n2In2 /

_2_+ ko2n2_= -_2 (_X _)
n---_--X
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where

n 2 = n2(z) = V + jW

The properties of the medium enter through the dependence of the complex index

of refraction n on the position coordinates of the field point. Closed-form

solutions have been found for a few special cases (ref. i), but for arbitrary

variation of plasma properties, solutions must be found by integrating the

equations through the plasma on electronic digital data processing machines.

Even this has been done only for one-dimensional variation in plasma properties.

The equations and boundary conditions used in reference 2 to study trans-

mission and reflection of plane waves incident at arbitrary angles on inhomoge-

neous plane parallel plasmas are as follows:

_2Ey

-- + -- + k02n2Ey = 0
_z2

_2Hy _2Hy 1 _n 2 _Hy
+ -- + ko2n2Hy -

_x 2 _x 2 n2 _z _z

Boundary conditions:

Tangential components of _ and _ are continuous across boundaries.

Incident

wave

X

Z

Reflected Transmitted

wave wave

This model does not account for body geometry or plasma curvature, and the

boundary conditions on the incidence side are appropriate for a plasma located

far from the transmitting antenna rather than for one located very near to the

antenna. In spite of these limitations there is some indication that the pre-

dictions may be valid for very short wavelength radiation from a highly direc-

tive antenna like an o_en-end_ X-band waveguide. Paper no. 18 _±__.............._

ground facility tests in which good correlation between theory and experiment

for such an antenna was found.

The equations and boundary conditions used in reference 3 to calculate

radiation patterns for an axial slot on a conducting cylinder covered by a

radially varying plasma are as follows:
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1 _ (r_Ez] + 1 _z 1 _n2 _z
r _-_ _r J r2 _2 + ko2n2Hz= n-__-_ _-_-

j_e

Boundary conditions:

Tangential components of _ and _ are continuous across air-plasma inter-
--)

face. Tangential E is specified under slot.

Y

r

By solving these equations_ far-field antenna radiation patterns are obtained in

the equatorial plane.

This model has proved to be much better for predicting attenuation from

axial slot antennas at VHF frequencies than the slab model. Two reasons can be

given for this: One_ it roughly approximates the size and shape of the vehicle

and can 3 thereforej account for diffraction. Tw% the boundary conditions on

the incidence side are more realistic than those of the slab model.

Figure i shows the locations of antennas flown on RAM vehicles. The basic

shape for both RAM A and RAM B is a 9° half-angle blunt cone with a cylindrical

afterbody. Except for the afterbody diameter, the dimensions of RAM B are

larger by a factor of four than those of RAMA.

Radiation patterns for the VKF slot antennas are best analyzed with the

slotted cylinder model_ since the slotted cone problem has not been solved.

Attenuation for X-band is found with the use of the slab model. The ring

antennas are fully open slots along the circumference of a circle. Analysis is

available for this model (ref. 3), but it has not yet been programed for compu-

tation. In lieu of a better modelj slab computations are used.

Table I shows calculated and measured values of attenuation for RAM

antennas at a speed of 17, 700 ft/sec and an altitude of 17%000 fee% which

corresponds approximately to peak heating and attenuation during the flights.
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RAM AI was the first vehicle flown in series. At that time only the

slab theory was available_ and the substantial agreement between theory and

experiment for the VIIF slot antenna was a source of satisfactiom. In fact_ the

agreement appeared to be better than this table indicates since the discrepancy

between 18 dB and 23 dB could be roughly accounted for by a theoretical correc-

tion for detuning based on VSWR (voltage-standing-wave-ratio) measurements

included on the telemeter records• The agreement for the VI_ ring antenna was

not considered particularly good_ but it could be excused on the basis that the

flow-field analysis on that portion of the body was compromised by uncertainties

connected with the flow-field calculations near the cone-cylinder junction.

After the flight of RAM A2_ which carried the same antennas on the same

flight trajeetory_ it was evident that something was wrong with either the

AI or A2 data. The VHF ring attenuation was the same as befor% but the VHF

slot attenuation was much lower than before and disagreed seriously with the

theoretical prediction. A search for an explanation revealed that the RAM AI

vehicle carried a sharply tuned VHF slot antenna and that the same antenna on

RAM A2 had a broad tuning characteristic, because of an electromagnet installed

under it. A reasonable hypothesis for the difference in the two experimental

measurements appeared to be that the narrowband antenna suffered a larger loss

of efficiency due to detuning by the plasma. Laboratory experiments which were

performed to test this hypothesis are described in paper no. 4_ which shows that

the signal received from the narrowband antenna is indeed more severely atten-

uated in Lhe presence of _ .... +_n that received from +h_ broadband one

When viewed in this light the 18 _B predicted by the slab model was not

satisfactory. However 3 a computer program based on the axially slotted cylinder

(rei'. _) became available about the t_me of the P__M A2 flight. It was pleasing

to find that the results agreed with the measurement in which detuning was

expected to have the smaller effect.

The RAM B2 vehicle which was flown later carried a narrowband VHF slot

antenna in order to enhance the ability to observe signal recovery by addition

of water to the flow_ which was the principal purpose of the flight• Agreement

between the slotted cylinder calculations and the observed attenuation while the

water flow was cut off was neither expected nor obtained.

A definitive test of these ideas will be made on the next RAM flight. One

of the secondary objectives will be to obtain simultaneous attenuation meas-

urements on two VHF slot antenna% one of which is narrowband and the other of

which is broadband. This experiment is discussed in paper no. 4.

Slab theory predicted very small attenuation for X-bandj and that is what

was observed. A more positive eheckwith measurable attenuation is needed for
Lhls antenna.

Figure 2 shows antenna patterns computed for the VHF slots on RAM A and

RAM B. These are polar plots in the plane perpendicular to the vehicle mxis,

The radial distance which represents 0 dB is marked on the line corresponding

to propagation in the direction normal to the surface and is referenced to the

signal strength of a distant receiver when no plasma is present over the antenna.
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Negative gain (or attenuation) increases along any radius toward the center.

Figure 2 is presented because it illustrates the effect of diffraction when

body dimensions are of the order of the radiation wavelength. The cylinder

used to represent RAM B has a circumference slightly larger than one free-space

wavelength_ whereas the one used for RAM A is smaller by a factor of about 3-

In general_ as cylinder diameter increases the pattern changes from near circular

for small diameters to lobes in the forward direction for large diameters. In

the limit of infinite diameter the pattern becomes that of a slot in an infinite

conducting plane.

Figure 3 illustrates a series of interesting patterns obtained by Calvin T.

Swift (LRC) and Charles M. Knop (The Hallicrafters Company) for axial slots on

cylinders in near-resonant plasmas (_ _p, v _ 0). For exact resonance

(_ = _p3 w = O) the pattern is circular_ and this result is independent of the

cylinder radius and of the thickness of the plasma coating_ except that the

plasma thickness cannot be exactly zero. Zero thickness of the coating cor-

responds to no plasma_ for which the pattern is noncircular. The discontinuous

behavior indicates that pattern shape should be very sensitive to plasma param-

eters under near resonant conditions. This conclusion is borne out by noting

that small departures from exact resonance cause marked changes in the computed

pattern% as shown. Sensitivity of pattern shape at near resonance may prove

to be a valuable diagnostic tool.

Mathematical analyses of antenna-plasma systems such as those discussed

herein can be useful for design studies as well as for data analysis. For

exampl% patterns for different types of antennas can be calculated for identical

plasma coatings to determine which is best suited to the intended purpose. This

is an important capability_ since the simulation in a ground facility of a

plasma-coated antenna in a free-space environment is so difficult to achieve

that experimental patterns are not available.

On the other hand 3 there is much work to be done before mathematical anal-

yses can adequately perform this function. Since the approaches used involve

idealizations of real problems and since antenna radiation is notoriously sen-

sitive to disturbing influenees_ experimental checks must be used to validate

the results. Such checks necessarily include some carefully executed flight

experiments because no combination of ground facilities has yet been devised

which can adequately reproduce all of the pertinent factors.

Table II summarizes the Langley Research Center computing programs for

inhomogeneous plasmas. Theoretical studies are also being carried out on

detuning effects_ antenna arrays_ and scattering from inhomogeneous plasmas.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The principal points to remember about antennas for use during reentry

are as follows: Gradient terms in the wave equation cannot be neglected.
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Antenna pattern shape is strongly dependent on body size and shape_ as well as

on antenna type. The plasma may shift antenna resonant frequency and reduce

antenna efficiency. Antenna selection and design should be evaluated on the

basis of operation under expected reentry conditions. Experimental capgoiiity

for complete evaluation in ground facilities is lacking; therefore, theoretical

capability must be developed. Theoretical treatments are inexact_ therefore,

experimental checks must be employed.
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TABLE I.- ATTENUkTION FOR RAM ANTENNAS

RAM

A1

A1

A2

A2

B2

B2

B2

Att enuation_ dB

Calculated Measured
Antenna

Slotted Slab Narrowband Broadband
cylinder

2 23VKF slot

VKF ring

VHF slot

VHF ring

VHF slot

HF ring

X-band

2

6.5

18
lO

18
lO

23

30

O. 0086

>3o

6

6

17
0

TABLE II.- SUMMARY OF LANGLEY COMPUTER PROGRAMS

FOR INHOMOGENEOUS PLASMAS

Program De scription Comment s

Plane wave

inhomogeneous

slab

Axial slot on

cylinder

Circumferential

slot on cylinder

Computes reflection

and transmission

coefficients; also

phase shifts

For plane waves

at arbitrary angle
of incidence

0omput es transmission

patterns in

equatorial plane

Computes transmission

patterns in

equatorial plane

Also available with

uniform magnetic

field (normal

incidence only)

Probably limited to

far-field application

Detuning effects

not included

Detuning effects

not included

Not yet in computa-

tional form
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4. ANTENNA RESPONSE TO A PLASMA ENVIRONMENT

By Francis P. Russo and Thomas G. Campbell

Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

This paper presents some experimental results of the investigation made

by the Langley Research Center to determine the effects of antenna detuning upon

the radiated signal. The results of simulated detuning tests indicated that

substantial changes in resonant frequency and bandwidth occurred. From the

measured signal losses, it was concluded that antenna detuning is a first-order

effect which can be minimized by broadbanding techniques.

INTRODUCTION

The interaction of antennas with the ionized flow field may produce sub-

stantial changes in the radiation characteristics which deteriorate antenna

performance and contribute additional signal losses. Factors such as pattern

distortion, antenna detuning, and the excitation of new propagation modes are

near-field effects that are not adequately determined by far-field electromag-

netic theory. As a resu!% the additional signal losses contributed by the

near field are difficult to account for. It is the purpose of the investiga-

tion undertaken by the Langley Research Center to provide th_oz'etical and exper-

imental data on antenna performance and to determine the loss of radiated power

resulting from changes in the electrical properties of the antenna. This program

includes theoretical and experimental work at Langley which is supplemented by

research study contracts.

The specific area discussed in this paper is the experimental investiga-

tion being made of antenna detuning. This investigation is an attempt to deter-

mine the changes in antenna characteristics caused by detuning and to relate

these changes with the resulting signal losses. In order to simulate antenna

detuning in the laboratory, use was made of dielectric shrouds, conductive

fluids_ and plasma facilities. Although the first two methods do not simulate

the actual plasma medial_m, justification for their use lies in the fact that they

provide a known environment in which to analyze and compare the antenna response.

FLIGHT DISCUSSION

Although the question of antenna behavior in a plasma environment had been

_++___ _j _ +_ _+_y_++__ _n_m. its influence upon_ measured signal

loss was demonstrated in the RAM A1 and RAM A2 flight experiments (refs. i

and 2, respectively) which were discussed in paper no. 3 by John S. Evans and

Calvin T. Swift. Figure i shows the RAM A conical-nose configuration and the
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location of the VHF slot antenna. A broadband split-body dipole, which is

referred to as a ring antenna, was located at the junction of the cone and

cylindrical aft section. The 244.3-mc slot antenna was located on the forward

section of the cone. A plot of voltage standing-wave ratio (VSWR) against fre-

quency_ which is indicative of the antenna bandwidth characteristics, is given

in figure 2 for the RAM AI and RAM A2 slot antennas. It is evident that the

RAM AI slot antenna is a sharply tuned high Q resonator compared with the RAM A2

antenna. For a VSWR of 2:1, the relative bandwidth ratio is approximately i0:I.

Although the greater signal loss of 18 d_ on RAM AI was attributed to detuning

of the sharply tuned antenna, flight measurements showed a maximum VSWR of 8:1,

which corresponds to a mismatch loss of only 4 dB. The maximum VSWR on the

RAM A2 slot antenna, however, was only 1.7:1 during the ionization period.

DETUNING TESTS WITH DISTILLED WATER AND SALINE SOLUTIONS

By using distilled water and saturated saline solutions as the detuning

mediumj a comparison was made of the radiation properties of the RAM AI and

RAM A2 slot antennas. Figure 3 shows the test model and the fiber-glass cone

used to contain the solution. A thin plastic cover was placed over the test

model to prevent direct contact with the solution. The transmitter and its

power source were placed within the cone to prevent radiation from external

cables. Measurements of VSWR and impedance were made with a diagraph which was

connected to the antenna through a 0.5-wavelength section of transmission line.

The signal level of each antenna was obtained by averaging the signal over 360 °

of rotation in the electric-field plane, which is shown in figure I as the

XZ-plane. The results of these tests are summarized in the following table:

Medium

Narrowband

VSWR

Broadband

Relative signal

strength, dB

Narrowband B ro a_Iband

Distilled water 19 6.5 -24 -13

Saturated saline 15 5.5 -39 -27

solution

As evident by the high VSWR and signal losses, the narrowband antenna shows

greater detuning effects in both media and exhibits a signal loss of about

12 dB greater than that of the broadband antenna.

60-FOOT VACUUM SPHERE TESTS

Maintaining the same bandwidth characteristics, the two slot antennas were

mounted to opposite sides of the RAM A nose cone. Signal-strength measurements

were then made in the 60-foot-diameter vacuum sphere at the Langley Research
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Center by using the free electrons in small solid-propellant rocket exhausts

as a plasma simulator. The experimental test section within the sphere is

shown in figure 4. The test model and receiving antennas were placed within

an anechoic chamber to simulate free space. The receiving antennas were coax-

ially coupled to a receiving station outside the sphere where signal strength

was recorded. In order to obtain a direct comparison of antenna performance

under plasma conditions_ the transmitter power was alternately switched to each

antenna for 2 seconds. A portion of the signal-strength record is shown in

figure 5. Because of the unstable flow conditions just after rocket-motor igni-

tion_ the first switch position should be ignored. As in the previous tests_

the narrowband antenna exhibits greater signal loss than the broadband antenna

under identical conditions. Although the results of these tests can only be

compared qualitatively with the flight results_ they do lend evidence to the

fact that the sharply tuned antenna is susceptible to greater detuning losses

than the broadband antenna.

RAM B2 DIELECTRIC SHROUD TESTS

By using dielectric shrouds as the detuning mechanism_ tests were conducted

with the RAM B2 antenna systems shown in figure 6. The antennas tested were a

244.3-mc slot antenna located on the forward section of the cone, a 30.8-mc

....... _o7_ _ _1___n_ _rrav. A tyDica! shroud covering the pay-ring _nb_n_ and a _ .......... _ _

load is shown in figure 7- The dielectric material was silicon rubber compound

impregnated with graphite and had a dielectric constant of i0 and a loss tangent

of 0.112. Fi_are 8 shows the free-space bandwidth characteristics of the

30.8-mc antenna _d its response to a 0.5-inch _hroud. Only a slight change is

seen in the shape of the bandwidth curve_ and the resonant frequency remains

unchanged. Figure 9 shows the free-space bandwidth characteristics of the

244.3-mc slot antenna and its response to a 0.5-inch and a 1.5-inch shroud. In

this case there is a substantial shift in resonant frequency to a lower fre-

quency for increased shroud thickness. Although the antenna retains its reso-

nant properties_ there is a broadening of the bandwidth characteristics. Radia-

tion patterns taken with the shrouds showed negligible change in shape for either

vertical or horizontal polarization. Similar tests with the horn array showed

only slight response to the shrouds and consequently are not shown. The results

of these tests are summarized in the following tabl% and comparison is made

with calculations based on far-field theory:

Shroud

thlckness_
in.

I

IFrequency,mc
Ant enna

O.5 244.3 Narrowband
slot

1.5 244.3

O.5 3O

Narrowband

slot

Broadband

ring

0.5 9210 Horns

VSWR

Predicted Measured

1-77 22.5

i

4.20 14.4

1.08 1.65

3.48 2.9

Relative signal, dB

Predicted Measured

-0.66 -14.0

-2.85 -13.o

-0.047 <-1.o

-14.42 -15
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As evident from the table, the broadband ring and horn antennas show close

agreement with predictions based on far-field theory_ whereas_ the narrowband

slot antenna 3 being more sensitive to its environment_ exhibits greater signal

losses because of detuning. By retuning the slot antenna to the shroud_ however_

almost complete signal recovery was obtainable.

RAM B3 DIELECTRIC SB_OUD TESTS

Similar detuning tests with the shrouds were conducted with the VHF slot

antennas to be flown on RAM B3. An important experiment on this flight will be

the comparison of narrowband and broadband antenna performance under plasma

conditions. The operating frequencies and bandwidth characteristics of the two

antennas are shown in figure i0. The free-space resonant frequency of the nar-

rowband antenna is 244.3 mc and its gain relative to a reference dipole is

-4 d_. The broadband antenna has a free-space resonant frequency of 231.4 mc

and relative gain of -7 d_. The free-space radiation patterns of both antennas

are essentially the same over the frequency range indicated. Figure Ii shows

the narrowband antenna response to the 0.5-inch and 1.5-inch shrouds. A lower

frequency shift of 4 mc and 8 mc results for increased shroud thickness. At the

free-space resonant frequency_ there is a maximum VSWR of 19:1 and total signal

loss of 20 dB. Mismatch losses_ however, account for only an 8-dB loss of

radiated power. The response of the broadband antenna is shown in figure 12. A

lower frequency shift of 2 mc and 4 mc results for the 0.5-inch and 1.5-inch

shrouds_ respectively. At the free-space resonant frequency, there is a maximum

VSWR of 3.5:1 and total signal loss of 3 d_.

DISCUSSION OF DETUNING TESTS

The results of these tests show that antenna detuning contributes appre-

ciable signal losses. Of significance is the fact that measured mismatch

losses did not account for the total detuning effects. As is well known_ how-

ever_ it is extremely difficult to measure accurately the high standing-wave

ratios which may be encountered. On the RAM AI flight_ for instance, if it were

assumed that mismatch losses could account for the 18-d_ difference in signal

between the narrowband and broadband antennas_ the RAM AI flight instrumenta-

tion should have been capable of measuring voltage standing-wave ratios on the

order of several hundred to one. Standing-wave measurements of this magnitude

obviously transcend the capability of any instrument. It has not been deter-

mined_ however_ what effect the changes in resonant frequency and bandwidth

characteristics have on the radiation efficiency of the antenna.

20-1NCH HYPERSONIC ARC-HEATED TUNNEL

In order to provide a comparison of antenna response to the dielectric

shrouds, a test was made under plasma conditions in the Langley 20-inch
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hypersonic arc-heated tunnel. The antenna configuration used was an axial slot

on a cylindrical body. In order to obtain the antenna bandwidth characteristics

under plasma conditions, the slot antenna was swept +_i0 mc from its center fre-

quency of 244.3 mc, at a sweep rate of 60 cps. A bidirectional coupler in the

transmission line enabled forward and reflected power to be monitored. By

applying the reflected power and sweep signals to the plates of an oscilloscope,

the bandwidth characteristics could be photographed during the test. Although

the ionized flow field over the antenna was not adequately defined_ interferom-

eter measurements of the free stream indicated an electron density on the order

of 109 electrons per cm 3 and a collision frequency of 108 per second. Fig-

ure 13 shows a typical response curve at peak ionization. The broken curve indi-

cates the free-space bandwidth characteristics. With the ionized flow over the

antenna there is a substantial broadening of the bandwidth curve with no well-

defined resonant point, and the VSWR at the free-space resonant frequency is 9:1.

As +_c _._v_w__+_ trailed off at the end of the run_ the response curve shown in

figure 14 was obtained. Although a lower frequency shift still exists_ the

antenna appears to have regained its resonant properties at a new resonant fre-

quency of 238 me. A comparison of these results with those of the dielectric

tests shows that both methods produce a similar effect on antenna response.

CONCLUDING P_KRKS

From the results of the experimental data presented, it can be concluded

that antenna detuning is a first-order effect on measured signal loss, which

can be minimized by antenna broadbandir4 techniques. As yet_ considerable effort

must be directed toward a theoretical analysis relati_ antenna response to the

plasma medium so that correlation can be made with experimental measurements.
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5. PRESENT PLANS FOR APOLLO COMMUNICATIONS

AND TRACKING DURING REENTRY

By George B. Gibson

Manned Spacecraft Center

SUMMARY

This paper presents some of the results of the Manned Spacecraft Center

planning to date on Apollo communications during the reentry phase. Included

are plots of reentry areas_ reentry profiles_ operating frequencies, and antic-

ipated blackout times for the Apollo command module.

RESULTS

The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center has been engaged in extensive trajectory

studies for use in determining tracking requirements for Project Apollo. The

purpose of this paper is to present some of the significant results that are

...... " _±_ to ____1._ .... _ _,_+_ a,,_ reentry.

Figure i is a plot of the ground track for a landing in the vicinity of

_,e Samoan _o_oT_. _._'_ a +_c__ _ wu']]___generally result when the moon has a

positive declination at the time of the depai_ure of *_ ^_^_ ......... ?f

Figure 2 is a plot of the ground track for a landing in the vicinity of

the Hawaiian Islands and results when the moon has a negative declination at

the time of departure of the spacecraft.

Figures 3 and 4 are profiles of the short range and the skip trajectories,

respectively. As can be seen in the foregoing figures 3 the permissible reentry

range limits are a maximum of 5000 and a minimum of 1200 nautical miles.

The operational frequencies which will be used for the Apollo Command and
Service Module are as follows:

I Functions [ Frequency, mc

I Spacecraft to Earth

_V_ telemetry ..................... Ivoice ........ ...............

I S-band ranging, voice, telemet_-y, i

television, etc ........... ........ 1
C-band radar ..................... I

257.8

296.8

_287.5
5765.o

_- _ spacecraft_ _ to

VHF voice ........ . . .... • ........

UEF data .......................

S-band ranging, voice, and data ............

C-band radar .....................

296.8

45o.o
21o6.4

5690.0
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The North American Aviation Company has calculated the command-module

reentry flow field on a simplified one-dimensional nonequilibrium basis and has

made the assumption that transmission through the resulting plasma sheath is

completely attenuated when the operating frequency is less than the plasma

frequency.

Figures 5 and 6 (from ref. i) show the blackout times for the various

operating frequencies which are expected for the short range and for the skip

trajectories. Regarding the skip trajectory, it will be highly advantageous

to know accurately the altitude and velocity at which the system will emerge

from blackout and at which it will reenter the second phase of the blackout

trajectory. High-altitude aircraft will be positioned near these points and

since these aircraft will have good direction-finding capabilities, the knowl-

edge of such points will be a great aid in determining the impact area of the

spacecraft. As an example, postflight analyses of Project Mercury show that

the impact area could be determined accurately from a knowledge of the time at

which a blackout of VHF communications occurred.

Figure 7 is really a "do-it-yourself kit" for predicting blackout of the

operating frequency from the knowledge of altitude and velocity. The expected

blackout lines are calculated by applying certain scaling rules and representa-

tive electron densities. Lines are also shown for electron densities an order

of a magnitude higher and lower than the calculated value.

No claim is made that the foregoing blackout transition charts are the

most accurate calculations which can be made of Apollo blackout times; however,

they are believed to be the most accurate available to date. Their accuracy

will also be improved by incorporating blackout data resulting from a super-

orbital reentry flight.

Projects which are underway and which tend to minimize the blackout time

are followed with interest by engineers associated with the Apollo Program.

However_ it must be realized that Apollo is s "state-of-the art" project and

requirements can therefore not be based on techniques which are not proved at

this time. Any practical breakthroughs in solving the blackout problem will

be an obviously welcome bonus.
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6. PLASMA EFFECTS ON APOLLO REENTRY COMMUNICATION

By Richard Lehnert and Bernard Rosenbaum

Goddard Space Flight Center

SUMMARY

Plasma effects on tracking and communication during Apollo reentry from a

lunar mission have been reviewed. Several characteristic Apollo reentry tra-

jectories are given as examples for the demonstration of rf-signal blackout

areas expected to occur during skip-type and direct-descent reentry flights.

The presently existing uncertainties in the determination of electrical proper-

ties in the Apollo plasma sheath and the plasma effects on antenna performance

have led to widely differing estimates of blackout area predictions. The most

desirable case of continuous tracking and communication throughout the entire

reentry phase could be achieved only by developing ameliorative methods for

preventing blackout. In order to accomplish this, the complex physicochemical

phenomena of the asymmetric ionized flow field peculiar to Apollo and the

three-dimensional wave propagation through the highly inhomogeneous plasma

sheath must be more clearly understood. However, the development and implemen-

tation of preventive techniques will be confronted with the intricate matter of

conform_n_ to overall _yste_ requirements.

For the establishment of a most economical and effective Apollo reentry

ground-support network, GSFC needs to know precise blackout bounds for all

....__i_ +j_p_........nf _ntrv_ tra_ectories_ . The accuracy or _r_±_tj of +_

prediction of blackout area bounds are determining factors in the assessment of

the ground-support capabilities during Apollo reentry.

INTRODUCTION

Tracking and communication problems caused by radio-frequency-signal black-

out during the reentry phase of Apollo spacecraft returning from a lunar mission

are considered in this paper. Reentry into the earth's atmosphere is generally

defined as commencing at an altitude of 400,000 feet. Upon deeper penetration

into the regimes of exponentially increasing air density, the drag of the

reentering spacecraft causes a considerable amount of its kinetic energy to be

transferred into heat predominantly by compression in the stagnation region and

partially by skin friction in the boundary layer_ which is also referred to as

the shear layer. Temperatures in the heat cap between bow shock and spacecraft

surface rise to such magnitudes that dissociation and ionization of the environ-

mental air takes place. Consequer_!y 3 the flow _ieid surrounding the spacecraft

becomes highly conductive with respect to electromagnetic wave propagation and

markedly e_anees _-__._+_ _. ._¢-_gn_]s......... In the most critical case, radio

communication is completely blacked out. This signal blackout has already been

experienced during the reentry of the Mercury spacecraft. A much more serious

condition of tracking and communication blackout is expected during the reentry
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flight of the Apollo spacecraft because of the higher Apollo reentry velocity

(35,000 ft/sec) in comparison with Mercury velocity (24,000 ft/sec). Signal

blackout will be particularly critical since its occurrence will coincide with

the maneuver phase of the spacecraft and may eliminate the ground support

during a vital portion of this phase or even during the entire regime of effec-

tive maneuverability (depending upon the type of reentry trajectory).

From the viewpoint of the generation of the most efficient and reliable

reentry ground support_ it is necessary to recognize all possible reentry tra-

jectories within the constraints of presently existing ground rules and to

establish the degree of assistance needed from the ground to assure a full

success of any reentry mission. In this consideration, in turn, the capability

of tracking and communication must be investigated in the light of adverse

effects imposed by rf-signal blackout and a solution of the blackout problem be

sought for trajectory regions where proper signal transmission may decide upon

the successful continuation and completion of the reentry mission.

REENTRY

Reentry shall be defined as that phase of the Apollo Command Module flight

which originates at the reentry point upon return from a lunar mission. The

reentry point is the locus of first encounter with the atmosphere conventionall_

assumed to occur at an altitude of 400,000 feet. At an altitude of about

50,000 feet_ the programed termination of the operation of the onboard auto-

matic guidance system determines the end of the reentry phase.

The presently considered range variation of nominal Apollo reentry tra-

Jectories to be flown with the MIT automatic guidance and control extends from

approximately 1,000 to 5_000 nautical miles. Information on the trajectories

for use in determining tracking requirements for project Apollo has been assem-

bled by the Flight Operations Division of NASA Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC).

Control maneuvers during reentry can be performed only by rolling the Command

module. By means of the roll maneuver the lift vector is being rotated into a

desired direction. Lift is generated in the pitch plane of the Command Module

at a trim angle (_ = 33° ) which is attained by a prescribed displacement of the

center of gravity from the longitudinal axis of rotational symmetry. At this

trim angle where a lift-to-drag ratio L/D = 0.5 is established, an equilibri_

exists between overturning moment and aerodynamic restoring moment. Maneuvers

are consequently dependent upon the existence of adequate aerodynamic forces an,

are therefore restricted to altitudes where the air density p and velocity v

are sufficiently high to insure an effective dynamic pressure _. The thresh
2

old value for the dynamic pressure can be determined by a minimum effective
drag reference level (ref. i). This drag reference level is attained at an

altitude of about 300,000 feet_ above which the automatic guidance system is

inoperative with respect to vehicle control.

Typical Apollo reentry trajectories are presented in figure i for ranges

of 5,000, 3,000, and 1,000 nautical miles at a nominal reentry flight-path
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angle, 7 = -6.4o. (Information for trajectories presented in figures i to 4 is

from MSC. ) For a given landing site and depending upon the ground distance of

the reentry point from the landing area, the trajectories can vary from a char-

acteristic skip trajectory (i) to a typical direct-descent trajectory (3).

Considering the skip trajectory first, the onboard automatic guidance and con-

trol mode calls for corrective maneuvers pertaining to range and cross range in

two areas. The area of major control-maneuver effectiveness is located in the

dip-in region of the trajectory commencing shortly after the reentry point and

is fading out at an altitude above 30%000 feet upon skipout. Above this alti-

tude the dynamic pressure becomes so small that a ballistic trajectory prevails

until the Command Module again returns into a region of effective aerodynamic

forces. This second area of maneuverability lends itself only to minimal cor-

rections on account of the rapidly decreasing velocity and the remaining short

range-to-go. The lower altitude bound of maneuverability (obtained from NASA

Manned Spacecraft Center) is 50,000 feet where the automatic guidance system

program terminates.

The direct-descent type of trajectory (3) does not have a skipout phase.

It has only one upper and one lower altitude bound for maneuverability coin-

ciding with the altitudes of original onset and ultimate termination of maneuver

capability expected during the skip trajectory. Consequently, the major portion

of the direct-descent reentry constitutes a controlled flight.

_n_.evariation of the altitude with range profile within a reentry flight-

path-angle corridor from 7 = -5. 4° to 7 = -7 .4° for a nominal 5,000-n_utical-

mile Apollo reentry trajectory is sho_ in figure 2. Particularly noteworthy is

not only the large change in maximum altitude as a function of extreme reentry

angles but =_u.... #_,,_ _...._+v _m........_nge-to-_o_ from the point of deepest _ _ pene-

tration for different reentry angles amounting to a maximum of 500 nautical

miles. This latter effect is a basic factor for ground-support coverage.

An example for the reentry flight-path-angle effect on shorter skip trajec-

tories (3,000 nautical miles) is given in figure 3. Although the magnitude of

maximum altitude variation with 7 is greatly reduced in comparison with the

5,000-nautical-mile trajectory, the maximum downrange variation of the minimum

altitude in the initial dip of the flight still amounts to 500 nautical miles.

Direct-descent trajectories shown in figure 4 are not expressly affected

by the reentry flight-path angle.

In view of the strong requirements for the safe return of the astronauts, a

manual emergency reentry mode suggested by North American Aviation is being con-

sidered as a backup control procedure in case of a failure of the onboard auto-

matic guidance and control system. The manual emergency reentry mode _s bssed

on an independent semiautomatic onboard system consisting of an accelerometer

and a real-time display of the accelerometer output- in terms of graviby g

against velocity v. The velocity is obtained by integration of the acceler-

-" -^_+_ diagrs--m_of the _ravity-velocity dis-ometer output. _'igure 5 is a _ ..........

play which is an integral part of the Command Module pilot's control board.

The pilot_ in turn_ takes over the roll control of the Command Module by

using the gravity-velocity display as a guide for staying within prescribed

g-limits and for reducing gradually his velocity to slightly below orbital
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speed in order to avoid a fatal skipout. During the manual emergency mode,

the astronauts do not have any onboard indication of the spacecraft posi-

tion, and range and cross-range deviations from the prescribed flight path

become incidental. For reasons of giving a characteristic example, three

5,000-nautical-mile trajectories generated with the MIT automatic guidance

system have been plotted in the gravity-velocity display for reentry angles

Y = -5.4°_ 7 = -6.4o, and 7 = -7 -4°. They all demonstrate that the gravity

and velocity constraints are properly taken into consideration.

Present investigations at North American Aviation (NAA) indicate that the

manual reentry emergency mode is capable of flying trajectories ranging up to

7,500 nautical miles within the prescribed gravity and velocity constraints.

The tentative noncompatibility with the maximum range of presently considered

nominal automatically guided reentry flights is subject to current studies at
NAA.

BLACKOUT AREAS

With the predictions on hand for Apollo rf-signal blackout, one can make

preliminary approximate estimates of blackout area during typical reentry

trajectories. It should be pointed out, however, that these predictions, based

on unpublished information from AVC0, Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, and the

previous work of F. J. Tischer at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) are made

under very simplifying assumptions. These assumptions suggest 'summa summarum'

that all conditions of the rf-signal blackout for a given operational frequency

during any Apollo reentry trajectory are prescribed by only two parameters,

namely, velocity and ambient air density. If a standard atmosphere density

profile is assumed 3 the second determining parameter becomes the altitude.

Under these assumptions, blackout areas have been coordinated with some charac-

teristic Apollo reentry trajectories. An example of an altitude-velocity

presentation of the trajectories considered in figure i is given in figure 6.

Plotted in this diagram are two sets of parameter family curves, (4) and (5),

indicating predicted blackout bounds for operational frequencies of 250 mc,

2 Kmc, and 5 Kmc. The predictions for the parameter curves (4) by AVC0 are

based on equilibrium flow assumptions and an antenna location on the windward

side (attached inviscid flow) of the conical Apollo afterbody. Parameter

curves (5), in turn 3 were obtained at GSFC by adjusting the geometry factors of

F. J. Tischer's flow-field model at an antenna location on the leeward side

(separated flow) of the Apollo afterbody for nonequilibrium conditions in the

stagnation region.

By using the scheme demonstrated in figure 6 as a tentative approach_

S-band blackout areas have been determined for all trajectories given in fig-

ures i to 4. Figure i shows the estimated blackout regions for S-band of

nominal 5,000- and 3,000-nautical-mile reentry trajectories with a nominal

reentry flight-path angle, 7 = -6.4 °. Considering the 5,000-nautical-mile

skip trajectory, curve (i), there are two areas of blackout which are located

within the two regimes of spacecraft maneuver capability described in the

section entitled "Reentry." The first blackout commences upon initial Apollo

penetration into the atmosphere at an altitude of about 310,000 feet and
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prevails through the major portion of the maneuverable flight up to an altitude

of approximately 25%000 feet during skipout.

The second blackout takes place in an altitude region from about

250,000 feet to 180_000 feet after the spacecraft returns from the skip. For

comparison_ predictions of S-band blackout by NAA (ref. 2) are plotted in fig-

ure !. This work is based on equilibrium flow field and plane wave-propagation
calculations made with an assumed antenna location on the windward side of the

Apollo spacecraft more commensurate with the Mercury C-band antenna position.

Electron density or plasma frequency; calculated along the wave-propagation path_

has been supplied with an uncertainty factor of plus or minus an order of magni-

tude. This uncertainty factor may include the neglected effects of nonequilib-

rium flow_ three-dimensional wave propagation; and ablation. Taking into account

this order-of-magnitude variation of the electron density; NAA gives maximum and

minimum extent of S-band blackout applicable to the two described areas of black-

out for trajectory t,_ _e .... _ to _+_ +_o+ _._+_ th_ exception of

the location of the initial onset of blackout_ the NAAminimum blackout area

predictions are in fairly good agreement with the GSFC estimates (except that

there is disagreement with the NAA assumption that blackout for all operational

frequencies starts at the reentry point (400;000 feet)). (See also fig. 2.)

This agreement 3 however_ should not be overemphasized because the not yet

accountable effects of ablation may further enhance attenuation.

General tendencies of S-band blackout area behavior for the skip-type

Apollo reentry trajectories may be recognized by inspection of figures 1 to 3.

The extent of the duration of the first blackout area is subject to variation

while the second blackout region is not greatly affected by changes of trajec-
tory profiles.

The contributing parameter for the changes in extent of the first blackout

area is the reentry flight-path angle. Practically independent of the range of

skip-type trajectories; the maximum variation of the length of the blackout

area within the considered reentry angle corridor amounts to as much as 600 nau-
tical miles.

The most serious blackout effect is imposed on short-range direct-descent

type of reentry trajectories. (See fig. 4.) Practically the entire maneuver-

able portion of the reentry flight appears to be in the S-band blackout region.

Comparison with NAAblackout data shows that the Goddard Space Flight Center

prediction of the termination of blackout for a reentry angle of -6.4 ° lies

about halfway between the NAA lower altitude bounds of maximum and minimum

blackout area extent. Again there is disagreement with the NAA assumption of

the onset of blackout at an altitude of 400;000 feet. It is interesting to

note that almost the entire flight phase during the manual emergency reentry
mode (see fig. 5) is immersed in S-band blackout.

_v_ OF BL&_ ON GROUND SUPPORT

The tracking and communication network can participate in an important

role in the reentry flight and assist the spacecraft crew in their task. A
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critical matter in reentry will be the initial phase of deceleration to sub-

orbital velocity. In this phase precise guidance and maneuvering are essential.

It is a pressing consideration that the ground network should provide monitoring

capability for the prime guidance system and function as an integral link

between the spacecraft and control center should the vehicle be flying in a man-

ual emergency mode. In case of improper functioning of the automatic guidance

system and for the manual emergency reentry mode, the reentry network should

also predict the locale of an emergency landing and thus aid in recovery.

The reentry environmental conditions, as mentioned, have a debilitating

effect on communication and tracking. Consequently, the role and operation of

the ground network must be reviewed in the light of the strong interaction

between radio signal and the ionized flow field surrounding the reentering

spacecraft and its radio antenna. This degrades the overall performance of the

radio channel. The S-band transponder-signal level as well as the other radio

channels can be severely attenuated. The proximity of the plasma to the

antenna introduces a severe impedance mismatch which can drastically weaken the

signal power and thereby reduce the channel capacity of the telemetry system

and make voice communication impossible. Tracking errors also will arise from

a degradation of Doppler range rate measurements. Even skin tracking can be

unsatisfactory because of confusion introduced by the ionized vehicle trail and

precursor ionization in front of the shock.

The ideal condition for reentry is that the blackout intervals be com-

pletely eliminated. This would permit continued tracking throughout the atmos-

pheric flight and make communication possible. The development and implementa-

tion of methods of circumventing blackout is a prime need of the reentry phase.

Ways of eliminating the blackout in the severe Apollo reentry flight conditions

have not yet been developed within the Apollo mission requirements. Some

methods suggested of modifying flow-field chemistry are seeding the flow field

with electronegative materials and injecting a fluid into the boundary layer.

The water injection has been successfully demonstrated in the RAM project

(ref. 3) through an actual flight experiment. This result is most encouraging

for Apollo. To evaluate the effect of water injection for Apollo, experiments

need to be conducted by taking account of the stagnation condition attending

superorbital reentry and the complex fluid mechanical problems stemming from

the geometry of the Command Module.

In the event that techniques are not developed to overcome blackout, the

operational plan for the Apollo ground support must be prepared to function

within restrictive communication conditions imposed by blackout. A critical

interval can develop during the reentry phase when the spacecraft descends to

200,000 feet and initiates the skipout of the atmosphere. Emergency conditions

at this Juncture make it necessary to execute corrective maneuvers quickly

because the vehicle is soon in an ascending phase and aerodynamic conditions

are not favorable for maneuvers. Time for decisions is at a premium. This is

where the ground support may be able to help, but is at present handicapped by

the blackout state. The precise limit of the communication rupture is impor-

tant because it will have a critical bearing on the placement of a tracking ship

and other communication problems. Assuming, for instance, a continental landing

in the southern part of the United States, a tracking ship would be placed in a

most effective strategic position in the Pacific Ocean as indicated by the
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generalized term "ground station view" in figures i to 3. The range of a

nominal reentry trajectory is approximately known well in advance depending

upon the launch date. For each prescribed trajectory range, the ship has to

seek its position so that the spacecraft can be acquired immediately after

escaping from blackout. This event, however, occurs in an area whose location

relative to the reentry point is a function of the reentry flight-path angle

and the performance of the onboard automatic _aidance system during the black-

out. The reentry flight-path angle is fairly well determined by the Manned

Space Flight Network after the last major midcourse correction which takes

place about a day prior to the reentry phase. However, if according to recently

obtained information from Manned Spacecraft Center, additional midcourse maneu-

vers can still be performed until i hour prior to landing, the reentry angle

may be affected considerably. Consequently, a change in trajectory profile on

short notice will be significant with respect to positioning the ship. The

present uncertainty in blackout termination during skipout also poses a problem

on the positioning of the ship and consequent acquisition and tracking capabili-

ties. As yet, it is not possible to make accurate predictions where blackout

is relieved in the ascent phase, but 250,000-foot altitude may be a reasonable
estimate.

In order to optimize the Apollo tracking network and meet its requirements

during reentry, the plasma effects on communication must be understood and

degrading effects accurately evaluated. Analytical methods of investigating

the sigr_! degradation on reentry from l_uar return are encumbered by two funda-

mental tasks that are, in fact, common to all reentry communication problems.

One is the determination of the plasma properties of the hypersonic ionized

flow field, the so-called plasma sheath. The other is the behavior of an

_uter_la _I__ _ _ .... o_+_ _ _atment of these oroblems is very

difficult and stems in large part from the multiplicity and complexity of the

phenomena involved, also from the lack of physical data, and in other instances

from intractable mathematical problems. The plasma properties in particular

are a very sensitive function of complex physicochemical processes in the

shock layer and the calculation of these processes is subject to doubt arising

from further uncertainty in basic physical parameters. Of the numerous chemical

reactions requiring consideration, the reaction-rate constants of many are only

very crudely known. Recombination-rate constants theoretically predicted by

various authors differ by as much as three orders of magnitude. Therefore,

most efforts at evaluating the blackout problem are primarily handicapped by

the uncertainty in the crucial plasma properties. Furthermore, the behavior of

an antenna immersed in a plasma can be very difficult to analyze. When observed

signals have been attenuated 20 decibels or more, the changes wrought by the

plasma sheath in signal-propagation characteristics are so drastic that the

antenna radiation pattern will be quite unlike the pattern in the absence of a

plasma and further complicate detailed analysis of signal attenuation by the

plasma_

The major effect of the plasma is to attenuate the signal strength avail-

able for communication b_bween ground and ........ _+ T_ tb_ high-altitude
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regimes of the Apollo flight, the critical parameter controlling the attenua-

tion is the ratio of signal frequency to the maximum plasma frequency attained

in the antenna region. The attenuation in general is relatively high or low

according as the ratio is less or greater than unity. The positions in the

vehicle trajectory where the ratio equals unity are those used in this paper

for determining the blackout limits. The rule-of-thumb condition for blackout

then predicts that for the planned skip trajectories of Apollo, blackout will

occur in two intervals - one for each entry phase of the skip (see figs. I to 3).

To determine the effect of the plasma sheath on radio communication during

reentry, the free-electron-density distribution must be known in the antenna

region. This distribution is a function of the airflow and reaction kinetic

intervening between the stagnation region and antenna region. During the

reentry flight, the Apollo spacecraft will be surrounded by an asymmetric flow

field because of its trim angle of 33 ° • Since the trim angle does not change

during roll maneuvers, the flow field will remain unchanged. As a consequence

there will only be one flow field for Apollo for a given altitude and vehicle

velocity. The flow-field asymmetry can be examined by taking a cross section

of the flow field in the plane containing the symmetry axis and lift vector

(fig. 7). A stagnation point develops in this plane at a position not far from

the vehicle shoulder. The expanded airflow around one shoulder will have, at

altitudes above 170,000 feet, an inviscid attached flow with presumably laminar

boundary layer; about the other shoulder_ the airflow will be unable to follow

the converging vehicle contour and in this case a separate flow regime follows.

The free-electron-density distribution in the aftersection of the vehicle can

differ appreciably for the two flow patterns described. The antennas placed on

the vehicle wall bordering these flow regimes can have different radio charac-

teristics and the blackout intervals will not be the same. The separated-flow

regime has circulatory flow and is broad in extent, with a relatively large

quantity of ablation products and hence high electron concentration. The

thermochemical state of this region is difficult to describe. The flow field

around the shoulder having an attached flow field is more amenable to analysis.

To calculate the electron-density distribution in the antenna region, a stream-

tube analysis can be used for the inviscid flow regions. The plasma-sheath

properties for Apollo are a sensitive function of the nonequilibrium conditions

prevailing in the stagnation region. The finite-rate reaction kinetic of

species must therefore be considered in this region. A sudden expansion of the

airflow about the Apollo shoulder will inhibit electron-ion recombination and

maintain the electron concentration at a high level. An accurate evaluation of

the downstream electron distribution will involve analyses of a multitude of

coupled chemical reactions.

GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER EFFORTS

In connection with the preparation of the layout for the Apollo ground-

support network in general and the Apollo reentry network in particular, GSFC

became concerned with the plasma effects on reentry tracking and communication.

The guiding idea for the attack of this problem was the establishment of a
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%uick-look program which in its first formulation would provide approximate pre-
dictions of blackout areas and for future work would lend itself for the incor-

poration of refinements. These refinements could be based for instance on more

_laborate theoretical treatments of wave propagation as well as on more commen-

surate experimental data of chemical kinetics not presently predictable by

•ccuracies better than several orders of magnitude.

With this program as a guide, simplified mathematical models of electrical

Flow-field properties and wave propagation with applications to the Mercury and
%pollo reentry problems were developed by F. J. Tischer at GSFC. Results of

these investigations are reviewed briefly in the following paragraphs.

The attenuation level of signals and the blackout conditions during reentry

_an be determined in an approximate manner in terms of plasma properties in the

_ntenna region. The plasma sheath properties are described in an analytic form

_hich facilitates a direct calculation of signal attenuation. According to

_his representation, the properties of the sheath at the antenna region are

_overned by two factors: (i) the plasma properties in the stagnation region and

[2) a modulating factor which essentially lumps the controlling physical effects

_n the plasma intervening between the stagnation region and antenna location.

product representation for the plasma parameters is thus

(1)

_here Ne and v are the electron density and collision frequency in the shock

layer; N s and v s are these parameters in the stagnation region; F and G

_re the form factors; x and y are points in the shock-layer measuring dis-

_ances, respectively_ along a near-body streamline originating from the stagna-

tion region and along a body normal_ D and A are the vehicle nose radius and

_hock-layer thickness_ h is the altitude; V is the vehicle velocity; B is

_he body configuration_ and A is the spacecraft attitude. The advantage of

_his representation (eqs. (i) and (2)) is that it allows the incorporation into

_he calculation of the signal attenuation the known properties of the plasma
_eath.

In the treatment of the wave-propagation problem, a method of successive

_pproximation is invoked. _ne attenuation Rdb is -written in the form

Rdb= R@ b + Y,vARvdb

_ere R@ b is a first-order approximation based on a plane wave propagating in

stratified medium. The higher order terms which account for reflection,
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multiple scattering3 and antenna configuration are calculated by a recursion

method. Thusj approximate calculation of the decibel attenuation for the

plasma-sheath characteristic of a blunt-nose vehicle becomes

Y 5eqRdb = 0.Ol2Ns(h, V)F I , Y, G 1 3 A'

where F I and GI are slowly varying geometrical form factors describing the

variation of electron density in the aft section of the vehicle and 5eq is

an equivalent thickness of the plasma sheath. This formula was tested in con-

nection with the Mercury MA-6 flight attenuation data. Utilizing the in-flighl

observed C-band data which show a brief marginal blackout interval and treatin_

the factors FI and GI as constant factors 3 a prediction for the limits of

the VHF blackout altitude range is obtained. This was in reasonable agreement

with the observed data. Figure 8 presents an altitude-velocity plot of the

Mercury MA-6 reentry trajectory with blackout curves adjusted for observed

blackout bounds of rf-signals at operational frequencies of 250 mc and 5 Kmc.

The blackout curve for 2 Kmc was obtained by the use of the geometry factors o!

the flow-field model established for 5 Kmc. The plasma and collision frequen-

cies on which the blackout predictions for the MA-6 were based are given in

figure 9. In this figure fps is the plasma frequency at the stagnation poin

under assumed equilibrium conditions while fpl, fp2, and fP3 are the plas_

frequencies at different antenna locations. The collision frequency at the

stagnation point is Vs, and vI is the collision frequency which is assumed

to be constant for all considered positions of antennas. Figure i0 is a plot

of maximum plasma frequency during the MA-6 reentry_ fps again is the

stagnation-point plasma frequency (curve A) while fp(-2.5) (curve B) is the

plasma frequency for the C-band antenna location calculated with flow-field

geometry factors adjusted for in-flight measured C-band signal attenuation.

From C-banddata modified by the longitudinal electron-density variation betwe

the C-band and the telemetry antennas the plasma frequency fp(-2.7) (curve C

was obtained. Points PI and P2, the intersects of curve C with the 260-mc

line at altitudes of 306,000 feet and 125,000 feet, respectively, give the VEF

blackout bounds in general agreement with in-flight observations.

There are numerous and crude approximations in the present application of

the method discussed. However, the intuitive appeal of the method and its

heuristic character have been the basis for further investigation along this

path and the search for more refined calculations. One- and two-dimensional

calculations based on analytical methods and numerical procedures are current_

being made under contract to the University of Alabama Research Institute. Ir

the current reformulation the impedance mismatch between antenna and plasma is

assumed to be an impedance input of the antenna system. This method offers a

more satisfying conception of the antenna problem and considerably simplifies

the wave-propagation calculation and calculation of the radiation pattern.
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Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (CAL) working on reentry radiation and air-

flow under contract NASr-II9 for the NASA Office of Advanced Research and

Technology has done some nonequilibrium flow-field calculations pertaining to

the characteristic reentry conditions of the Mercury spacecraft. A stagnation-

region solution under application of their finite rate normal shock program has

been used to compute plasma frequencies over the Mercury reentry altitude range.

Figure ii shows the results in comparison with equilibrium conditions and an

estimate of nonequilibritun viscous effects for high altitudes. A single ioniza-

tion model (one dominant ionization reaction) with 8 species and i0 chemical

reactions was used for the low-altitude conditions while the complex kinetic

model consisting of 12 species and 28 chemical reactions (19 ionization reac-

tions) was applied for the high-altitude case.

For superorbital velocities as many as ii additional electron-forming reac-

tions have been considered. These reactions are closely coupled to a multitude

of other reactions involving numerous atomic and molecular chemical species. A

computational program in this regard has been developed by Paul V. Marrone of CAL

(ref. 4) for an equilibrium composition of air behind a normal shock for flow

velocities up to 50,000 ft/sec. The program comprises 20 chemical species and

40 reactions. An application to Apollo would instead require a detailed calcula-

tion of the nonequilibrium state. The investigation of these problems is_ how-

ever_ handicapped by the previously mentioned uncertainty and lack of basic

physical data on reaction-rate kinetics of ions and neutral chemical species.

_ne CAL has fo_alated an c_perimenta! progr_ whose purpose is to fill this

need. The investigation will utilize a shock-tube tunnel capable of developing

stagnation condition of high enthalpy at the nozzle throat corresponding to

superorbital .... + ..... 1o_s. This will make possible the study of non-

equilibrium ionization in _ aerothermochemica! environment appropriate to stream

tubes about the Apollo vehicle. The objective of this program is to obtain

basic data on reaction-rate kinetics and develop methods for calculation of the

plasma-sheath properties for the lunar reentry mission. A more accurate and

meaningful prediction of the plasma effects will then be possible.

Techniques for eliminating blackout such as water injection often rely on

modifying the nonequilibrium chemistry and ionization level. The basic studies

of CAL will provide more effective procedures for developing and evaluating

these remedial procedures.

CONCLUDING_S

Plasma effects on tracking and communication during Apollo reentry from a

lunar mission have been reviewed. Several characteristic Apollo reentry tra-

jectories are given as examples for the demonstration of rf-signal blackout

areas expected to occur during skip-type and direct-descent reent_y fli@hts.

The presently existing uncertainties in the determination of electrical proper-

ties in the Apollo plasma sheath and the plasma effects on anter_a perfo_ance

have led to widely differing estimates of blackout area predictions. The most

desirable case of continuous tracking and cozmunication throughout the entire

reentry phase could be achieved only by developing ameliorative methods for

preventing blackout. In order to accomplish this, the complex physicochemical
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phenomenaof the asymmetric ionized flow field peculiar to Apollo and the three-
dimensional wave propagation through the highly inhomogeneousplasma sheath must
be more clearly understood. However, the development and implementation of
preventive techniques will be confronted with the intricate matter of conforming
to overall system requirements.

For the establishment of a most economical and effective Apollo reentry
ground-support network, GSFCneeds to know precise blackout bounds for all pos-
sible types of reentry trajectories. The accuracy or uncertainty of the predic-
tion of blackout area bounds are determining factors in the assessment of the
ground-support capabilities during Apollo reentry. In order to aid in this
effort a contract has been let to the University of AlabamaResearch Institute
for the development of refined ionized flow-field and wave-propagation models
pertaining to specific characteristics of the Apollo spacecraft. In support of
this study Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (CAL) will investigate basic reaction
kinetics of chemical species in high-temperature air flow under conditions simu-
latingApollo reentry from lunar missions. The effect of ablation impurities
in the plasma sheath will also be subject to studies by CAL in their high-
enthalpy shock-tunnel facilities. In addition, ameliorative techniques such as
water injection found to be very successful for RAMflights (ICBMreentry con-
ditions) by Langley Research Center are considered for testing with respect to
applicability to Apollo reentry in the CALfacilities.

For an ultimate confirmation of predictions based on theoretical treat-
ments and experimental investigation in ground facilities, it is suggested to
investigate the possibility of incorporating coordinated experiments in the
Gemini and early Apollo flight programs. Although it is realized that environ-
mental conditions pertaining to reentry velocities upon return from a lunar
mission cannot be met in these programs_ flight experiments of the suggested
kind may give valuable reconfirmation of predicted blackout bounds within
altitude and velocity regimes commonto the near-earth and lunar missions.
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FOR TEE REENTRY COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM

By W. Linwood Jones and Bruce M. Kendall

Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

Microwave instrumentation systems have been developed at Langley Research

Center for acquiring nonperturbing diagnostic measurements over a wide density

range of plasmas under both flight and simulated-flight conditions. In this

paper the theory, techniques, and capabilities of these systems and the facil-

ities utilized are discussed. Also as an outgrowth of the plasma diagnostics

work, a microwave telemetry system, which represents a practical solution to

the radio-blackout problem for small bodies reentering at velocities up to

2_,000 ft/sec, will be described. When combined with other techniques such as

material addition, this system holds promise for real-time telemetry in regimes

of even higher velocity.

INTRODUCTION

The need for commnications during atmospheric reentry has been fully

est_olished in preceding papers. In support of _4_÷__ P__M (_adio_. Attenuation

Measurement), microwave systems have been developed at Langley Research Center

(LEC) for two purposes, microwave plasma diagnostics and microwave telemetry.

Microwave diagnostic systems have been utilized to obtain nonperturbing

measurements of certain plasma parameters under both flight and simulated-flight

conditions. The plasma parameters of interest are the electron density, colli-

sion frequency, and temperature.

An X-band microwave telemetry system was developed as a technique for

avoiding blackout by operating the radio frequency (RF) link at a frequency

greater than the critical frequency of the reentry plasma.

SYMBOLS

C

N e

P

plasma power absorptivity

speed of light in free space, cm/sec

electron density, electrons/cm_

power
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plasma power reflectivity

effective antenna noise temperature

body surface temperature

sum of external noise temperatures

electron temperature

plasma noise temperature

reference temperature

plasma power transmissivity

attenuation coefficient, dB/cm

2_
phase coefficient, _-_, radians/cm

free-space phase coefficient

complex propagation constant

index of refraction

free-space wavelength, cm

electron-neutral particle collision frequency, collision/sec

plasma power reflection coefficient

radiated microwave frequency, radians/sec

plasma frequency, radians/sec

Subscripts:

1,2 different frequencies

MEA_ OF PLASMA ELECTRON DENSITY AND COLLISION FREQUENCY

A simplified theoretical investigation of the interaction of electromag-

netic waves with a plasma shows that the RF attenuation and phase shift can be

related to the plasma electron density and collision frequency.
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quency called the plasm_" f_ue_y"_hich can be determined from the following

expression:

_p = 5.64 x i04 N_e

Assuming normal-incidence plane-wave interaction with a homogeneous, semi-

infinite plasma slab and requiring that the inequality

hold, from reference i the complex propagation constant 7 may be expressed in

terms of the plasma properties in the following simplified form:

7=_+j_

where

8.686_p2

and

"1 2lay" + v 2
k /

In figure i, _ and _ are plotted to arbitrary scales to show their

dependence on the microwave frequency _, the plasma frequency _p, and the

collision frequency v.

For diagnostic purposes, to determine both the electron density and the

collision frequency, two measurements are necessary. The general procedure is

to make attenuation measurements at two frequencies and solve the following

equation for the collision frequency:

- %_12

An alternate approach is to measure both the attenuation and phase-shift

coefficients at one frequency; this method results in the expression:

V _
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mined from the expression:

8.686 3.178 x 109 v

For a low collision frequency, where v << _, the attenuation coefficient

becomes small and cannot be measured. The electron density may then be calcu-

lated independently of v from a single-frequency phase measurement with the

following equation:

Figure 2 is a plot of the plasma power reflection coefficient as a func-

tion of _p/_. The equation for this coefficient is

This figure indicates that the plasma is nonreflecting until the critical fre-

quency is reached. At that point, the plasma surface appears highly reflective.

For low collision frequencies the reflections occur very sharply at _ =SOp;

however, as the collision frequency increases, the reflections occur less

sharply and, thus, the critical frequency is not clearly defined. This subject

is covered in detail in paper no. 18.

EXPERIMEIT_AL APPARATUS

Figure 3 is a block diagram of three diagnostic measurements; namely,

attenuation coefficient _, reflection coefficient p, and phase coefficient _.

The attenuation measurement utilizes a precision variable attenuator to

calibrate the output of the crystal diode detectors in decibels. The change in

received signal strength when the plasma is inserted between the antennas is

the plasma attenuation.

The reflectometer measures the onset or decay of the critical plasma den-

sity. In the measurement, the transmitted and reflected power are monitored.

When the reflected power changes abruptly, it is known that the plasma has

reached the critical density.

The phase measurement utilizes a bridge technique where the energy is

coupled into a work leg and reference leg. The block labeled "phase detector"
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phase changes between th_'si'_als in the two legs independently of oscillator

frequency or amplitude variations in either leg. The change in relative phase

when the plasma is inserted into and removed from the work leg is the phase

shift due to the plasma.

Figure 4 is a block diagram of a heterodyne phase system. To measure a

phase shift accurately, the RF signals of the two klystrons are frequency

locked by the use of synchronizers and then heterodyned in waveguide mixers to

produce a 27-kc intermediate frequency. These video signals are then fed to

the precision phasemeter andmagnetic tape recorder. The analog output of the

phasemeter is a direct-current voltage proportional to the microwave phase.

The amplitude of the 27-kc signal is also employed to determine signal attenua-

tion due to the plasma.

The capabilities of the diagnostic systems at LRC which operate over a

frequency range of 2 Gc to 140 Gc are listed as follows:

Frequency, Gc Capabilities

2.0 to 2.5

4.0 to 6.0

8.2 to 12.4

17.6 to 26.7

26.4 to 4o.1
60.5 to 92.0

90.0 to i40.0

Attenuation and phase
Attenuation

Attenuation and phase

Attenuation and phase
Attenuation

Attenuation and phase

Attenuation

Because the measurable density range of the phase systems is a decade

greater than that of the attenuation systems, not all frequency bands are

required to have both capabilities to diagnose the desired plasmas. The meas-

urable range of collision frequency is l08 to 1013 collisions/sec and the meas-

urable range of electron density is l08 to l015 electrons/cm3.

Most flight simulation for Project RAM has been accomplished by placing

scale models of the RAM payload in the exhaust of small solid-propellant rocket

motors fired in a large vacuum chamber; figure 5 shows this experimental setup.

The microwave techniques discussed in the preceding paragraphs have been

employed to measure the parameters of the exhaust-free Jet in support of the

experiment downstream. As the size of the hot plasma core is generally small

(2 to 6 inches in diameter), antennas had to be developed to focus the micro-

waves to a small spot to insure that all the energy would pass through the

plasma. In addition, these antennas had to be sufficiently removed from the

rocket exhaust to prevent disturbing the gas flow.

One of the two types of focusing antennas shown in figure 6 is a conical-

horn--hyperbolic-dielectric-lens combination. The lens is 12 inches in diameter
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operated at X-band, the antenna columnates the energy into approximately a

4-inch beam at the half-power points with a corresponding focal length of

30 inches.

The other antenna shown in figure 6 is an ellipsoidal dish. It is spun

cast of aluminum, is 46 inches in diameter, and is illuminated by a buttonhook

waveguide feed. When operated at X-band, the antenna focuses the energy into

approximately a 1.5-inch column at the half-power points 24 inches from the

lip of the dish.

The expression for spot size

where

d = Khf is Rayleigh's resolution criterion
D

d spot diameter, in.

K distribution constant, 1.5 for antenna-beamhalf-power points

free-space wavelength

f focal length

D aperture diameter

MEASUREMENT OF PLASMA NOISE TEMPERATURE

Purpose

The microwave noise emission from a reentry plasma which could be received

by an antenna located on a reentry vehicle is significant to the performance of

an onboard receiver. Such noise, in effect, will increase the overall receiver

noise level and thus decrease receiver sensitivity. Since such emission would

affect only onboard vehicle receivers, the frequency of 5 Gc was chosen for the

RAM B5 radiometer experiment to provide data near the operating frequencies of

the LRC C-band radar transponders. The intention of this experiment is to

measure approximate levels of C-band noise emission from a reentry plasma,

which will enable the degradation of onboard receiver sensitivity to be

determined.

Radiometer

The radiometer, as shown in figure 7, is essentially a sensitive microwave

receiver whose input is switched, at a lO-cps rate, between the antenna termi-

nal and a matched resistive load at ambient temperature (290° K). The output

of the radiometer appears as a voltage square wave whose amplitude represents

the difference between the effective antenna noise temperature and reference

noise temperature. The radiometer is calibrated by means of a standard noise
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attenuator.

Ground Tests

Radiometer measurements have been made on three ground plasma sources :

the cyanogen flame, plasma discharge tube, and various rocket-motor exhausts.

These measurements enabled the correlation of theory with obtained data. The

results obtained from the plasma discharge tube were the most useful, since
plasma parameters of the tube were obtainable for use in the calculation of

expected noise levels. The plasma noise emission values, for various tube

currents, were calculated by use of the following equation for effective

antenna noise temperature:

TA : AJe(l -

The value of absorptivity A_ was obtained from the program developed by

Calvin Swift and John Evans for an inhomogeneous plasma slab (ref. 2), uti-

lizing the electron density profile and electron temperature T e data obtained

from probe measurements. The reflection coefficient RT for the glass tube

wall was approximated by that for a slab of the same thickness and dielectric

coefficient. The noise emission levels_ as calculated by use of the preceding

equation, were in fair agreement with the actual measured levels.

Plasma Noise During Reentry

In the calculation of plasma noise emission levels for a reentry vehicle_

several sources must be considered as shown in figure 8. First_ there is the

plasma noise temperature as "seen" by the onboard antenna_ second, the portion

of the vehicle surface temperature reflected off the plasma boundary into the

antenna_ and, third, all external noise temperatures, such as the sun and

earth 3 which are transmitted through the plasma to the antenna. Therefore,

the effective antenna noise temperature may be found from the following equation
(ref. 3):

The values of plasma noise temperature Tp, electron density, and collision

frequency can be obtained from available aerodynamic data. The values of

body surface temperat_e _ can be obtained from data on previous vehicle

flights, such as the RAM B2 flight. The values of external noise tempera-

tures TEXTERNAL are obtainable from known references. The values of the

plasma power absorptivity, reflectivity Pt0, and transmissivity T<o are

derived from the program of Swift and Evans# by utilizing the previously

mentioned electron density and collision frequency profiles.
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A graphic illustration of the ability of a system operating at a frequency

of X-band to provide direct telemetry for a small payload reentering at a veloc-

ity of 25,000 ft/sec is shown in figure 9. This figure also compares the rela-

tive ability of conventional VHF telemetry frequencies to cope with the reentry

blackout problem.

A number of means for avoiding or minimizing the effect of reentry radio

blackout have been suggested (ref. 4), although as a practical matter only two

are proved and in common use.

The oldest technique is that of employing an onboard magnetic tape recorde:

to store the data for transmission after the vehicle emerges from the blackout

region. Unfortunately_ the size, weight# and environmental characteristics of

available tape recorders prevent their application to small solld-propellant

reentry-vehlcle payloads. While ferrite-core storage systems can overcome

these disadvantages, they are of limited data capacity.

The other technique for avoiding blackout is the operation of the telemet_

system at a frequency greater than the critical frequency of the plasma sur-

rounding the reentry vehicle. An X-band system operating on that principle has

been flown on the RAM B2 vehicle.

RAM B2 FLIGHT

The experimental apparatus for the RAHB2 flight consisted of an onboard,

free-running, pulsed transmitter and three receiving stations located at

Wallops Island, Virginia, at Coquina Beach, North Carolina, and at Bermuda.

Photographs of the X-band transmitter and receiving stations are shown in fig-

ures l0 and ll, respectively. The object was to investigate X-band propaga-

tion characteristics and to verify preflight predictions of RF attenuation due

to the plasma sheath. In particular, onboard VSWR (voltage standing wave rati(

measurements were made to determine plasma reflections and antenna detuning;

received signal strength was recorded to indicate plasma attenuation; and the

received pulse wave shape was analyzed for antenna breakdown. The results of

this flight have led to the development of an improved and miniaturized telem-

etry system.

MIN-X_Y SYSTEM

In order to avoid the associated radio-blackout problem and to permit the

use of small severe-environment, solid-propellant vehicles for reentry researcl

the NASA has developed a 3-pound, 1,O00-watt X-band telemetry system (ref. 5).

This telemetry system (MIN-X) can operate under accelerations greater than

100g and will be able to transmit high-rate data directly during the reentry

blackout period from vehicles traveling at 25,000 ft/sec. Its small size
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tyand weight will permit _g_ " eNi_'wh$_e "p'ayio d i is lO pounds or
less.

This direct reentry X-band telemetry system is a time-division multiplex

type having a peak power output of 1,000 watts, employing pulse-position modu-

lation, and having a data capacity of 900 samples per second. The combined

weight of the two units which comprise the system - encoder and transmitter -

is 3 pounds. Both units have been especially developed to provide a small,

lightweight, and environmentally rugged system and, in that regard, represent

a substantial improvement over the X-band system previously employed on the

RAM B2 vehicle. The system, including the low-level commutator, is completely

solid state with the exception of the transmitter magnetron.

A good illustration of an application of this X-band telemetry system is

a payload which will be flown on a Trailblazer II vehicle. Figure 12 shows a

photograph of the transmitter and encoder and figure 13 shows the general over-

all configuration of the payload. This configuration has a conical shape, a

relatively sharp nose, a maximum diameter of about 7 inches, and an overall

length of about 30 inches. The manner in which the encoder and transmitter are

installed is also shown; in addition, the antenna and battery-pack components
are identified.

CONCLUDING_S

Microwave diagnostic systems capable of measuring electron density, colli-

sion frequency, s_d temperature of both flight and s_mulated-flight plasmas

have been developed at Langley Research Center in support of the reentry com-

munications program. As a necessary extension of this development, existing

microwave measurement techniques and simulation of reentry plasma are being

improved and comprehensive flight experiments are being investigated.

An X-band telemetry system, which represents a practical solution to the

reentry radio-blackout problem, has been developed and is now operational.
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USING A GAS DISCHARGE PLASMA

By Richard W. Morton

Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

In preparation for one of the radio-attenuation-measurement flights

(RAM B3), qualification tests were made on a 3,000-megacycle reflectometer.

Reflections from a cylindrical overdense plasma were compared with reflections

from metal cylinders. It was found that when the reflected amplitudes were

equal_ the radius of the metal cylinder agreed with the plasma radius corre-

sponding to the critical density. This finding qualified the reflectometer for

plasma measurements in the limited case when the ratio of collision frequency

to operational frequency is less than 0.i. The plasma utilized was a glow dis-

charge and was calibrated by means of a Langmuir probe and a microwave
interferometer.

INTRODUCTION

In the project RAM program there are investigative flights designed to

explore the communications problem_ curative flights designed to find a blackout

remedy_ and diagnostic flights designed to determine the nature of the vehici_
flow field.

The RAM B3 flight is diagnostic, and the principal tools are microwave

reflectometers operating at i0_000, 3,00% and i_000 megacycles. In paper

no. 18 by William L. Grantham, the details of this equipment are given.

Since reflectometers were to be used in flight_ it was desired to apply

them to a laboratory plasma. The purpose of the tests was to validate the

reflectometer measurements on the project RAM B3 flight. A cylindrical glow

discharge tube 34 inches long and 2.7 inches in diameter was built. The tube

utilized argon gas at a pressure of 250 microns Hg and the collision frequency

was approximately 108 cycles per second. After calibration with both a

Langmuir probe and a microwave interferometer_ it was found that electron den-

sities were suitable to reflect 3_O00-megacycle waves. Reflectometer measure-

ments were thus made at 3,000 megacycles on the plasma and also_ for purposes

of comparison_ on metallic cy!_ders.
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EQUIPMENT AND TESTS

Figure i shows the discharge tube operating at a current of 2 amperes.

The cathode is at the far end of the tube, and the anode is on the right, just

out of the picture. At the middle of the tube can be seen two brass entrance

ports attached at right angles. These ports were used to admit Langmuir probes.

Between the cathode and these ports is the portion of the tube used for micro-

wave experiments.

Figure 2 is a photograph of the Langmuir probe. Tungsten wire of l-mil

diameter is exposed for a length of 50 mils. The wire is sealed into the tip

of a fused-quartz tube whose diameter is about i0 mils. These dimensions were

found necessary in order to satisfy the conditions of free-molecular flow on

which Langmuir probe theory is founded.

Figure 3 presents electron-density data as determined by using the Langmuir

probe for several tube currents. The points displayed were computed from

voltage-current curves by using simple free-molecular flow theory.

Figure 4 illustrates a basic microwave inte_ferometer. Energy from the

oscillator is split, and part of the energy is sent through the plasma while

part is sent through a reference leg. The energy is recombined in a phase com-

parator whose output is proportional to the phase shift suffered by the energy

transmitted through the plasma.
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Figure 5 is a compar_r_o_o_._w4_s_h_Tg_'cu_r_nt , average elec-

tron densities along a diameter, as computed from the probe data of figure 3

and as determined from the phase shift experienced by the lO,000-megacycle

interferometer. The probe data were taken along a diameter, and the average

amplitude of the distributions in figure 3 is used in plotting figure 5. The

interferometer beam was principally confined to a diameter. When the path

length and measured phase shift are known_ the transmission equations can be

used to determine the average electron density. (See paper no. 7 by W. Linwood

Jones. )

In order that the interferometer data be checked, the electron-density

distributions of figure 3 were fed into the program described in paper no. 3 by

John S. Evans and Calvin T. Swift_ and the phase shifts were computed. Also,

the data of figure 3 were cut into a finite series of sections and phase shifts

were computed for each section and the sum of the sections. In both cases, the

computed phase shifts agreed with the measured phase shift. It should be rea-

lized that the plasma was highly transmissive; the maximum plasma frequency was

5_300 megacycles or one-half the interferometer frequency, and w/_ _ 0.01.

Figure 6 shows a basic reflectometer. Microwave energy from the oscillator

is radiated from the horn antenna and strikes the reflector. Some of this

energy is reaccepted by the horn antenna and is picked off by the directional

coupler. A detector reads this output from the directional coupler and displays

*_ _I _ _n _icator whose deflection can be calibrated according to the

characteristics of the reflector being examined.

Fi__re 7 presents the two kinds of reflectometer tests and their results.

_ne first experiment was to place a 3_000-megacycle refiectometer 0.25 inch

from the plasma and read the amplitude reflection coefficients for several tube

currents. For the second experiment_ the plasma was replaced with highly

reflective metal cylinders whose diameters were varied. The second experiment
therefore allowed the reflection coefficients to be known as a function of the

cylinder radius. Now if the plasma is highly reflective at the plasma frequency

when w/_ _ 0.i, then, when the reflected waves have equal amplitudes for plasma

or metal cylinders, the effective plasma radius should equal the metal-cylinder
radius.

Figure 8 shows a test of this proposition. Here, the electron-density

distributions for i and 2 amperes, as determined by the probe_ are replotted.

The apparent radii of reflection for the !- and 2-ampere plasmas are also pre-

sented. If the proposition is true, then the intersection of the radii and the

electron-density distributions should in both cases occur at the critical elec-

tron density corresponding to the plasma frequency. For i ampere the data are

scattered about the critical density, and for 2 amperes the data are slightly

above the critical density. It is thought that the disagreement at 2 amperes

is due to experimental error.
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Tests of a microwave reflectometer using a gas discharge plasma have shown

that the reflectometer is qualified for plasma measurements in the limited case

when the ratio of collision frequency to operating frequency is less than O.i.
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By Robert D. Ingebo

Lewis Research Center

SUMMARY

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the drop-size distribu-

tion for sprays produced by the crosscurrent injection of a liquid jet into a

high-velocity airstream and to determine the distance of penetration of the

measured drops into the airstream. The penetration distance may be calculated,

with empirical expressions obtained in this investigation, from both the volume-

number mean diameter and the maximum observed drop size in the spray.

INTRODUCTION

Methods of injecting a fuel into an oxidizing gas stream, such as that pro-

duced in a jet engine or a rocket combustor, generally fall into one of three

categories 3 namely_ gaseous, liquid, or slurry fuel injection systems. The most

generally used type, of course, is liquid injection, since it is relatively easy

to break up liquids and the droplets thus formed penetrate farther into the gas

stream than gaseous jets. The slurry fuels (solid-liquid combinations) are also

more advantageous than gaseous jets from a penetration standpoint.

The method used to inject liquid fuels into airstreams is important to the

performance of jet engines (refs. i and 2). There is still, however, a lack of

knowledge of the effect of many of the factors important to the breakup process

and the subsequent trajectory, acceleration, and vaporization of the drops.

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the drop-size distribu-

tion for sprays produced by the crosscurrent injection of a liquid jet into a

high-velocity airstream and to determine the distance of penetration of the meas-

ured drops into the airstream. For these purposes, a high-speed camera, capable

of photographing microscopic droplets traveling at high velocities in airstreams

(ref. 3), was used in combination with a sampling probe (ref. 4). From the data

obtained with the high-speed camera and the sampling probe, it was possible to

obtain empirical expressions for the penetration distance of drops produced by

crosscurrent injection of liquid-fuel jets into airstreams.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Th_ e_ipm_nt 1]se_ In this study is shown in figure i. Details of the

injector are shown in figure 2. Is•octane (2,2,4-trimethylpentane) was injected

through a simple orifice in a flat plate, with the liquid jet oriented normal to
the airstream at the center of the test section.
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The spray w _ gh sR@_ $ a developed at the Lewis

Research Center to track droplets accelerating and vaporizing in airstreams.

Construction details of the camera have been previously reported (ref. 3). To

obtain drop-size-dlstribution data, photomicrographs of the sprays were obtained

(fig. 3)- The photomicrographs were taken along a vertical traverse of the spray

normal to the airstream, at a distance of 1 ± _ inch downstreamcenter line,

from the injector. Vertical traverses made at distances of 1 inch on either side

of the spray center line showed no measurable effect of horizontal displacement

on drop-size distribution.

The sampling probe, shown in figure 1 and described in reference 4, was

used for continuous sampling of the spray, at alrstreamvelocity, along the

same vertical traverse used for the camera. The isooctane and air mixtures

captured by the probe were passed through the NASA fuel-air mixture analyzer.

Results from this sampling technique gave the spray-concentration data shown in

figure 4.

ANALYSIS

Photomicrographs obtained at a magnification of 21, shown in figure 3,

indicate that partial fractionation occurs in the atomization process inasmuch

as the high-momentum large drops penetrate farther into the airstream than the

low-momentum small drops. Thus, in the momentum exchange process between the

high-velocity airstream and the liquid drops formed by atomization, there is

apparently a relation between the penetration distance of droplet spray x and

the airstream velocity Vg and the volume-number mean drop size D30. This

relation may be expressed as

x = f(Vg,D30 )

The volume-number mean drop size D30 is defined as follows:

D30 = D_

(i)
q
J

I

(2)

and may be obtained directly from the drop-size-distribution data. In equa-

tion (2), D is the average drop diameter for a given size increment, Dm the

maximum drop size for each spray, and n the number of drops in each size

increment.

Drop-size-distrlbution data were tested for agreement with the Nukiyama-

Tanasawa expression for size distribution,
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+ (4)
(AD)D5 2.3

where ZkR is the volume fraction of drops having diameters less than D and b

is a constant. The plots in figure 5, for three airstream velocities, show that

the data points tend to follow equation (4) fairly well.

Attempts to relate the penetration distance x to D30 and Vg showed

that the best results could be obtained by rewriting equation (1) as

(_)

A plot of all the data given in table I is shown in figure 6, where log (D30/Vg)

is _1_++_a_v__g_÷__.__ p_et._.+._nn................d4 st.ance x. _e equation for the line in fig-
ure 6 is

log t#/ = O. 7_x + 1.93
(6)

(O oI
ex+2. 7

iv-7-/ : (7)

where D30 , Vg, and x are expressed in units of microns_ feet per second, and

inches, respectively. Thus, equation (7) relates the mean drop size D30

obtained from the photomicrographs (fig. 3) to the penetration distance x

determined from the point of maximum fuel concentration in the spray-profile

data obtained from the sampling probe (fig. 4).

The penetration distance x of the volume-number mean drop diameter D30

into an airstream of velocity Vg is thu_ given by ....._-_ t_ _......... +....

injection of isooctane jets into airstreams. In order for equation (7) to be

.... -P,,1 _ ,_1,_,,1,4-4_, _+_+_ a_+_o_ +h_ airstream velocitY and values

of D30 must be known.

In reference _, considerable data were obtained for cross-stream injection

of liquid jets into airstreams, and the following expression was obtained:
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where D o is the orifice diameter, NWe = PsDoV2/_, and NRe = DoVs/V, in which

p s is the airstream density_ and _ and v are the liquid surface tension

and kinematic viscosity_ respectively. An expression was also obtained for the

maximum observed drop size Dm:

(9)

When equations (7) and (8) are combined, the penetration distance x of the

mean drop size D30 may be determined directly from the orifice diameter D o

and the air velocity Vg, if values for NWe and NRe are known. Thus,

where x is the penetration distance of the mean drop size D30.

A plot of log IDJmIVg] against the penetration distance

mum observed drop size in the spray is shown in figure 7.

line in figure 7 is

o< IoXm

xm of the maxi-

The equation for the

(i0)

or

(Dm3/0"9 = eXm+6"7

\Vgl

When equations (9) and (ii) are combined, the following expression is

obtained:

(li)

where xm

size _.

_o' N '°'87_°'9
Xm-l. 7

= e

is the maximum penetration distance of the maximum observed drop

(12)
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The cross-stream injection of isooctane jets into an airstream produces a

spray of drops that penetrate a given distance into the airstream; the distance

is determined primarily by the size of the drops and the velocity of the air-

stream. The distance may be calculated, with empirical expressions obtained in

this investigation, from both the volume-number mean diameter and the maximum

observed drop size in the spray.

The data show that the orifice diameter is a very important parameter in

the design of liquid-fuel injection systems from the standpoint of the drop size

thus produced and the drop penetration distances.
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TABLE I.- PENETRATION DISTANCE AND

CHARACTERISTIC DROP SIZES

Mean

drop size,

D30,

microns

55
68

69
81

65
62

47

47

49

47

52
_o

Penetration

distance

of D30 ,

x, in.

(a)

1.8

2.2

2.3

2.5

2.2

1.8

1.0

1.2

1.2

1.0

1.4

.6

Airstream

velocity_

Vg_

ft/see

Maximum

observed

drop size_

Dm_

microns

i00

I00

i00

i00

i00

180

180

180

180

180

180

3OO

175

225

190

225

175

190

150
140

15o
140

15o

115

Maximum

ob served

penet rat ion
distance

of 0m,

Xm,

in.

3.0

3.7

3.0

3.6

3.2

2.6

1.9
1.8

1.8

2.0

2.0

.9

abased on point of maximum fuel concentration in spray-profile data.
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THROUGH A SIMULATED REENTRY PLASMA LAYER

By Perry W. Kuhns and Dale W. Cooper
Lewis Research Center

SL_VU%RY

Measurements of microwave attenuation through a plasma layer were made to

study the effects of water addition upon transmission. The plasma was gener-

ated by means of an S-band pulsed discharge. Measurements were made with X-

and K-band microwaves. Three gases were used: argon, air, and nitrogen.

Results showed a marked increase in microwave transmission with the addition of

as little as 3 percent of water by volume to the ionized stream.

INTRODUCTION

The effects of water in ionized gases has been studied by a number of

workers for many reasons. The effect of the hydroxyl radical upon ionization

processes in flames has been investigated at Cambridge University (refs. 1

to 3). Water vapor has been used in hydrogen RF discharges to increase the

production of hydrogen atoms (ref. 4). The effect of the clustering of water

molecules upon ionic mobilities of mixtures has been studied _s.t-_= 9 _d 6) .

Measurements of the electron-ion recombination coefficient of water have been

made (ref. 7). The presence of water vapor in an otherwise pure gas has been

the cause of many poor electron-ion recombination-rate measurements.

The work at the Lewis Research Center using water as an additive to ionized

gas is an outgrowth of a study to determine the electron-ion recombination coef-

ficients of gases (ref. 8). Because of this, the approach taken has been to

use the ionization created by microwave discharges for reentry simulation

(refs. 9 to ll). The plasma thus used may be described as a cold, clean plasma.

This plasma is somewhat different from that used by the Langley Research Center

(ref. 12 and papers 12 and 14 of this report) and the U.S. Naval Research

Laboratory (refs. 13 and l_) where studies have used rocket exhausts that give

a hot plasma resulting from alkali-metal ionization. Although the plasmas are

different, mainly with respect to temperatures, the results reported are sub-

stantially the same: a material reduction in free-electron concentration with

the addition of a small quantity of water.

t

Stimulated by reports of Scout tests krel. 15), L_wis conducted experiments

in April 1961 using a crude reentry model and ionization by means of pulsed

S-band microwaves (refs. 9 and lO). The results of these experiments showed

that water-vapor addition could aid reentry communications. Measurements have

also been made of the effect of water vapor on the electron-lon recombination

coefficient (refs. 8 to lO). Figure 1 (taken from ref. lO) shows the effect
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measured. Data f_ _e :coeTf'i_f_n_so_'_e -_ke_ ° o._:t_: first pulse of an S-band

repetitive pulse discharge. Data were also taken on successive pulses. These

data gave coefficients that were nearly independent of water concentration

above a small percentage and agreed with the values found by the authors of

reference 7 (3 x 10 -6 to 2 x 10-5 cc/ion-sec). On the first pulse, the gas is

thus ionized, and the water aids in recombination, whereas on succeeding pulses

the water enters into the ionization process. For both the reentry model and

the electron-ion recombination experiments, the water was added prior to ioniza-

tion_ so that there was still some question as to the applicability of the

results to the reentry communication problem. For this reason, another model

was constructed in which the water could be added after ionization (ref. ii).

SYMBOLS

Z

Hc

Te

6V

Z_e

Ae c

(D

%

%

distance through plasma layer

mean electron density

mean electron density at cut-off

electron temperature, OK

collision correction factor

phase shift

phase shift at cut-off

frequency

plasma frequency

mean plasma frequency

APPARATUS

Figure 2 is a photograph of the new experimental model. Experiments were

conducted in a 4-foot-diameter vacuum chamber that was attached to a continu-

ously pumped low-density facility. The chamber was lined with microwave-

absorbing material. The gas used (nitrogen, air, or argon) was first dried by

a dry-ice trap before entering the system. The gas was fed into a flat super-

sonic nozzle (exit, 0.75 by 4.5 in.) with the exit flow over the flat-plate

model. The stream static pressure varied from 0.02 to 0.07 torr.

The gas was ionized by pulsed microwaves as the gas passed the ceramic

window. This method produced slugs of ionized gas at a repetition rate of
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charge are described in a recent paper by Lin (ref. 16). If water was added,

it was injected as a vapor into the stream from a group of small holes located

2 inches downstream of the ionizing window. The amount of water added varied

from less than 0.5 to 8 percent by weight. Although there was some spillage of

microwave power downstream of the window_ the electrons of that portion of the

gas that was ionized upstream of or at the ceramic window already had sufficient

time to reach ambient temperature_ and thus any cooling effect due to the addi-

tion of water vapor was minimized.

The gas then passed over a thin Teflon window behind which was located the

transmission horn. The upstream edge of the horn was approximately 2 inches

downstream of the water addition holes. The average width of the stream at

this point was estimated to be 3/4 inch.

•_o microwave frequencies were used for transmission measurements: X-band

(9-3 Gc) and K-band (23 Gc). When X-band microwaves were used, measurements of

the transmission through and reflection from the ionized gas were made. Trans-

mission measurements were made normal to the model and at angles of 30 ° upstream

and downstream of the normal.

When K-band microwaves were used_ the path through the plasma was one arm

of a microwave interferometer. Thus, a mean electron density could be measured.

A more detailed description of the apparatus_ as well as more detailed

results, may be found in reference ii.

RESULTS

Shown in figure 3 are typical oscilloscope traces of X-band received power

for nitrogen using X-band microwave transmission. Similar results were obtained

for argon and air.

Shown in figure 4 are X-band received power and reflected power in the

transmission guide for dry argon, argon with water added_ and additional argon

added through the water holes. From this figure it can be seen that, although

some of the increase in transmitted power may be due to physically perturbing

the stream of ionized gas_ the major portion of the increase must be ascribed

to an increase in the electron-ion recombination rate.

Since K-band measurements were made with an interferometer_ the mean elec-

tron density could be plotted as a function of time after the pulse. Typical

results are shown in figure 5 for argon. A mean electron density was computed

by ass-_ming the slug was a homogeneous slab of uniform t_ickness:

where Ae is the phase difference and cw is a collision correction factor.
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a plot of transmitted power against _/_. One such plot is shown in figure 6.

Also shown is a theoretical plot computed by using the formulas found in

Stratton (ref. 17) for transmission of a plane wave through a homogeneous slab.

The electron temperature of 300 ° K is _out what would be expected if the value

of energy loss per collision for electrons is that used in reference 16.

The discrepancy between data and theory can be explained by the fact that

the slug is really pear-shaped rather than of uniform thickness. The value of

_/_ is obtained from the phase change, which averages the electron density

in the following manner:

The attenuationj which is primarily due to electron-ion collisions, averages

the electron density in the following manner:

- [jr( 1 /4

The attenuation is thus weighted toward higher electron densities. Also,

in the regions of high _/_, the gas is ionized up to 3 percent, at which

ionization levels the usual theory for transmission through an ionized gas is

not applicable.

CONCLUSIONS

From the data presented_ it can be seen that the addition of as little as

3 percent of water to an ionized stream materially increases the probability of

transmission. Such a small percentage of water makes the method practical for

reentrant vehicles without appreciable weight penalties. The results also show

that this effect can be expected in cold ion trails where any cooling effect

due to water injection will be missing.
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By William F. Croswell and Robert B. Higgins

Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

The purpose of this study was to determine experimentally the effects of

placing dielectric covers of various thicknesses over a shunt slot in a wave-

guide. Slot lengths and displacements were chosen so that the data cover the

waveguide bandwidth for dielectric constants from i to 4. By utilizing the

measured data, formulas are developed for the mean values of slot conductance

and resonant frequency for cover thicknesses greater than one-fourth of the

wavelength in the dielectric material. In addition, it is shown that plane

wave theory gives a bound on the conductance variation for covers thicker than

one-fourth of the wavelength in the dielectric material. Pattern and voltage

standing wave ratio (VSWR) measurements of arrays of dielectric-covered slots

designed with single-slot data give predictable results.

INTRODUCTION

A space vehicle reentering the earth's atmosphere at hypersonic velocities

will be subject to severe environmental conditions in the form of extreme

struct_a! loads_ heat-transfer rates, and temperat_res. Available weights for

such vehicles are usually restricted, and the restriction results in the com-

mon use of dielectric-type ablative materials covering the entire structure.

Trajectories of space-vehicle flight frequently contain long time periods

before and after reentry. Antennas used for such applications must operate

satisfactorily throughout the trajectory. Since the ablation process results

in a change in material thickness_ antennas proposed for such an application

must be relatively insensitive to these changes in addition to fulfilling the

usual requirements of minimum weight and volume. An antenna which meets many

of these requirements at microwave frequencies is the shunt slot in a

waveguide.

T_ical array designs are shown in figure i. The linear arrays are models

used for study purposes because of their ease of fabrication arid analysis. If

a directive antenna were required for a stabilized vehicle, the array would be

linear as shown. The circular array yields an omnidirectional radiation pat-

tern as required on a spinning vehicle. However_ use of a slot array in this

application requires an extensive knowledge of slot characteristics as a func-

tion of thickness and dielectric constant of thc covering material.
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average resonant frequency, Gc

slot length_ in.

power coupled out of slot resonant with an external medium _O,e

maximum power

minimum power

power coupled out of slot resonant with an external medium _O, eO

voltage reflection coefficient for single interface

thickness of dielectric material, in.

slot width, in.

slot displacement, measured from center line of waveguide to center

line of slot, in.

dielectric constant of covering material

equivalent dielectric constant

dielectric constant of free space

angle between radius vector and normal array plane, deg

free-space wavelength

wavelength in dielectric material

permeability of free space

voltage reflection coefficient for a plane dielectric sheet

angle between reference axis and radius vector, measured in plane

of array, deg

EXPERIMENT

The slots were fabricated by a process which uses electrode burning as a

means of removing the metal. The size and shape of the slots are determined by

the size and shape of the electrode. This method provides a means of fabricatil

very long arrays and sustaining required dimensional precision. Rectangular-

shaped slots, 0.062 inch wide, in an RG52U waveguide constitute the samples

used in this experiment. A typical test is shown in figure 2.
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least eight slot displacements for each of the four dielectric materials.

These materials are designated by the value of the dielectric constant as shown

in table I with other pertinent data. Measurements were taken at several dis-

crete thicknesses. Standard measurement methods were employed for determining

normalized conductance values. The insertion technique, using precision cali-

brated attenuators, was used for measurement of high VSWR (ref. 1).

PEESENTATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Table I is an index to the measured data. Typical results for a slot at

x = 0.136 inch with Z = 0.47_ inch are given in figure 3 where cover thick-

ness t and dielectric constant e are the major differentiating parameters.

ANALYSIS OF DATA

General

The changes in slot characteristics can be summarized in the following
three observations:

1. The frequency at which resonance occurs (defined as the frequency at

peak conductance) changes radically as a function of cover thickness up to

t = 0.15_c. For t > 0.15Ae, the resonant frequency char4es sinusoidally as a

function of thickness with a period of 0.5_.

2. Normalized conductance is significantly changed with the addition of

dielectric covers up to t = 0.15_. For t > 0.15_, the normalized conduct-

ance varies slnusoidally as a function of thickness, with a period of approxi-

mately 0.5_.

3. The resonant conductance is much lower than that predicted for the case
of no dielectric cover.

_alyses are given in succeeding paragraphs which give first-order predictions

for all three of these major effects. It was necessary, for these analyses, to

define an average resonant frequency fr which is a function of the dielectric

constant ¢, is not a function of the slot displacement x or dielectric

thickness t, and is dependent on slot length _. In order to accomplish

this_ for a particular dielectric constant, plots of resonant frequency as a
function of thickness were made from the measured data for each of -_-_ sam_

ples. By inspecting these curves in the region where the resonant frequency

was periodic _s a f-_uction of thicP_.ess# the average frequency for each sample

was determined. Then, using the slot length _ and average frequency for each

sample, a value of Z/_ 0 was calculated. All eight values of Z/_ 0 were

averaged to obtain a value related to the particular dielectric constant. This
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guide wavelength from the data. By utilizing this method, the experimental

curve in figure 4 was obtained. With a knowledge of the dielectric constant

and the slot length Z an average resonant frequency pertaining to c is

defined. The vertical dashed line in the measured data (fig. 3) represents the

defined average resonant frequency fr"

Slot Conductance as a Function of Cover Thickness

By utilizing the definition of fr, curves were obtained from the measured

data in the form of the slot conductance plotted as a function of t/_ c. Fig-

ure 4 is such a plot for one waveguide slot, where x = 0.136 inch,

= 0.475 inch, and one dielectric is considered. From inspection of this curve

and other similar curves, it was noted that the curves become periodic for

t > 0.15_c. This fact suggested the application of plane wave theory to this

problem. With normal incidence and lossless dielectrics assumed, the voltage

reflection coefficient for a plane dielectric sheet with a plane wave incident

is given in reference 2 (pp. 32-4 - 32-23) and may be expressed as

p :rl-e _0 ] (i)

j4_tT_

i - r2e ZO

where r is voltage reflection coefficient for a single interface Ir i -_]_\

\ i+

t is dielectric-window thickness, e is relative dielectric constant, and

h0 is free-space wavelength.

When the extreme cases of thickness are considered, p may be expressed

and

Ip It___C = 0 (2)

01t 1 2rI_c i + r2

(3)

where n = i, 2_ 3 • • It is assumed that the place where the maximum value

of conductance occurs corresponds to the case of no reflections as given by

equation (2). The first case corresponding to equation (2) occurs at

t _ 0.6% c for all dielectric constants. It is assumed that maximum power is
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cou le out slot toc thee  ect
maximum reflection as predicted by equation (3), the amount of power coupled

2

out of the slot at t _ 0.65hc is reduced by jpj2 = 2r and converted
I I l+r 2

into conductance. The dashed lines shown in figure 4 are the bounds on the con-

ductance as a function of dielectric thickness, with the upper line corresponding

to no reflections and the lower line to maximum reflections. In general_ for a

cover thickness greater than O.15-he these bounds appear to give at least first-

order prediction.

Change in Slot Conductance From Free-Space Values

From the preceding analysis and an inspection of the measured data, it is

obvious that plane-wave--plane-sheet theory is not satisfactory to predict the

change in slot conductance that occurs with a change from the uncovered slot to

the covered slot. The purpose of this discussion is to obtain a first-order

prediction of slot conductance that is strictly a function of the dielectric

constant.

From reference 3 the radiation resistance Rr of a resonant half-wave slot

in an infinite ground plane is given by

1 (4)
Rr - 4 x 73

where h is intrinsic impedance.

For the ease of the slot located in a waveguide, the radiation resist-

ance Rr is double the value given by equation (4) since the slot can radiate

only in one direction (p. 295 of ref. 4). Placing a dielectric cover over the

slot does not appear to produce any significant changes in the internal fields

of the waveguide and the internal wall currents which excite the slot, if

nh c
t _ 0.65h_ + --_ so that reflections are small. Restricting interest to this

case, and assuming the waveguide and slot to be equivalent to a constant current

source i, the power coupled out of the slot Pr is given by

12 _0
Pr - (5)

2 x 73 COC

where _0 is the permeability of free space and cO is the dieiect_'ic constant

of free space. In equation (5) the entire half space outside the waveguide is

considered to be completely 1'illed with the material of dielectric constant _.

If PO is the power coupled out of the slot resonant with an external medium

_O,cO and Pd is the power coupled out of the slot resonant with an external
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medium _03_, then from equation (5) "'" ""

P0 (6)
Pd = -_-

A calculated value of conductance for shunt slots with a dielectric cover can

be obtained by using standard conductance equations (pp. 9-3 - 9-5 of ref. 5)

and equation (6). However, it must be remembered that a slot of given length

will resonate at a lower frequency with the addition of a cover and the slot

conductance is a function kg/h 0. (hg is waveguide wavelength.) Therefore,

either fr must be used to calculate hO or, if a particular operating fre-

quency is desired, the physical length Z must be adjusted according to the

experimental curve in figure 5. Table II shows the comparison between the cal-

culated and the measured values of slot conductance. The measured values corre-

spond to the value of conductance for t = 0.65k c.

Calculation of Resonant Length

Placing a dielectric cover over a shunt slot causes a significant change in

the resonant length. Figure 5 shows a measured curve of the resonant length as

a function of dielectric constant. One simple method of calculating the reso-

nant length is to assume that the slot is completely filled with the dielectric.

Then

where (Z/hO) is resonant length with a dielectric cover and
C

nant length with no cover.

Z/_ is reso-

Figure 5 shows curves for the original measured values and for those cal-

culated from equation (7). Equation (7) predicts too short a resonant length.

This means that the slot can be considered as equivalently filled with material

having a dielectric constant less than c. Pursuing the approach of obtaining

an equivalent dielectric constant _EQUIV' the following approximate analysis

was made.

Only the reactive fields are involved in the determination of resonant

length. An inspection of the previous analyses indicates that far-field theory

gives good approximations to conductance problems with covers O.15k c thick.

Therefore, the reactive fields most probably extend only into very thin layers

near the slot. The source field may be considered as consisting of time-

harmonic charge pairs which result from the excitation voltage across the slot.

The displacement current across the slot must terminate in these charge pairs

to satisfy continuity conditions. These source charge pairs can then be con-

sidered interchangeably as small current elements or Hertz dipoles having a

current equal to the displacement current I. This concept is useful since the
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the charge pairs, the field is predominantly electric and is of the so-called

quasi-static form. Since only very thin layers appear to be of importance,

quasi-static theory can be used to convert the problem to a simple capacitor

equivalent as shown in figures 6(a) and 6(b). For electric fields parallel to

the interface a reduction of the capacitor can be made as shown in figures 6(b)

and 6(c). (See pp. 55-96 of ref. 6.) The slot then can be considered to be

equivalently filled with a material having a dielectric constant eEQUI V given

by

eEQUI V =

eld I + e2d 2

dI + d2

(s)

Unfortunately, the distances dI and d2 are unkuown. However_ by using the

Hertz dipole equivalent, a relationship between dI and d2 can be obtained.

From reference 7 the net radially propagating reactive energy WR from a Hertz

dipole can be given as

c (9)
wR - cd3

where c is a constant. By assuming an equal distribution of energy on both

sides of the slot, the following relationship can be obtained:

C C

eldl 3 e2d2 3

(lO)

Combining equation (8) and equation (i0) gives the resulting equation:

eEQUI V -

i + _2/3

i + _-1/3
(ll)

when eI = i and e2 = e.

A curve of resonant length plotted as a function of dielectric constant

can be obtained from

/_ \ -/,/A0,/-__ t_o_
\ J-_-;

6

where eEQUI V is given in equation (ll). Calculated results obtained by using

equation (12) are shown in figure 5.
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VSWR

The midband VSWR measured less than i.i on both designs. The VSWR charac-

teristics of the 2_-slot array plotted as a function of frequency 3 with cover

thickness as a parameter 3 is shown in figure 7. The frequency band over which

the array can be operated without major degradation of the main lobe shape or

amplitude is indicated by the vertical dashed lines. Calculations based on

single-slot measurements indicate midband variation of VSWR from 1.03 to 1.13

over the range of cover thickness indicated. Similar results were obtained on

the 56-slot array 3 except that the operating band was approximately 0.05 Gc.

Radiation Patterns

Based on the usual assumptions of negligible source coupling and infinite

ground plane 3 array patterns were calculated. (See ref. 8.)

The upper plot in figure 8 is a comparison of calculated and measured pat-

terns for the 25-slot linear array pictured in figure 1. The 56-slot linear

array is similar. Agreement between calculated and measured patterns indicates

that for an array of dielectric-covered shunt slots mutual coupling is negli-

gible. It should be noted that no unusual care was exercised in fitting the

dielectric covers to the surface of the waveguide. It is therefore believed

that for large arrays of shunt slots the tolerance on cover fit is not unduly

critical. Within the operating band previously indicated in figure 73 the pat-

terns were similar to those given at midband except for changes in the level

and position of lower order sidelobes.

The lower plot in figure 8 represents a radiation pattern as a function of

angle measured in the plane of the 50-slot circular array shown in figure i.

Array calculations indicate that this pattern should be very nearly a straight

llne, that is 3 omnidirectional in this plane. However 3 it has been found that

the circular shape has caused large variations to occur in the orthogonal plane

pattern. These variations appear here in the array plane pattern. Efforts are

being made to correct this problem by recessing the slots.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The primary purpose of this study was to determine the design parameters

for dielectric-covered shunt-slot arrays 3 where the thickness of the cover was

changing as a result of a reentry environment. It has been shown that array

designs that are relatively insensitive to dielectric-cover properties are

available for dielectric constants less than 4 over the normal waveguide band-

width. By using the first-order formulas developed in this investigation to

extend the data for dielectric constants greater than 43 it can be concluded that

the VSWR of shunt-slot arrays will exceed acceptable bounds as a function of

changes in cover thickness.
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TABLE I

EXPERIMENT.ALDIELECTRIC-COVERED SHUNT-SLOTDATA

Dielectric

constant of

coveringj ¢

2.l0

2.78

3.31

5.78

Slot

displacement,

x, in.

0.066

.096

.O93

.094

.153

.156

.132

.185

0.066

.096

•O93

.094

.133

.156

•132

•185

0.066

.096

•O93

•O94

.133

.156

.132
•185

0.066

Slot

length,

_ in.

O.475

•449

•475

.506

•449

•475

•506

.449

O.475

•449

.475

.5O6

.449

•475

.5O6

.449

O.475

.449

•475

.5O6

•449

•475

.5O6

•449

O.475

Cover

thickness,

t, in.

o.095 to 0.955

•095 to .935

•095 to .935

•095 to .955

•095 to •935

•095 to .955
•095 to .935

•095 to .935

0.090 to 0.710

.090 to .710

•090 to .710

.090 to .71o

.12o to .860

•09o to .710
.120 to .800

.120 to .860

0.I00 to 0.900

.i00 to .900

.i00 to .900

.i00 to .900

.i00 to .900

.i00 to .900

.i00 to .900

.i00 to .900

0.125 to o.875

.093
•094

•135
.136

•132
•185

.449

.475

•506

•449

•475

•5o6

•449

.125 to .875
•125 to .875
•125 to .875
•125 to .875

•125 to .875

•125 to .875
•125 to •875

Frequency

range,
Gc

9.4 to 10.7
i0 to ii. 4

9.2 to ll.O

9.0 to 10.5
lO to ii. 6

9.0 to 10.8

9.o to io.4
io.i to ii.4

8.9 to lO.2

9.2 to ii.o
8.6 to lO.4

8.2 to 9.8

8.7 to ll.O

8.7 to 10.2
8.2 to i0.0

8.9 to ll.0

8.5 to i0.0

8.7 to i0.i

8.6 to 9.8

8.0 to 9.2
8.0 to lO.1

8.2 to 9.6

7.7 to 9.2
8.9 to 10.2

8.0 to 9.2

8.4 to 9.6

8.0 to 9.2

7.6 to 8.7
8.4 to 9.6

8.0 to 9.2

7.7 to 8.6

8.4 to 9.6
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TYPICAL SHUNT-SLOT ARRAYS 

Figure 1 

TYPICAL TEST SAMPLE 

L-2167-7 

/ 

/ 

Figure 2 
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VARIATION OF NORMALIZED CONDUCTANCE
WITH FREQUENCY

_=2•78_ x =0•136"; l=0.475"

.14

I
.12 [

NORMALIZED'IO- t=
CONDUCTANCE 0.090'

.08

.06 0.180'

o,to,
,,ol0.280'y/ ',
'_0.400 L_/

I I II [ I
0 " 8.5 9.0 9.5 I0.0 10.5

FREQUENCY, Gc

NO

COVER-_

/ \

I I I
I1.0 11.5 12.0

Figure 3

VARIATION OF NORMALIZED CONDUCTANCE
WITH COVER THICKNESS

= 2.78; fr=9.6 Gc; x =0.1:36"; _=0.475"; I-v_

PO'POWER COUPLED OUT IN FREE SPACE AT fr; r = I+v_

°if
NORMALIZED• I--

CONDUCTANCE'05 F_
.04 -

.05 E

I
0

pM,,.pM,x[,/2.  2]J-b.--;-e,)

I I I I
.2 .4 .6 .8

t/X E

I
1.0

Figure
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COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL
RESONANT LENGTH RATIOS

RESONANT LENGTH

RATIO, l/), 0

,50 -

.45

.40

.35 -

'._o _ / _,_o__

I I I I I 1 I
2 3 4

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT, c

Figure 5

REDUCTION OF SLOT IN GROUND PLANE TO
A QUASI-STATIC EQU IVALENT

/ \
• \
/ \

(a) Slot in ground plane

d I - d 2

(b) Capacitor

_E_ ( dl+E2d2

(c) Equivalent capacitor

Figure 6
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VARIATIONOF VSWRWITH FREQUENCY
25-SLOT LINEAR ARRAY

2.0 --

I NPUT VSWR

1.5

1.0 41
)11 9.95 I0.0 10.05 I0.10 10.15

FREQUENCY, Gc

-t =0.7"

t=0.2" AND 0.5"

Figure 7

RADIATION PATTERNS

RELATIVE

POWER LEVEL,
dB

°I--- _LATED _h I_

F---MEAsuRED/1\ =Y=
I0 L-25-SLOT UNEARo! ARRAY
30 , ' I

-20 -I0 0 I0 20
B, DEG

-SLOT CIRCULARI0
RELATIVE m ARRAY

POWER LEVEL, O_.vJmf'%_.5_%_"v_vN,N/_
dB -I0

I I I I I
0 90 .........I_U f-,.t V ,._'W
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Figure 8
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IN A PLASMA-SKEATH SIMULATION FACILITY

By J. Kenrick Hughes

Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

A technique is described wherein ionized exhausts from solid-propellant

rocket motors are used to simulate reentry plasmas. The paper outlines the

test facility and experimental procedures, and presents data obtained in tests

performed to evaluate possible solutions to the radio blackout problem such as

the use of the static magnetic field, material addition to the flow field, and

a dielectric-filled slot in the plasma.

INTRODUCTION

In a program with the objectives of investigating the effects of reentry

plasmas on electromagnetic propagation and evaluating possible solutions to the

radio blackout problem, there is no ideal substitute for carefully planned and

successfully executed flight experiments.

•, = -_..- _ _.- _i_÷ +es+_g __s the expenditure of considerable

time, effort, and money. For this re_son, it is hig_ly desirable to have a

technique by means of which each proposed flight experiment can first be proved

in a laboratory facility under simulated reentry conditions.

The usual sources of plasmas, all of which have been utilized at the

Langley Research Center, are glow discharge tubes, direct-current and radio-

frequency arcs, alkali-seeded flames, shock tubes, and hypervelocity tunnels.

Invaluable as they are, these techniques do not lend themselves to full-scale

model testing.

There is another source of plasma - the hlgh-temperature exhaust gases

produced during rocket-propellant burning. It is well known (ref. l) that

rocket exhausts interfere with electromagnetic propagation, a fact which in

itself is of great concern to some investigators. On the other hand, such a

plasma has merit as a research tool, even though its characteristics may never

be known precisely. In the experiments to be described, the technique consists

simply of immersing a test model in the exhaust of a solid-propellant rocket
motor.

Since it is desirable to have some knowledge of conditions in the exhaust

for comparison of theoretical computations and experimental results, a concur-

rent program was undertaken in which microwave diagnostics were employed in an

attempt to obtain representative numbers for electron concentration and colli-

sion frequency. This is the program discussed in paper no. 7 by W. L. Jones.
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collision frequency of 4.4 X 1087sec in the region of interest, that is, the

slot antenna of the model.

TEST SETUP

To perform the tests at simulated altitude, a vacuum sphere, 60 feet in

diameter, is used. Although this facility has a minimum pressure capability of

10-4 mmHg, most tests are carried out at lO -1 mm Hg, corresponding to an alti-

tude of 200,000 feet. Of particular interest is the precaution that is taken

to ensure that reflections do not interfere with signal-strength measurements.

This precaution is made by enclosing the whole experiment in an anechoic chamber.

Figure 1 shows the relative sizes of the test chamber and the sphere. Because

of the enormous volume of the sphere and the low propellant mass flow, the

sphere pressure is not seriously affected.

Figure 2 illustrates the chamber in more detail. It is constructed of I

carbon-loadedurethane foam, a radio-frequency absorber. At 244 mc, this

material gives an attenuation of 28 decibels at normal incidence. The model is

suspended nose down from an insulated frame, and the rocket is alined to fire

upward. Crossed dipoles are used to detect horizontal and vertical components

of the electric field, and these signals are fed to separate telemetry receivers.l

The automatic gain control (AGC) voltages of the receivers are recorded on mag- i

netic tape. In general_ the signal strengths as recorded for the different

antennas are found to be almost identical. For this reason, only the record from

the antenna labeled "A," being representative, is shown in following figures.

ROCKET MOTORS

The rocket motors contain 2 pounds of double-base propellant with an

aluminum content of 20 percent. Nozzle throat diameter is 0.232 inch and the

exit diameter is 0.70 inch. The chamber pressure is 500 psi, and the tempera-

ture 6,000 ° F. The rockets produce a thrust of lO0 pounds for lO to 15 seconds,

with an exit Mach number of 5. Because of the low sphere pressure, exhaust gas

expansion is very rapid, and the Mach number in the vicinity of the model is
about lO.

TEST MODEL

The completely self-contained test model shown in figure 3 is constructed

of inconelwlth a copper nose. It is a 9 ° half-angle cone, with a 2-inch-

diameter hemisphere nose and a 9-inch-diameter cylindrical afterbody. The

transistorized FM/AM telemetry transmitter delivers 7 milliwatts at 244 mc.

Radiation is from a longitudinal slot on the conical section. The model can be

rotated, if desired, to check antenna-radiation patterns. This basic model is

modified to suit a particular experiment.
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Before running ground checks on flight experiments, it -was logical to gain

some assurance that the simulated reentry plasma would provide significant

signal loss. Other than the plasma parameters_ the answers to two main ques-

tions were desired - how much attenuation could be expected and what region of

the exhaust made the greatest contribution to the attenuation• The answer to

the first question was obtained readily. A series of motors was fired and the

signal loss was measured at 244 mc. The results were very encouraging. While

individual motors gave considerable variation, the average signal loss was about

35 decibels.

With respect to the second question, photographs generally show an ill-

defined plume, with a central cone of high luminosity, as shown in figure 4.

Intuitively, it was suspected that the attenuation was caused by this part of

the exhaust. To verify this, a test_ popularly called the "rocking rocket" was

tried. In this test, a motor was mounted so that it could be swung, once per

second 3 through an arc of ±30 °. The test model was used; the transmission fre-

quency was 244 mc. A typical sweep is shown in figure 5, where the attenuation

is shown plotted against motor-tilt angle.

The first point to note is the sharpness of the curve, which shows that

most of the si_±al loss takes place over a small angular displacement. The

second interesting fact is that maximum attenuation does not occur when the

model and motor axes are alined, but takes place when the motor is tilted

between 2° and 3° toward the antenna side. The question arises - is this a

consequence of acc.,_11_ated errors in motor alinement, angle cai_oration, and

nozzle machining. It is believed that the measurements were accurately carried

out. A suggested explanation is that the effect is one of simply varying the

thickness of the ionized layer over the antenna.

PRIME EXPERIHENTS

Experiment I - The Use of the Static Magnetic Field

The purpose of this experiment was to evaluate the concept of electron

immobilization by means of a static magnetic field oriented in the direction of

wave propagation. While the idea is not radically new, in recent years Hodara

(ref. 2) and others have given it extensive theoretical treatment prior to sug-

gesting its use on reentry vehicles.

For the test, the model was adapted as shown in figure 6. A magnetic-

field assembly was constructed and installed behind the slot antenna. The

winding consisted of eight 50-turn coils connected in a series-parallel arrange-
ment _--•_ c-_rent ÷_ ..... _ _ _n_1 wag 75 amperes The total current of

300 amperes was supplied by silver cell batteries. The resulting 30,000 ampere-

turns produced a flux density of 750 gauss at the surface of the slot. To

delineate its effects, the field was pulsed on and off one and one half times
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The signal-strength record is shown in figure 7. Obviously, the motor

used in this test was unusually hot, giving a signal drop of 60 decibels, and a

noisy trace as evidenced by the noise spikes. Signal recovery is definite and
amounts to about 20 decibels.

Experiment II - The Use of Material Addition

These tests were conceived to evaluate the effect of material addition to

an ionized flow field. The nose cone was modified as shown in figure 8. There

were two nozzles located 180o apart Just aft of the stagnation point, each of

which could be replaced with a plug. Each nozzle contained seven, 0. OlS-inch-

diameter orifices. The accumulator, with a volume of 55 cubic inches (910 cc)

was pressurized by nitrogen gas at 300 psi. Pulsed flow could be obtained by

opening and closing the solenoid valve. Originally, the valve was located back

in the canister_ but the 24 inches of line between it and the nozzles resulted

in a dribble effect due to line bleed. Moving the valve to the nose reduced

this problem, but did not eliminate it as is apparent in the figures. A vari-

able flow could be achieved by means of the motor-driven needle valve. As the

valve opening was made increasingly larger, each successive pulse contained a

larger amount of additive. For fixed flow the needle valve was set in one posi-

tion. A turbine flow meter monitored flow rate.

A discussion of all the variations triedj such as fixing the model_

rotating the model, fixing the flow# and varying the flow are not included

herein. 0nlytwo tests, considered representative, are given.

Experiment II-A.- In figure 9, signal-strength records are shown for the
test in which the additive was water. Water was chosen because its high therma]

capacity makes it an excellent coolant. Evaporation requires 1,O00 Btu/lb, and

hydrogen-oxygen dissociation requires 17,000 Btu/lb.

The model was not rotated in this experiment. Water-on time was 0.40 sec-

ond 3 off time was 1._ seconds. Injection was from both sides of the model.

The burning time was 14 seconds, giving a total propellant mass flow for

2 pounds of propellant of 0.143 lb/sec. A close look at the pulses discloses

that signal recovery begins immediately with the onset of the water and that

full recovery of 20 decibels is obtained when the water-flow rate is O.01 lb/se(

Compared with the propellant flow, the water flow is about 7 percent. It can bq

seen from figure 9 that the water flow does not cut off immediately with the

closing of the valve. One other fact to note from these curves is that once a

critical amount of water is reached, larger amounts have no appreciable effect.

Experiment II-B.- For this experiment all test conditions were the same as

for the previous one, with the exception that freon was used in place of water.

Freon was tried because two of its constituents, chlorine and fluorine, are in

the halogen family and are electrophilic.
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As shownin figure _'_ :_ _ _t T c s :_ _'iost identical to
those for water. For the particular conditions under which the experiment was
performed, there is no significant difference to indicate the superiority of
one material over the other. For another set of conditions, of course, this
maynot necessarily be true.

Experiment III - The Use of a Dielectric Fin

The previous tests had one similarity. Whether the method _as bymagnetic
field or material addition, the effect appeared to be one of creating a window
in the plasma. As the next step, it was logical to consider creating a window
by placing a dielectric fin over the antenna. This was a faired slab 12 inches
long, 4 inches high, and thick enough to cover the antenna, and was installed
as shownin figure ll. Naturally, it would have been preferable to wait until
full signal loss was established, and then install the fin. _nis procedure,
of course, was impossible; the fin had to be in place before firing. However,
on the basis of experience, maximumsignal loss always occurred at maximum
motor-chamber pressure. Therefore, it was only necessary to monitor chamber
pressure, and an instant after maximumwas reached, eject the fin by meansof
the solenoid-operated release mechanism. Signal-strength records are shownin
figure 12. Note that there is no attenuation# even at the maximumpressure
point, until the instant of fin ejection. The experiment was repeated with the
fin on the side of the model opposite to the antenna and the results were sub-
stantially the same. The interpretation of this phenomenonis not clear and
further investigation is suggested along this line.

CONCLUDINGR_@2XS

Utilization of a rocket exhaust as a plasma simulator has certain disadvan-
tages. Oneis never quite sure of its characteristics. No two motors can be
expected to give identical results. The exhaust can be called a "dirty" plasma,
consisting as it does of a complex mixture of gases and solid particles. On
the other hand, its use has proved profitable as an indication of flight results.
This is borne out by a recent flight test of the material-addition concept where
substantially the sameresults were obtained. The flight results are the sub-
Ject of paper no. 17 by William F. Cuddihy.
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BASIC MODEL USED IN EXPERIMENTS 
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VARIATION OF SIGNAL WITH ROCKET-MOTOR TILT ANGLE
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SIGNAL-STRENGTH RECORDS FOR STATIC MAGNETIC-FIELD TEST
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MODEL MODIFIED FOR MATERIAL-ADDITION TEST
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SIGNAL-STRENGTH RECORDS FOR WATER-INJECTION TEST
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MARSHALLSPACEFLIGHTCENTER VEHICLES

By J. W. Harper and Olen P. Ely

George C. Marshall Space Flight Center

SUMMARY

The effects of ionized exhaust gases on radio transmission have been

studied for several years by rocket development personnel who are now located

at the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). It has been observed

that the magnitude of the flame effects is highly dependent on various flight

conditions, widely varied values of attenuation being experienced for different

flights and ground stations. Although much theoretical work has been done, no

method has been developed for accurately predicting these effects. Most of

the results available are based solely on experimental results. This paper

describes the flame effects which have been observed during the firings of sev-

eral rocket vehicles developed at the Marshall Center, with particular emphasis
on the Saturn launch vehicles.

Signal-strength data during flight have been derived from automatic-gain-

control recordings at the ground receivers at various locations. Flame effects

have been extracted from these records, and comparisons have been made to

__= uu_ effects of look angles, altitude, frequency, fuel type, and
thrust on the signal strength.

INTRODUCTION

Tail-flame attenuation, retro-rocket effects, and pyrotechnic-flare effects

have been observed throughout the development programs of the Redstone, Jupiter,

Jupiter C, Juno If, and Saturn I. In some cases, these ionized gas effects on

radio transmission have been rather severe, resulting in some loss or degrada-

tion of the data. In other cases, the effects have been negligible. It has

long been evident that several factors are involved in the phenomenon, and wide

variations in flame effects may be experienced with various combinations of

flight parameters. Unfortunately, it is not normally possible to control these

parameters for the purpose of studying radio transmission effects, and it

becomes difficult to analyze the part which each parameter plays in the overall
effect. A_ _ly_o _ ..... _ _-_^ _.... _ -................ y_-_a±= _cp_u_nc_ was hampered in early programs

by the small number of ground receiving sites available. Throughout the rocket

development programs, the accuracy of attenuation measurements has been degraded

by receiver automatic-gain-control (AGC) characteristics, by inaccurate calibra-

tion, and by a lack of polarization information. Within these limitations,

attenuation data have been extracted from ground station AGC recordings and

related to vehicle altitude, aspect angles, flame shape, and other factors.
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observed in the V-2 firings at _lte _ands _rovl_ GrS_ds. At that time a

water-alcohol fuel mixture was usedj and sodium compounds in the water were

suspected of causing the attenuation. Distilled_ter was then used, _-ith some

apparent improvement in reception. However, no firm conclusions were drawn as

a result of the experiment.

JUPITER AND JUNO II RESULTS

Attenuation measurements from firings of the Jupiter and Juno II rockets

were taken from two ground receiving sites: Hangar D at Cape Kennedy and the

telemetry receiving station at Grand Bahama Island (GBI). Attenuation values

are shown in table I for the Jupiter and Juno II rockets. Juno II was a satel-

lite launcher that used a Jupiter first stage; therefore the flame effects of

the two vehicles are comparable. The attenuation measurements shown are meas-

ured at the instant of engine cutoff and are not necessarily the maximum values

encountered; however, in nearly all cases attenuation was maximum at cutoff.

Aspect-angle dependence is illustrated in figure l, in which attenuation

at engine cutoff is plotted against aspect angle for 20 firings of the Jupiter

and Juno II rockets. Factors other than aspect angle are different for the

various firings. This fact illustrates the difficulty of isolating a particular

variable. Although a scarcity of points exists for intermediate angles, the

following facts are evident:

(1) Highest attenuation occurs at small values of aspect angle.

(2) A wide dispersion of values exists for given values of aspect angles,

apparently caused by variations in altitude and other parameters.

(3) Attenuation values decrease with increasing angle but extend in some

cases beyond lO0 o of aspect angle.

Engine cutoff occurred at altitudes varying from 56 to 186 km, but for

most of the firings cutoff occurred at approximately llO km. When attenuation

values for this altitude and an approximately constant aspect angle are compared

for several firings, a considerable dispersion exists; thus, it appears that

some other factor is strongly affecting the transmission. Antenna pattern dif-

ference is suspected as a significant factor, but insufficient data exist to

support any definite conclusion.

Juno II vehicles carried four retro-rockets on the first stage. These

rockets were fired at separation to prevent contact between the first stage and

t.h_.... 11_a stages. Although they ......__ com_+_ve!y _]I _a _._ ]_+_a _,,+

9 meters from the antennas, the rockets, when fired, produced an attenuation at

the Cape stations from 20 to 40 dB in the very high-frequency (VHF) telemetry

signal strength.

Retro-rocket attenuation was also severe at GBI, although, in one firing

(AM-19C), the rocket flame produced an 8-dB increase in signal strength; this
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increase indicated stro r ins "_he'_]_. s sult suggests

that much of the attenu_io_°_x_r{_c_ "°is p_d_c_d b_ ""reflection'"(or perhaps

refraction) rather than by absorption.

HISTORY OF FLAME EFFECTS ON SATURN

At this writing, four Saturn boosters have been launched successfully from

Cape Kennedy. All onboard radio-frequency (RF) systems, except a C-band radar

beacon on the third launch, have operated satisfactorily on each of the missions.

All the RF equipment has experienced problems caused by flame attenuation and

modulation of the signal as it passed through the flame. However, the signal

level was always sufficient to construct an accurate trajectory and to give

uninterrupted telemetry data.

Flame interference may be divided into two classes - interference caused by

liquid-fuel engine exhaust flame and interference caused by the solid-fuel

retro-rockets - and each one is discussed in detail. As a rule, the solid fuel

usually caused the greatest problems.

The Cape Telemetry 2 station has been able to receive uninterrupted telem-

etry data on all flights. This fact can probably be attributed to the use of a

high-gain 60-foot TLM-18 antenna. Some tracking systems have experienced

periods of interruption.

SATURN ONBOARD EQUIP_

The onboard RF equipment flown on Saturn may be divided into four cate-

gories: telemetry, tracking_ command, and antennas. A description of these

systems is given in table II. Typical antenna patterns may be seen in figure 2.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the locations of this equipment on the vehicles.

Beginning with the block II series of vehicles (SA-5 to SA-IO), the telemetry

equipment is to be located in the S-I stage, the S-IV stage_ and the Instrument

Unit. All tracking equipment is in the Instrument Unit. Each live stage will

carry its own command-destruct system, and beginning with SA-6 the Instrument

Unit _._ii car_ a digital command system. Each stage will carry its own anten-

nas. Figures 4 and 5 are typical of the block II configuration.

The equipment carried on the block I vehicles covered a very wide frequency

band. The VHF telemetry system operated in the frequency band between 240 and

260 MHz. The command system operated in the range from 400 to 410 MHz. The

UDOP signal was transmitted at 450 MHz and received at 900 _z. The _u_......

altimeter operated at 1610 MHz, the ultra-high-frequency (UHF) telemetry link

_ _oa_ _. ÷_ S-_o_ _ _ _OOO MHz, the Azusa tracking system at

5000 MHz, the C-band radar at 5580 MHz, and the Mistram tracking system at

8216 MHz. The Azusa system, the Mistram system_ and some of the UDOP stations

used phase-locked ground receivers.
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Locations of the ground stations are shown in figures 6 and 7. Figure 6

represents the launch pad and the main tracking stations at Cape Kennedy, and

figure 7 represents the stations on the coast of Florida and on GBI. Several

of these stations were used for studying the flame characteristics only. The

data gathered to date indicate that flame attenuation caused by the S-I stage

is limited to a region within 30 and 35 km of the launch site.

Figure 7 also shows the ground projection of the trajectory flown by a

typical vehicle. Each vehicle was flown at an azimuth of i00 ° east of north.
The altitude at inboard-engine cutoff varied from 45.2 kln on SA-4 to 60 km

on SA-3.

VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS

Each of the four vehicles created a thrust of approximately 5.78 million

newtons (1.3 million pounds). Fuel for the main engine consisted of liquid

oxygen and RP-I (kerosene). All eight engines operated as planned on each of

the four vehicles. The normal operating sequence is to cut off the four

inboard engines and, approximately 8 seconds later, to cut off the four out-

board engines. This sequence was used in all cases except for SA-4 when the

number five inboard engine was cut off at i00 seconds to check the guidance

system in the event of an engine malfunction on a future flight.

No separation occurred between the S-I stage and the inert S-IV stage on

any of the flights. However, retro-rockets were fired on the third and fourth

flights. The block I series used four solid-fuel retro-rockets equally spaced
around the vehicle. Each retro-rocket burned for approximately 2 seconds.

FLAME EFFECTS ON TELEMETRY SYSTEMS

VHF Telemetry

More information is available on VHF telemetry than on any other system

because more telemetry stations than tracking stations are available_ and

because the AGC response of the telemetry receivers is better than that for

most tracking systems.

Flame attenuation caused by ionized gases from the liquid-fuel engines is

discussed first. Figure 8 represents a typical AGC record made at the Cape

Telemetry 2 station during the time the signal was experiencing flame

attenuation.

Figure 9 shows a similar AGC recording before and after the noise caused

by the flame has been removed. Since the AGC response of a receiver is a non-

linear function of the input, the AGC voltage as a function of signal strength
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must be linearized oeior_.._v._a.. .. ...fil. • .* • hi o e . accomplished by

means of a special analog-computer technique. Most of the d.ata presented in

this report were derived by using this technique.

A sufficient amount of data has been analyzed to show that the attenuation

is dependent on the aspect angle. The VHF telemetry signal is affected by the

flame when this angle is approximately 16 ° or less from the roll axis of the

vehicle. Figure i0 is a curve of attenuation plotted against aspect angle; the

data were obtained from telemetry information gathered at the Cape Telemetry 2

and Cape Telemetry 3 stations during the four Saturn firings. The curve was

obtained from a least-squares fit of measured values.

Figure ii is a curve of attenuation plotted against altitude for the first

four vehicles measured at the Cape Telemetry 2 and the Cape Telemetry 3 sta-

tions. The dependence of the aspect angle is borne out again by the fact that

SA-4 experienced attenuation at lower altitude than the other vehicles. Fig-

ure 12 shows that the aspect angle for SA-4 was less than for the other three

vehicles. This angle dependence is also evident from the data received at the

Cape Telemetry 3 station on SA-2. Figure ii shows that the signal was attenu-

ated later in flight and that the attenuation was less than for the Cape

Telemetry 2 station.

The magnitude of the attenuation of the VHF telemetry signal varies from

no _n_=_^_±_ to approximately 30 dB, depending on aspect angle and altitude.

Superimposed on the average signal level is a random fluctuation which modulates

the signal as much as 20 to 25 dB_ peak to peak. However, the signal margin is

usually 20 dB for the worst case.

The relationship between attenuation and altitude is not clearly defined

in figure ii because of the different aspect angles involved. However_ it is

interesting to note that in some cases the attenuation had already begun to

decrease before the first engine cutoff. On SA-3 the attenuation and noise

modulation had completely ceased 2 seconds prior to the first engine cutoff.

Figure 13 shows the linearized AGC from Cape Telemetry 2 station for this

flight. The signal level began to increase very rapidly when the vehicle

reached an altitude of approximately 55 km (180,000 ft) and was entirely normal

prior to engine cutoff. This phenomenon was recorded at both the Cape

Telemetry 2 and the Cape Telemetry 3 stations.

The stations up and down the coast of Florida (New S_vrna Beach, Patrick

Air Force Base, Melbourne Beach, Vero Beach, and Jupiter Inlet) were chosen as

locations in the study of flame effects at various aspect angles. The AGC

records at the New Smyrna Beach station and the Vero Beach station showed some

modulation on the SA-4 flight, but it has not been definitely decided if this

_s caused by flame since it appeared on only a few of the links and was at a

lower frequency than flame modulation. The aspect angles were approximately

35 ° at New Smyrna Beach and 75 ° at Vero Beach at the time of the modulation.

The GBI station has always experienced aspect angles greater than 90 °

during powered flight and has never experienced flame attenuation from the main

engine of a Saturn vehicle.
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produced some interesting results. The cutoff was accompanied by a momentary

increase in signal level of approximately 7 dB. This increase can be seen in

figure 14, which is an AGC record made at the Cape Telemetry 2 station. Motion

pictures show that the flame size decreased momentarily and then blossomed

again. The decrease in attenuation was coincident with the decrease in the

plume size.

The effects of ionized gases from the solid-fuel retro-rockets are in gen-

eral more severe than the effects from the main engines. Figure 15 shows two

typical AGC records made during the time of retro-rocket ignition, and figure 16

shows the same records after they have been linearized and filtered. Fig-

ures 17 and 18 show some typical curves of attenuation plotted against altitude

for the retro-rockets. The attenuation from these retro-rockets varied from

approximately 25 to 30 dB at the Cape stations to approximately 50 dB at some

of the stations on the Florida coast, such as Vero Beach.

The data indicate that the attenuation from the retro-rockets is also some-

what dependent on aspect angles, but no definite relationship has been deter-

mined. Attenuation at the stations along the coast appeared greater than at

the Cape stations.

Even though the attenuation has been very severe, the stations using the

TLM-18 ground antenna system have not experienced any loss of data.

Another important fact is that location of the vehicle antenna does not

necessarily solve the problem. On the SA-3 flight, all the VKF telemetry

antennas except one were located forward of the retro-rockets. The antenna for

link i0 was located aft of the retro-rockets, and the difference in attenuation

was insignificant. On SA-4, all the VHF telemetry antennas were located aft of

the retro-rockets, and the attenuation was more severe than on SA-3. However,

there are data available on the UHF telemetry system that can be explained best

by antenna location.

On both the SA-3 and the SA-4 flights, the retro-rockets used the same fuel

and the burn time was approximately the same - just over 2 seconds in both

cases. Figure 15 represents the AGC record at the Cape Telemetry 2 station for

both flights. It can be seen that the flame effects lasted longer on the SA-4

flight than on the SA-3 flight. The effects on SA-3 lasted approximately 2 sec

onds and the effects on SA-4 lasted 5 seconds. The only difference in the two

flights is that the SA-3 retro-rockets were fired at approximately 76 km

(250,000 ft) and the SA-4 retro-rockets were fired at approximately 60 km

(195,000 ft). It is doubtful that this longer duration was the result of

antenna breakdown because it happened to all systems on the vehicle at fre-

quencies ranging from 240 MHz to 8.2 GHz. In addition to the frequency differ-

ence, the onboard antennas were located at several different positions on the
vehicle.
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The effects of the flame on the UHFtelemetry system (2287 MHz) are not
as well defined as the effects on the VHFtelemetry system because of the low
frequency response of the AGCsystem at the ground station. The AGCrecords
from the SA-3 flight indicated that UHFtelemetry might solve the problem of
flame attenuation because hardly any flame attenuation from the main engines
was seen in the records and the retro-rocket attenuation was less than that for
the VHF links. However, noise in the data prompted an investigation of the
amplitude-modulation (AM) input to the limiter stage of the ground receiver to
investigate the receiver dynamic characteristics.

The results of this experiment showedthat the input to the limiter was
noisy at a time whenthe AGCindicated a condition 27 dB above the receiver
threshold. An investigation of the frequency response of the AGCat this time
indicated that the 3-dB _,_cv_____ _responseof the system was 2 Hz. It was con-
cluded that the data were being lost, not necessarily because of flame attenua-
tion, but because the loop response of the AGCwas too slow to follow the
changes in the signal level during the period of flame attenuation.

The curves of attenuation plotted against altitude are shownin figure 19.
The accuracy of these data is open to question. According to this record, the
main-engine flame attenuation began later than it did at the CapeTelemetry 2
station, which is as it should be because of the difference in aspect angle.
This station was located at the Mandyfacility, which is several _lometers
south of the CapeTelemetry 2 station.

The flame attenuation from the main engine ,_s recorded as being 20 dB,
whereas the retro-rocket attenuation was _'( dB. z--aelarge _±_±_,_ _-_+_--
retro-rocket attenuation at this station and at someof the VHFtelemetry sta-
tions maybe partially accounted for by the difference in location of the anten-
nas. The UHFantenna was located on the dunm_spacecraft approximately
21 meters (69 ft) in front of the retro-rockets. Additional tests with an
improved ground receiver would be required to makeany definite conclusions
about flame effects on this system.

FLAMEEFFECTSONTRACKINGSYSTEMS

Descriptions of the tracking systems are given in table ii. Each of these
systems has experienced problems caused by the transmission of the signal
through the flame. However, in most cases the main problem does not appear to
be attenuation_ but modulation of the signal. This problem is particularly
troublesome to the Azusa and UDOPsystems which are phase-locked systems. The
Mistram system is also a phase-locked system_however_ its f_rst flight on SA-4
did not give muchuseful flame information because the aspect angle was too
great for a_y main-engine flame to be observed.
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Data from each of the four Saturn flights have been received at the Azusa

MK II station located at the south end of the Cape. An analysis of the fil-

tered AGC from the central receiving site has indicated that the signal in all

cases was above the tracking threshold from lift-off to beyond powered flight.

However_ an analysis of the data failed to confirm this. The data from the

first two flights were practically unusable until 60 seconds after launch. The

data from SA-3 were unusable until 80 seconds. The data from the fourth flight

improved so that they were usable at 25 to 30 seconds or sooner.

The reasons for this discrepancy in the data were studied, and some very

interesting conclusions were drawn. A fast-response AGC record was made at

this site and it showed that the signal level was actually fluctuating as much

as 25 to 30 dB at a rate from 70 to lO0 Hz. (A quantitative analysis of this

record could not be made because it was only a strip chart. If the data had

been on magnetic tape, they would have been more useful.)

These high-amplitude fluctuations were coincident with the times when the

data were poor. The 2,000-Hz beat-frequency outputj which is used to determine

cosine data_ was also erratic at this time. Both of these measurements were

normal during the'times of good data. When the aspect angle reached a point

where flame attenuation would normally be expected, the high-speed AGC measure-

ment and the beat-frequency output became noisy again and the quality of the

data decreased. After main-engine cutoff and retro-rocket ignition_ both of

these measurements were smooth and the quality of the data was excellent again.

An investigation of the vehicle antenna pattern showed that the main lobe

of the antenna was only 12 ° from the roll axis of the vehicle, and a major part

of the main lobe actually passed through the flame. It was concluded that the

effects were caused by multipath propagation off the flame. This conclusion

was not reached until after the SA-4 flight. The SA-4 flew with the same type

of vehicle antenna as did the three previous vehicles, yet the data were much

better, even though the AGC records appeared no different from those of previous

missions. A modification was made in the ground equipment between the SA-3 and

SA-4 flights. The modification was a phase-locked filter servo that was added

at the output of the 5-MHz coherent-carrier data channel. The servo effectively

reduced the amount of frequency-modulation (FM) noise appearing at the output.

Another result was the improvement of the threshold of the system by 20 dB. It

can not be stated on the basis of this one test that this modification was the

reason the data were better from the SA-4 flight than from previous missions_

but this modification seems to provide the most logical explanation. Future

Saturn flights probably will not verify this hypothesis because the antenna has

been redesigned and relocated on the vehicle.

C-Band Radar

The C-band radar systems at the Cape and the Patrick Air Force Base (PAFB)

stations have experienced signal attenuation during times of main-engine burn

and retro-rocket ignition. The amount of attenuation cannot be defined precisely
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the system seems consist_tl_'_o "e'x_i_nec_'exc_ss_vely'larg_pointing errors

so that the measurement of the attenuation is indistinguishable from the effects

of antenna searching. In many cases, the system used skin tracking during the

periods of main-engine attenuation and retro-rocket ignition. The reason for

switching to skin tracking was the undesirable tracking conditions in the beacon

mode. However, these undesirable signals do not always reflect conditions

caused by flame. Studies have proved that, during the times when flame atten-

uation would exist at the Cape station and the PAFB station, the signal is

largely cross polarized with respect to the ground antenna.

One of the best comparisons available was on SA-I. The C-band radar sys-

tem experienced approximately 7 dB of flame attenuation at the same time that

a nearby VHF telemetry station was experiencing 20 dB of attenuation. The

greatest problem with the signal strength at retro-rocket ignition seems to be

noise in the AGC and not atterfaation. On SA-4 the signal was not attenuated_

but approximately 16 dB of noise was present in the signal at the Cape radar

station. The PAFB station was skin tracking at this time. The results of

retro-rocket ignition on the SA-3 flight probably would not be valid because the

beacon was not operating properly at that time.

UDOP

The flame-attenuation data from the UDOP system have been of limited value

because of the low frequency response of the ground receiver AGC at all stations

except the Cape Mandy facility.

The Doppler data from many of the stations were unusable during certain

periods of flight; yet, according to the AGC records the signal strength was

50 to 70 dB above the threshold of the receiver, and no noise was present in

these records. This effect occurred during the times of expected flame inter-

ference at the Cape stations. However, the data from the downrange stations

were also poor, although it was known that they were not receiving a signal

through the flame. Reference to the telemetered AGC of the onboard transponder

showed that the flame was attenuating and modulating the signal that was being

transmitted to the vehicle from the Cape transmitter. Since the output of this

system was dependent on the input, it was concluded that this was the problem

affecting the downrange stations and that the Cape stations were actually

experiencing two-way attenuation.

The Mandy station recorded AGC voltage and quadrature voltage on the SA-4

flight. Figure 20 shows that the quadrature voltage was several decibels below

the AGC voltage during the times of both liquid-engine flame attenuation and

solid-fuel retro-rocket attenuation. One possible reason for this difference

could be that the flame phase modulated the signal an_ dispersed most of its

energy into sidebands, and these sidebands were beyond the bandwidth of the

quadrature detector. The fact that the signal is phase modulated by the flame

could explain the unusable data during the_times of flame interference. Addi-

tional tests will be made on future flights to reach a firm conclusion.
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0nly one Mistram transponder has been flown on a Saturn vehicle at the
time of this writing. No evidence of flame interference from the main engines
was present. However, this result was expected because the aspect angle was
approximately 30° at outboard-engine cutoff. However, retro-rocket ignition
caused the system to reach threshold; it took 15 secondsto recover completely.
The reasons for this extended period of attenuation are unknown. The only con-
clusion about flame effects on this system is that 8216MHz is not high enough
in frequency to avoid the problem of flame attenuation.

COMMANDSYSTEMS

No extended studies have been madeon flame interference to the command
system. The only signal-strength record available is the telemetered AGCfrom
the vehicle commandreceiver. Studies have shownthat the signal transmitted
to the vehicle is attenuated and noisy whenthe aspect angle reaches a low value
during powered flight. Also, it is noisy and attenuated during retro-rocket
firing. A fast response AGCwould be required for a detailed analysis.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

Flameattenuation on the Saturn booster is a function of several variables.
The most evidentones are fuel type, altitude, aspect angle, frequency, and
antenna patterns. A sufficient amount of data have not been gathered to deter-
mine the degree of dependenceon each variable.

Obtaining more complete signal-strength data is one of the first steps
toward solving this problem. Necessary improvements include high-frequency-
response measurementsof signal strength, polarization componentmeasurements,
flame-modulation spectrum measurements, an ionization density profile of the
flame, the relationship between antenna pattern and flame effects, additional
information on fuel additives, and consistent calibration procedures at differ-
ent stations. Muchof the data available at present are questionable because
of the lack of all or part of the information listed above. As an example,
information could have been derived on signal strength as a function of the
radio-frequency carrier if all systems had been capable of high-frequency
signal-strength measurements.

Marshall SpaceFlight Center has taken steps to solve this problem in part.
Special portable measuring facilities have been designed and will be operational
for the next Saturn firing. These facilities will be capable of accurate high-
frequency measurementsof signal strength, and of measuring componentsof verti-
cal, horizontal, rlght-circular, and left-circular polarization. Steps are also
being taken to improve and obtain additional information from existing
facilities.
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TABLE I

ASPECT ANGLE AND ATTENUATION VAID-ES FOR JUPITER AND JUNO II FIRINGS

Vehicle

Jupiter:
AM-12

AM-15

AM-17
A_-!8

CM-21

CM-22

AM-24

AM-e5
AM-e6

AM-e8

A_-30

CM-31

AM-32

CM-33

Juno II:

14

19

19A

19D

19F

Cape Kennedy

Aspect

angle,

deg

8.5
4.0

3.3
4.2

4.4

4.1

6.9

9.3

5.2

5.3
3.6

5.1

5.3

7.0
9.6

9.6

25
12

i0

Attenuat ion,
dB

0

1

14

ito4

8

8

5

5

3
0

0

1

3

3

8

8

2O

i0 to 40

0

15

Grand Bahama Island

Aspect

angle

deg

128

104

77
..LU_

104

lO4
95

ll6
121

lO3
lO3
99

103

103

88

124

57

8_

58

63

Attenuation
dB

3
0

Oto4

0

i

0

0

0

0

0

6

0

0

19

9
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TABLE II

RADI0-FREQUENCY EQUIPMENT ON SATURN I, BLOCK I VEHICLES

System Ground receiver frequency Antenna type

VHF telemetry 240 to 260 MHz T-fed cavity slot (flush)

Two-element array

U_F telemetry 2287MHz Waveguide aperture

Tracking:

Azusa

C-band radar

Mistram

UDOP

S-band radar

Altimeter

Command

5000 MHz

558o MHz

8216 MHz

900 MHz

2900MHz

400 to 410 MHz

Surface wave

Surface wave

Waveguide aperture

Waveguide aperture

Two-frequency cavity slot

Folded monopole-phased pair

Surface wave

Planar 16 slot
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Figure 2.- Typical Saturn antenna patterns.
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( a )  Equipment canis ters .  

<b) Vehicle antennas and retro-rockets.  

Figure 3 . -  Location of equipment on Saturn block I vehicle.  



(a) Complete vehicle.

(b) Antenna configuration of S-I stage.

Figure 4.- Saturn block II vehicle.
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Figure 5.- Instrument-Unit antenna configuration of Saturn block I1 vehicle. 

Figure 6. - Locations of Saturn ground receiving stations - Cape Kennedy area. 
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Figure 7.- Locations of Saturn ground receiving stations - Florida coast and

Grand Bahama Island. (OBECO - outboard-engine cutoff.)

Figure 8.- Telemetry signal-strength (AGC) recording during flame attenuation

period and retro-rocket ignition.
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Figure ii.- Telemetry signal-strength attenuation plotted against altitude.

(IBECO - inboard-engine cutoff.)
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Figure 12.- Aspect angle as function of altitude.
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Figure 13.- SA-3 telemetry signal-strength (AGC) recording, linearized and

filtered.
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Figure 14.- SA-4 telemetry signal-strength (AGC) recording.
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Figure 20.- Mandy UDOP AGC and quadrature voltages plotted against altitude.
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OF ROCKET EXF_USTS

By Duncan E. Mclver_ Jr.

Langley Research Center

SUN_Y

The radio-frequency (RF) signal attenuation problem associated with rocket

exhausts is similar to that associated with a spacecraft during reentry. Although

both are caused by plasmas_ the generation of the plasma and details of the

electromagnetic signal interaction are somewhat different. Some of the factors

which affect the degree of RF signal interference are: propellant composition_

vehicle altitude_ frequency of the radio signal_ and aspect angle between vehi-

cle and tracking station. Investigations at the Langley Research Center and

elsewhere indicate four possible solutions to the problem: relocation of ground

tracking stations_ change in radio signal frequency, external injection of

materials to quench the exhaust plasma_ or change to low-attenuating propellant

formulations. Closer cooperation between systems_ propulsion, and communica-

tions personnel is recommended prior to final design of missile systems in order

to avoid the attenuation problem.

INTRODUCTION

Severe radio-frequency (RF) signal attenuation associated with rocket

exhausts has been observed for both liquid- and solid-propellant rocket motors

during the boost phase of a space mission. (See refs. i and 2 and paper no. 13

of this compilation.) The attenuation is attributed to the exhaust plasma and

differs from the reentry attenuation only in the generation of the plasma and

details of the electromagnetic signal interaction. Considerable theoretical

and experimental effort has been exerted toward understanding the problem and

obtaining solutions (refs. i, 3, and 4), and the Langley Research Center has

conducted an extensive program in this area (see refs. 2, 5, and 6). With

the use of information from the various studies_ the basic elements of the

exhaust attenuation problem are described_ and four possible solutions to the

problem are discussed: the relocation of ground tracking stations_ the change

in radio signal frequency 3 external injection of materials to quench the exhaust

plasma, and modification of the exhaust propellant to reduce ionization.

SYIvfl3OLS

injection flow rate, ib/sec

exhaust flow rate, ib/sec
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_O radio frequency, radians/sec

BASIC ELEMENTS

Aspect Angle

The aspect-angle dependence illustrated in figure I suggests the first of

the possible solutions_ the relocation of ground tracking stations. As the

boosting vehicle rises in altitude, the exhaust plume increases in size because

of the decreasing ambient pressure. If the communications path between a

tracking station and the vehicle encompasses the exhaust plume, attenuation or

other interference of the electromagnetic energy may occur. Stations which do

not "look through" the exhaust suffer no attenuation. This fact is illustrated

by the signal-strength records for stations A and B. Station A suffers severe

attenuation, whereas station B at a larger aspect angle experiences no inter-

ference. At motor cut-off the signal at station A is restored. Employment of

down-range stations to avoid the exhaust attenuation problem is a solution that

is being used in many operational situations today, and one example is describe

subsequently in this paper.

Sources of the exhaust plasma are illustrated in figure 2 (from ref. 3).

Thermal ionization of the propellant constituents is possible in the high tem-

perature and _•_ pressure of the combustion chamber especially when trace

amounts of alkali metals contaminate the propellantj which is often the case.

Analysis of solid propellants_ for example 3 indicates alkali metal contaminatic

sufficient to account for the plasma in terms of thermal ionization alone. Oth

constituents have been reported as possible electron contributors: aluminum,

aluminum oxide, and carbon. Chemi-ionization_ or ionization directly from a

chemical reaction, may also occur. Electrons created in the combustion chambez

will be ejected with the exhaust gases, lon recombination downstream will

reduce the electron population_ unless the expansion is so rapid that the
ionization is frozen.

Electrons may also be created outside the combustion chamber if after-

burning occurs. This complex process, which involves the mixing of unburned

gases from the combustion chamber with the atmosphere, may involve thermal and

chemical ionization processes. Electrons may also be created from ablating

rocket nozzles, ablating airframes_ and shocks in the exhaust.

Exhaust Structure and Missile Flow Field

The plasma distribution is determined by the fluid dynamics of the exhaus_

and its interaction with the surrounding atmosphere. Three possible situation_

are illustrated in figure 3- At low altitudes the plume is compressed by

atmospheric pressure and the vehicle flow field. There is a mixing region on
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would be jeopardized. At intermediate altitudes, the exhaust plume is larger

and may cause separation of flow alor_ the vehicle surface. The mixing or

afterburning region is still present on the surface of the exhaust. At very
high altitudes, where the mean free path is greater than the dimensions of the

vehicle, there is no flow interaction with the exhaust and no afterburning, and

because of the low ambient pressure, the exhaust becomes extremely large. For

the latter situation attenuation is attributed solely to electrons created in

the combustion chamber. Because of the rapid expansion of gases at the very
high altitudes, the exhaust ionization is frozen and a theoretical model can be

constructed (ref. 7). In this model the electron density is assumed to be

proportional to the gas density. In the presence of flow interaction and after-

burning, construction of such a model is extremely difficult.

Electromagnetic Signal Interaction

A second solution to the RF signal attenuation problem of rocket exhausts

is suggested when the interaction of electromagnetic energy with the exhaust

plasma is examined theoretically (refs. 7 and 8); this solution is to employ a

radio frequency higher than the exhaust-plasma frequency (_ >_p). Flight data

discussed subsequently illustrate the success of this second technique.

The change in radiated antenna pattern is a unique effect resulting from

an overdense p±asma on the surface of the exhaust (_p> _), as illustrated in

figure 4. Stations at low aspect angles will experience_ attenuation, whereas

those at some greater aspect m_ic _!! exp__ an e_ancement of the sig-

nal. This effect has been observed in flight (ref. 2) and in ground experiments
in which the exhaust was simulated with a metal cone.

Summary of Factors Affecting Attenuation

From the preceding discussion it is obvious that several complex factors

affect the degree of RF signal interference from a rocket exhaust; thus 3 the

problem of predicting or analyzing a typical flight situation is extremely dif-
ficult. Some of these factors are:

(i) Propellant composition

(2) Motor size and thrust (Size and thrust will affect the dimensions

of the exhaust. )

f_ _+_ _ __ tempers_ture and pressure

(4) Altitude of operation

(5) Occurrence of afterburning

(6) RF signal frequency
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if antenna breakdown is a problem, and t_e _cat_n _ill affect the antenna

pattern. )

(8) Aspect angle

(9) Vehicle flow field

FLIGHT RES_CLT S

Exhaust-induced RF signal attenuation has been observed during the boost

phases of the NASA Scout vehicle, and these observations are considered repre-

sentative. Flight results are presented to illustrate the two previously dis-

cussed solutions and to suggest a third.

Scout Third-Stage Motor

The following table shows range observations during the operation of the

Scout third-stage motor:

Wallops Langley Bermuda

No data Partial data Complete data
Telemetry (_50 dB loss) (40 to 50 dB loss)

Track-

Radar marginal Tracked

(40 to 50 dB loss)

Command
Loss of capability

destruct

Aspect 6o 20 ° to 35 ° i00 °
angle

This motor operates in the altitude range from 300,000 to 700,000 feet; therefore

its exhaust structure is probably that of the high-altitude case in figure 3.

At the launch site_ telemetry capability and command-destruct capability were

completely lost and radar (5000 mc) track was marginal. These functions were

recovered, however, by the Bermuda station which was at an aspect angle of i00 °.

For all subsequent firings of the Scout the down-range station is employed.

For this motor the relocation of the ground station was a working solution;

however, since the 5000-mc radar was severely attenuated the higher frequency

solution was not entirely satisfactory. The propellant for the motor is a

highly aluminized solid propellant similar to that used on Polaris and

Minuteman.
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A third possible solution to the exhaust attenuation problem is indicated

by the results of the Scout second-stage motor shown in figure 5. Attenuation

on the VHF telemetry link (244.3 mc) was eliminated each time small hydrogen

peroxide control jets located near the second-stage motor nozzle were operated.

Since the motor was operating in the intermediate altitude region (fig. 3), the

cause of attenuation was assumed to be primarily afterburning. It was also

assumed that the decomposition products of the control jets, principally water

vapor, quenched the ionization and eliminated interference. The external addi-

tion of materials to quench the exhaust plasma is the third suggested solution.

A 5000-mc radar system was unaffected by the exhaust plasma probably

because the propellant formulation for the second stage had less aluminum and a

lower combustion temperature than that of the third stage. Also during the

flight, a tracking station at an aspect angle of about 50o obse_red a 5-dB

enhancement of the VKF signal_ whereas the launch site observed attenuation.

In order to investigate the second-stage phenomena further_ a recoverable

camera was flown on a Scout to photograph the exhaust during the attenuation

period (ref. 5). Figure 6 shows three consecutive frames from the flight film.

The unusual picture results fromthe optical system employed and only one quad-

rant of the exhaust is visible. The luminous region on the periphery appeared

at the onset of __.÷_ a_ .....__entified as th_ afterburning region on the

surface. The center picture shows the effect of one of the control jets and

corresponds to a period of signal recovery.

GROUND EXPERIMENTS

Ground experiments are desirable in order to investigate in detail some

of the factors that affect the exhaust attenuation problem and to determine

possible solutions. There are basically two types of ground experiments: full-

scale motors fired at atmospheric pressure in a static test facility and small

motors fired at simulated altitudes in a vacuum facility. The major problem

with these tests is the difficulty in extrapolating specific results to flight

situations; however_ they have been extremely useful in establishing trends and

in investigating propellant compositions.

Material Injection Tests

A series of experiments using material injection to quench ionization were

conducL_d durir_ the static firi_ of a fourth-stage motor of the Scout vehicle.

These tests were based on the flight results of the Scout second stage. The

propellant for the fourth-stage motor_ however_ is the same as that for the

third stage of Scout. Figure 7 shows th_ ek_erimcnta! setup for these tests.

The injection site was 3 inches downstream of the nozzle and both water and

freon were used in a pulse mode of operation. A transverse attenuation meas-

urement was obtained further downstream (i01 inches) with an X-band microwave
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1-micron region, C-band plasma noise_ and acoustic noise.

Figure 8 is a sample of some of the data obtained in the experiments. The

top trace shows the water flow rate plotted against time. The second trace is

the attenuation plotted against time_ and the bottom trace is the relative

radiant intensity. Both attenuation and radiant intensity closely follow the

injection of water. Plasma noise at C-band was eliminated by the injection and

a reduction in acoustic noise of about 5 decibels was observed.

Figure 9 is the attenuation data plotted as a function of the ratio of the

injectant mass flow rate to the exhaust mass flow rate. There is a significant

amount of signal recovery when the ratio is about i0 percent and complete

recovery when the ratio is between 40 and 50 percent. In most applications

flow ratios less than i0 percent may be practical_ especially during altitude

operation. For example, the ratio for the Scout second stage was about 1.5 per-

cent. Additional study is needed to determine the optimum injectant and the

injectant scheme. (Freon used for these tests appeared to have the same effect

as water.)

Following the full-scale tests, the injection idea was pursued in the

41-foot-diameter vacuum sphere at the Langley Research Center described in

paper no. 7 of this compilation. Preliminary analysis indicates that comparable

recovery numbers have been obtained for the small motors during atmospheric

firings; however_ the effect of altitude has not been determined. In addition

to water and freon_ urine and water with sodium chloride have been employed

with comparable results.

Low-Attenuating Propellants

The final solution to be discussed is probably the most fundamental and

that is to use a propellant composition or formulation that causes little or
no attenuation.

A Joint program has been conducted at Langley with the U.S. Army and some

of its contractors to evaluate the attenuation characteristics of a new propel-

lant candidate. One requirement for this propellant is that it have minimum

RF signal attenuation. Ten motors_ each containing the propellant_ were fired

in the 41-foot sphere facility and attenuation and phase measurements were

obtained. Analysis of the data indicates that the propellant is a low attenuato_

compared with others (such as the Scout propellants).
I

The principal techniques employed in formulating the low-attenuating pro-

pellant are to overoxidize, to develop a low exit temperature (high expansion

ratio)j and to increase chamber pressure. All three techniques are intended

to reduce afterburning. The following table is a summary of some tests run

both at Langley and at the Allegany Ballistics Laboratory (refs. 9 and i0):
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Propellant

I
II

III
IV

dB/cm

19.8
7
7
7.3

@@@ • @00 w@-0•

• • O• • •
a m • •

Oxidation index

(a)

0.664
.482
.314

•003 to .03

0.917

.500

.472

•267

a

Oxidation index =
H + H 2 + C0

H + H 2 + CO + H20 + C0 2

Propellant I is used in the Scout third stage and shows a high aluminum content

and attenuation coefficient• The final column in the table is the oxidation

index _ud is the ratio of burnable gas to total gas in the exhaust. For pro-

pellant I this value is quite high, 0.917. Propellants II and III show a

reduction in the aluminum content but still a relatively high attenuation coef-

ficient. The oxidation indices for II and III are also high. Propellant IV_

the low-attenuating propellant mentioned previously_ has a very low attenuation

coefficient and a corresponding low oxidation index, although the aluminum
content is the same as that for II and III.

Unfortunately, propellant IV cannot be a universal solution since it was

developed for a specific vehicle; however_ some of the philosophies behind its

development may be useful. In addition 3 the propellant results suggest that

closer cooperation should be exercised between systems_ communications, and

propulsion personnel during the plannir_ stages of a missile system in order to

avoid the exhaust problem if at all possible.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Some of the basic elements of the radio-frequency signal attenuation prob-

lem of rocket-motor exhausts and four possible solutions to the problem have

been presented. The solutions are:

(a) Relocation of ground tracking stations

(b) Change in radio signal frequency

(c) External injection of materials to quench exhaust plasma

(d) Low-attenuating propellant

The possibility of solution# especially in the area of propellant formulation,

indicates that there should be closer cooperation between systems 3 communica-

tions 3 and propulsion personnel during the design stages of a missile so that

the attenuation problem can be avoided. Additional basic research is needed

in order that experimental ground and flight data and theoretical data can be

correlated and used in preflight prediction and postflight analysis of exhaust
attenuation•
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SUMMARY

This paper presents a summary of problems associated with the development

of two Project RAM flight-test rocket vehicles. Solutions for these problems,

the flight performanc% and a brief description of each vehicle are given.

INTRODUCTION

The primary requirement for the Project RAM flight-test rocket vehicles

was to boost instrumented payloads into an attenuation-producing environment of

desired magnitude in order to verify theories and results of ground-based

studies. Since for a given payload the magnitude of plasma attenuation due to

flow-field ionization is primarily dependent upon the altitude and velocity,

the prime vehicle requirement resulted in specific altitude and velocity con-

ditions at payload-stage burnout. Figure 1 shows the required area of inves-

tigation in relation to thc reentry corridors for vehicles such as Dyna-Soar_

Mercury, and Apollo. Two additional requirements were specified for the

flight tests: a data gathering period close to NASA Wallops Station and an

..... _ +_o_+m_v _ order to exit the "radio blackout region" and to play

back data stored on _u onboard recorder° Fig u_re 2 shows the flow field or

environment that is typical of payload stages probing into and through the

radio blackout region. Because of the nature of the radio blackout region,

such areas as aerodynamic heating, jet pluming, aerodynamics, and body angle

of attack are greater problems than usual.

PROBLEM AREAS

Numerous vehicle problems had to be solved in order to attain satisfacto-

rily the payload mission requirements. The significant vehicle problem areas

of concern and those areas where special investigations were required because

of problems unique to the attainment of the RAM mission are as follows:

Ae rodynami cs

Aeroelasticity

Oynami c coupling

Jet-plumlng instability

Heating

Motor-perfo_nce predictability

In-flight command ignition

Dispersion and range safety

Reliability and quality control
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Aerodynamics, jet-__ins_ es_t¥_'_._in_'_d'_ight command ignition

required special investigations f_ t_'e _fiMo_h_c_l_ °o_

Aerodynamics

Aerodynamics is an area of concern for every vehicle and is usually

adequately handled by conventional techniques. However_ for the RAM vehicles
it was one of the most critical areas because of its influence on all other

areas of concern. In general_ theoretical calculations were not considered

accurate enough and_ therefor% wind-tunnel facilities were utilized to define

the static aerodynamic characteristics over the Mach number range. The primary

aerodynamic areas of concern were (i) accurate drag characteristics so that

velocity increments could be predicted and (2) vehicle stability characteris-

tics so that accurate wind compensation could be made and small angle of inci-

dence could be assured during the data period.

Aeroelasticity

Aeroelastic effects did not present a special problem for the RAM vehicles,

Conventional theoretical techniques were used in analyzing the flexible vehi-

cles, and adequate stabilizing fins were provided so that a minimum static mar-

gin of one--half body diameter was maintained at all times.

Dynamic Coupling

Dynamic coupling occurs when the vehicle roll frequency inadvertently

becomes resonant with either the body pitch or structural frequencies. Prob-

lems were not encountered in this area because a precise spin program was

utilized to average the effects of thrust and body misalinements and because

a detailed effort was made to define vehicle aerodynamics and body structural
characteristics.

Jet-Pluming Instability

Jet pluming is caused by the expansion of the jet exhaust from under-

expanded rocket motor nozzles. Pluming becomes a problem during flights where

aerodynamic forces generated by stabilizing surfaces are required. For the RAM

vehicles_ the aerodynamic stabilizing forces were required in order to maintain

low angles of attack during the data period. The effect of jet pluming was to

reduce the effectiveness of the stabilizing surfaces through the phenomenon of

induced flow separation over such surfaces. Figure 2 shows the flow separation

that is characteristic of jet-pluming effects. The effect of jet-plume size,

determined by motor chamber pressure and altitude_ is to cause the extent

of flow separation to move forward along the body for larger plumes. Jet-

plume simulation in an appropriate hypersonic wind-tunnel facility was required

to define accurately the effects of jet pluming on vehicle static aerodynamics.
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glven fllght path coul_..b_._a_ts;_e_ _y_roper flare size. Often trades had
to be made between smalL--angle--of-incidence requirements and flare size because

of drag penalties.

He_ing

In order to produce the plasma environment required by the RAM payloads

on an ascending trajectory, the vehicles must necessarily survive rather rigid

heating environments. For the RAM vehicles_ the heating is produced by both

aerodynamic and jet-pluming effects. In comparing various vehicles for the

RAM missionj it was determined that short-burning instead of long-burning

rocket motors would reduce the overall heat problem. However_ tests in arc-jet

facilities were required to determine material efficiencies_ and computer

techniques were used to determine the amount of thermal protection required.

Motor-Performance Predictability

Motor-performance predictability affected the mission success by causing

a higher or lower altitude to be attained because of a larger or a smaller

velocity increment than expected. It was beyond the scope of the RAM project

to improve the motors. In gcnera!, it has been observed that slow-burning

highly efficient motors have larger percentage deviations in performance than

the less efficient fast-burning motors.

In--Flight Command Ignition

For fast-burning rocket motors_ it has been determined that specific

burnout altitudes can be achieved, with little error, by using onboard ignition

timers. However, the slow-burning stages require in-flight command ignition so

that it is possible to compensate for flight-path and velocity deviations from

nominal and achieve the desired burnout altitude_ provided subsequent stages

have predictable performance. A typical command ignition system consists

basically of an onboard command receiver and a ground-based real-time analog

computer tied to the output of the most accurate tracking radar available at

NASA Wallops Station. Real-time data plots are used to decide the proper

instant to ignite the stage so that a desired burnout altitude can be achieved.

For the development of this system, an analog computer was utilized and it was

determined from this device that errors expected in the first-stage performance

would result in the payload-stage burnout altitude being missed by as much

as 50,000 feet if an in-flight compensation technique was not utilized.

Dispersion and Range Safety

Conventional error-analysis techniques were found adequate for dispersion

and range-safety considerations. It was necessary to position the launch

azimuth angle accurately so that payload-stage impact would not occur on down-
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Reliability and Quality Control

The balance of reliability and quality control between desired scheduling

and practical economy is always a problem for programs where the success

depends upon the few shots which are involved. Basically, for Project RAM,

a component testing, inspection, and qualification program was set up and fol-

lowed to give the greatest possible insurance of success for each mission.

This program included (i) testing of hardware to destruction, (2) qualifica-

tion of each set of flight hardware, (3) radiographic inspection of rocket

motors, and (4) qualification testing of the payloads to the expected environ-

mental levels.

RAM A AND RAM B VEHICLES

The combined solutions to the problems pointed out previously in the

"Problem Areas" section have produced two entirely different rocket vehicles

(fig. 3) suitable for boosting two different size payloads: a 1-inch-radius

and a 4-inch-radius hemispherical-tipped 9° cone-cylinder. The first vehicle,

RAM A_ was long and slender and consisted of four stages of fast-burning solid-

propellant rocket motors. When it was conceived, the RAM A represented a state-

of-the-art booster for the payload size involved and consisted of a dual-Recruit,

boosted-Castor first stage, Skat second and third stages, and a Recruit fourth

stage. Nominal payload weight was 75 pounds. A second series of experiments

was conceived to provide more comprehensive investigations and, consequently,

a more efficient and powerful vehicle, RAM B, was required in order to boost

nominal payloads of 200 pounds to speeds equal to or greater than those of

RAM A. The RAM B launch vehicle consisted of three short, thick, slow-burning

stages: Castor first stage, Antares second stage, and Alcor third stage. Both

vehicles were unguided. A comparison of figures 4 and 5 shows the relative

size as well as some of the more important details of the RAM A and RAM B pay-

load stages.

Figure 6 shows the radio-blackout-region probe capability intended for

the RAM A and RAM B vehicles. As indicated by the arrows, the trajectory is

ascending. For RAM B, the apogee is relatively low and therefore will permit

data gathering during reentry. It should be noted that the time required for

RAM A and RAM B to reach payload-stage burnout differs by more than a factor
of two.

Figure 7 shows a comparison of the RAM B2 nominal and flight trajectories.

Postflight analysis confirmed that the in-flight command ignition properly com-

pensated for a low-altitude and low-velocity first stage and that nominal

third-stage burnout altitude would have been achieved if second- and third-

stage motor performance was nominal. However_ as indicated by the figure, the
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second, with the resul_.._h$_.b_n_m_ _l_tl_ud_'an'd-apogee were lower than desired.

From flight instrumentation, it has been determined that the motors underper-

formed by 500 feet per second and that drag was underestimated by 500 feet per

second. It should be noted, however, that the lower altitude compensated for

the lower velocity and produced approximately the desired attenuation
environment.

CONCLD-DING REMARKS

As has been shown in the discussion of several problem areas, a detailed

knowledge of the vehicle characteristics and its capability is required to

probe a specific part of the "radio blackout spectrum." The RAM flight-test

rocket vehicles fulfilled the stated mission requirements. Specifically_ the

RAM A and RAM B launch vehicles have been successful in placing the payloads

in the desired attenuation region and have made it possible to obtain basic

data measurements required for analysis and solution of some of the salient

problems of radio signal blackout.
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RAM PAYLOAD ENVIRONME 

Figure 2 L-1440 

RAM FLIGHT-TEST VEHICLES 

RAM B 

RAM A 

Figure 3 
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16. I-NJECTIONZ•__Ik_]•:_d_D•__ION " OF'LIQ_D8

IN THE FLOW FIELDS OF HYPERSONIC VEHICLES

By Ivan E. Beckwith

Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

Typical results of an experimental and theoretical investigation of the

fluid mechanics aspects of liquid injection and evaporation processes are pre-

sented and discussed. The data were obtained in the Langley Mach 8 variable-

density tunnel for both liquid nitrogen and water injection to provide a large

range in latent heat of vaporization and other liquid parameters. For the case

of side injection it is shown that the liquid can be injected without causing

large secondary disturbances, that the distribution of the spray is uniform, and

that evaporation is sufficiently rapid. For injection at the stagnation point,

the bow shock is modified to a pointed configuration when the liquid jet momentum

is large. Qualitative comparison of theoretical calculations for mean droplet

trajectory and evaporation distances with the experimental data indicates reason-

able agreement.

INTRODUCTION

Ground tests (ref. i) and a flight test (ref. 2) conducted at _^ T...._v

Research Center have shown that material injection into the flow field of hyper-

sonic vehicles alleviates radio attenuation. In fact, one of the obvious con-

clusions from the preceding papers in this conference is that whenever materials

(including water_ freon, and hydrogen peroxide) were injected into any hot or

cold plasma, at least some signal recovery was observed. The present paper con-

tains a brief discussion of some of the results of an experimental and theoreti-

cal investigation (refs. 3 and 4) of the fluid mechanics aspects of liquid

injection and evaporation processes. The investigation was carried out in sup-

port of the RAM 22 flight which will be discussed in paper no. 17 by William F.
Cuddihy.

The ultimate objective of material injection is to modify or quench the

hot plasma so as to reduce the free electron concentration in the vicinity of

the antennas. It became apparent early in the investigation that injection of

a liquid rather than a gas would offer certain advantages. Some of these advan-

tages are illustrated in figure i. Figure i is an artist's conception com-

paring the general appearance of gas injection -_ _a _j_ot_on. The bow

shock configuration is scaled from actual wind-tunnel tests with gas injection

_ud ±_l_-'_'____+_ ..........(_ 8_ different times) from a single orifice just aft

of a hemispherical nose, as indicated. The ratio of injected mass flow to ref-

erence air mass flow Wc/WRE F was about 1.5 in both cases. (The reference air

mass flow is defined as that quantity contained in a stream tube of model nose
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diameter at free-stream density and _g _ • • irst thing to be noted is

the larger initial disturbance with gas injection with the possible additional

ionization caused by the secondary shock. The hot ionized gases generated by

the secondary shock_ as well as by the bow shock at the nose, are forced away

from the vehicle surface and cooled in the subsequent mixing region which may

extend far downstream. In contrastj the liquid injection produces a smaller

initial disturbance because of the smaller added volume. The liquid jet is

rapidly atomized by the high-velocity airstreaminto a spray of fine droplets
which are more or less uniformly distributed across the shock layer. The

effective "mixing length" is then determined by the evaporation length of the

droplets. Other advantages associated with liquid injection are the latent

heat (which in the case of water is appreciable), better control of initial

penetration and distribution in the flow field_ and ease in handling and stor-

age. Thus, if the liquid spray can be properly located and if evaporation

occurs fast enough, the desired effects should be possible.

In order to determine the feasibility of liquid injection and to provide

an answer to some of these questions, the present investigation of liquid injec-

tion into the flow fields of various shapes has been carried out.

A motion-picture film supplement (Film No. L-822) showing typical results

for penetration and distribution of the liquid spray and its effect on the flow

field is available on loan. A request card is included at the back of this

document.

SYMBOLS

on

do

Ne

rn

Taw

To

V_

V_

Wa

Wc

WREF

diameter of nose

diameter of injection orifice

Mach number ahead of shock

electron density

radius of nose

adiabatic wall temperature

stagnation temperature

velocity of liquid

velocity ahead of shock

air mass flow

coolant mass flow

mass flow_ _rn2DVreference
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coordinate

maximum penetration of liquid spray

density of liquid
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APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The experimental data were obtained in the Langley Mach 8 vari_ole-density

tunnel with injection of both water and liquid nitrogen. The liquid nitrogen

was used in the wind-tunnel tests because its small latent heat of vaporization

and low temperature provided partial simulation of the evaporation rate for

water injection at hypersonic flight conditions (ref. 3). The technique used

for visual observation of the liquid spray in this investigation is illustrated

in figure 2. This figure is a top view of the wind tunnel and model showing

the arrangement of camera and light beam which was used to illuminate the liquid
spray. The light was focused at the test section into a narrow beam about

1 inch wide by 8 inches high; the top edge view of the beam is shown in the

figure. The beam could be moved fore and aft along the model during the tests

to provide an indication of the cross-sectional shape and distribution of the

spray at different axial stations as recorded by the camera.

The reflection of light from the spray was also visible in the schlieren

photograph which was recorded by another camera not shown in figure 2. In fig-
ure 3 a typical schlieren photograph of the RAM B model is shown on the left

with liquid nitrogen injection from a single orifice located on the bottom of

the model 1.3 nose radii downstream of the stagnation point. The light reflected

from the liquid spray can be seen just below the model at about 2 nose diameters

downstream of the stagnation point; the other light bands are reflections from

the near and far side windows. An idea of the magnitude of the flow-field dis-

turbance can be obtained by comparing the bow shock configuration on the injec-

tion side (bottom) of the model with the shock on the undisturbed side (top) as

shown in the figure. The other photograph (on the right) is for the same con-

ditions but was taken by the side camera (shown in fig. 2) which sees, in

effect, an oblique cross-sectional view of the spray. The illuminated section

of the spray can be seen at about 2½ nose diameters downstream of the stagnation

point just _^_-_. ÷_ _ .......Nnte that in this photograph the flow is from

right to left and the model is near the top of the frame.
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Values are given in the motion picture of the parameter Wc/WREF (desig-
nated as mc/mREF in the motion picture), which is the ratio of coolant mass
flow to free-stream air mass flow contained in a stream tube of model nose
diameter. The quantitative influence of this parameter on the penetration and
cooling effect will be discussed.

The first two runs in the motion picture showthe liquid spray and schlie-
ren superimposedon the RAMshape (spherically blunted, 9° cone) for side injec-
tion at two different values of the massflow ratio Wc/WREF. The third run is
for the sameconditions as the previous one but was taken with the camera shown
in figure 2 and thus corresponds to the view shownon the right in figure 3.
Note the lateral distribution and uniformity of the spray as illustrated in the
third run. The fourth run showsthe spray penetration and uniform distribution
for injection from the shoulder of the Mercury shape for a small value of
Wc/WREF"

Details of the experimental and theoretical results are given in refer-
ence 3. Oneof the more significant experimental results is illustrated in
figure 4. The maximumpenetration of the liquid nitrogen spray as obtained frol
the wind-tunnel data is plotted in the form of YMAX/do against the correlatinl
parameter. The coordinate axes used are defined in the figure. The parameter
ozVI is the ratio of the liquid density and velocity to the free-stream densit_
PJ_
and velocity. All lengths are divided by the orifice diameter do. This corre

lation was used directly to determine the orifice diameter and liquid velocity

(or pressure) that would result in the desired spray penetration for the RAM B2

flight. As indicated in paper no. 17 by William F. Cuddihy these parameters

were chosen in order to give the correct penetration during the early portion o

the data period at the forward antenna.

So far not much has been said about stagnation-point injection. Emphasis

has been on side injection since this appears more promising for application to

large_ blunt vehicles where a local hole or window in the plasma can be estab-

lished. For smaller research vehicles such as the RAM B2, stagnation-point

injection is practical. Figure 5 shows some typical schlieren photographs

(using spark exposure) of stagnation-point injection. All three photographs ar

for the same run for which the momentum flux ratio was 0.19. This ratio is

defined as the ratio of the liquid jet momentum to the momentum of the free

stream in a stream tube of diameter equal to the nose diameter. The top photo-

graph shows the peculiar pointed shock configuration which was sometimes

observed. The liquid spray is illuminated about 2 diameters downstream of the

nose. The lower left photograph shows a somewhat different shock configuratior

The liquid spray is illuminated here at about i diameter ahead of the model ant

bow shock. This pointed configuration was very unsteady and appeared to col-

lapse and re-form at a frequency of something like 50 to I00 cps. This unsteac

ness is illustrated by the lower right photograph where the shock is seen to b_

collapsing.
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shock "t'opphotograph
for stagnation-point injection, was correlated by the ratio of the liquid Jet

momentum to the momentum of the free stream (ref. 3). The values of this param-

eter for stagnation-point injection during the RAM B2 flight indicate that a

similar modification of the bow shock during the flight could be expected. If

such a pointed shock were established in flight, the production of free elec-

trons would be essentially eliminated during stagnation-point injection.

A simplified quasi-one-dimensional theory has been derived and used to

estimate the mean droplet trajectories and evaporation rates for crosscurrent

injection (refs. 3 and 4). Semiempirical expressions have been developed for

the droplet drag coefficient and Nusselt number (for heat transfer to the

droplets) that are applicable over the entire range of conditions from free-

molecule high-velocity flow prevailing near the injection site down to continuum,

low relative velocity that occurs nearer the end of the droplet lifetime. The

results of the theory applied to w!nd-t_±nnel conditions are illustrated in fig-

ure 6. Figure 6 is a schlieren photograph of liquid nitrogen injection on a

hemisphere-cylinder model. The densest portion of the liquid spray is again

illuminated by a light beam on the bottom side of the model about 3 diameters
downstream of the nose. The inner line is the mean droplet trajectory as com-

puted from the theory. The outer line is the maximum outer limit of the spray

penetration as obtained by the side camera in figure 2. Comparison of the

theoretical result with the denser portion of the spray as well as with the maxi-

mum penetration indicates that reasonable estimates of mean droplet trajectories

can be obtained.

In figure 7 a qualitative comparison of predicted evaporation rates is

made _th wind-t_mnel data by using the adiabatic wal_ temperature of the model.

The ratio of the local adiabatic wall temperature to the free-stream stagnation

temperature Taw/T o is plotted against the axial distance from the injection

orifice. The data points are experimentally determined values on the hemisphere-

cylinder model with liquid nitrogen injection for the values of Wc/WRE F shown.

The line is from the theory for a value of the ratio of coolant mass flow to

air mass flow of 0.7. In this case the quantity w a is the mass flow of air

assumed to be entrained in the mixing region. Agreement between the data and

theory at x = 20 inches, where the theory predicts about 80 percent of the

injected coolant would be evaporated, was obtained with wa slightly less than

1/4 WRE F. The agreement indicates that reasonable estimates of evaporation dis-

tances are possible. A very important parameter involved in the evaporation

rates and distances is the initial drop diameter which was obtained from ref-

erence 5.

Application of the theory to conditions typical of the early portion of

the RAM B2 data period are illustrated in figure 8. The fraction of water

evaporated is plotted against distance do_mstre_m of the injection site in

inches. Also plotted is the temperature of the air vapor mixture. The ratio

of injected coolant mass to air mass in the mixing region was taken as 0.5

for this calculation and thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed. (_e the___o-

dynamic properties of the mixture were obtained with the computer program of

Zeleznik and Gordon (ref. 6).) At only 0.3 inch from the injection point,

20 percent of the injected mass would be evaporated and the temperature would
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be reduced by more than l, vv0°°m.'° in_:e _ r_ _ectron concentration is

reduced accordingly from almost 1012 to 4 × 109. The rapid reduction in tem-

perature is caused partly by the large latent heat of water and specific heat
of steam but the greatest effect is the dissociation of the water molecules as

indicated by the sudden increase in hydrogen atoms as shown in figure 9. Also
shown in this figure are the variations in mole fraction of some of the other

constituents of the mixture. The main source of electrons is the nitric oxide

(NO) which is seen to increase. Whereas the nitric oxide is increasing, the

temperature is decreasing, and the net effect is to reduce the N e. The con-

stituent that has the next largest effect on Ne would be the hydroxyl neutral

(OH) due to the formation of negative hydroxyl ions. Although the mole frac-

tion of the hydroxyl neutral becomes appreciable, it is still insufficient to

give any significant reduction in N e at these conditions.

CONCI/JDING R_S

It has been shown that liquid injection into the flow field of hypersonic
vehicles results in a uniform distribution of the materials across the shock

layer. Also, in the case of side injection, the penetration of the spray can

be controlled and does not cause a large secondary disturbance. For injection

at the stagnation point the bow shock is modified considerably. The data and

theory indicate that evaporation of the liquid spray is sufficiently rapid to

obtain significant cooling of the plasma in reasonable distances. Based on the

present equilibrium calculations for the RAM B2 flight conditions_ the prin-

cipal mechanism for the reduction of free electrons for side (or crosscurrent)

injection would be the cooling of the plasma. For nose injection the principal

mechanism may be the modification of the bow shock.
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ADVANTAGES OF LIQUID INJECTION OVER GAS INJECTION
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ILLUMINATION OF LIQUID SPRAY 

SCHLIEREN; FLOW-FIELD DISTURBANCE 

Figure 3 L-2 173-10 
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0.89 

Figure 4 
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LIQUID NITROGEN INJECTION AT STAGNATION POINT 
MOMENTUM FLUX RATIO = 0.19 

Figure 5 62173-9 

COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL TRAJECTORY 
OF MEAN MASS DROPLET WITH DATA 
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Figure 6 ~2173-8 



EFFECT OF LIQUID NITROGEN INJECTION ON ADIABATIC
SURFACE TEMPERATURES
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TYPICAL THEORETICAL RESULTS FOR WATER
INJECTION ON RAM B2
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EQUILIBRIUM MOLE FRACTIONS OF MIXTURE
DOWNSTREAM OF INJECTION
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17. RESULTS OF THE _M _ _E_[_A_S-'AD_ITION'_IGHT EXPERIMENT

By William F. Cuddihy

Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

The materials-addition method has been flight tested and found to be effec-

tive for a vehicle the size of RAM B2 at velocities up to nearly 18_000 ft/sec

over a range of altitudes. The results for both side and stagnation injection

are presented and the effectiveness of each method is briefly discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In paper no. 16, it was shown that injection of a liquid into a hypersonic

flow field is feasible for plasma suppression from the standpoint of penetra-

tion, flow-field disturbance, and evaporation distances. That is, it is pos-

sible to distribute water droplets throughout a reentry plasma without creating

a large disturbance and the liquid can then evaporate before being swept away
f_

in the wake. _oee ref. i.) It has also been reported in paper no. 12 that

ground tests indicate that small amounts of water are effective in reducing

radio attenuation due to plasma.

The present paper discusses the res1_]ts of a recent test which demonstrated

that material addition was effective in establishing reentry communications in

actual flight.

DISCUSSION

Figure i shows the three-stage solld-propellant RAM B2 vehicle. The third

stage was flown into the blackout region on an ascending trajectory as described

in paper no. 15. The antenna locations and injection sites on the third stage

are given in figure 2. Details of nozzle design_ of the injection system of fig-

ure 3, of the flow rates of water sho_ in fixate 4_ and of the range layout of

figure 5 are given in reference 2. The only points necessary to make here are:

(i) frequencies at HF, VHF_ C-band_ and X-band were transmitted from various

antenna locations on the third stage_ (2) the flow rate was varied through a

range of flows for injection from the stagnation region and from side orifices,

and (3) 9c_---_^_ of zero water flow were provided during the data period to

measure the plasma radio attenuation for the no-additive condition.

Typical signal strengths _ecorded at gro_±nd receiving stations during the

data period are shown in figures 6, 7, and 8. These records have been smoothed

to remove signal variation due to vehicle spin. C-band and X-band transmissions
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werenot noticeably attempted andare not " mplete recoveryof all
o

attenuated signals was obtained for the stagnation injection case for all

antenna locations and for all flow rates used. From the flow-rate graph

(fig. 4) it can be seen that less than 0.i ib/sec of water was effective for

these flight conditions. The side-injection method was found to give nearly

complete recovery for the most forward antenna (244.3 Me) and to become pro-

gressively less effective for antenna stations toward the rear.

Several possibilities for the effectiveness of stagnation injection are:

(i) The material tends to stay mainly in the boundary layer and for this flight

the electron concentration high enough to cause radio attenuation was near the

outer edge of this boundary as shown in paper no. 2. (2) Aerodynamic shaping

to produce a smaller effective nose radius would reduce attenuation. In fig-

ure 5 of paper no. 16 stagnation injection in the Langley Mach 8 variable-densit

tunnel was shown producing a pointed shock wave. (3) The presence of water

and water vapor in the bow-shock region could inhibit the original formation of

ionization.

The slde-injection method is important and the nearly complete recovery for

the most forward antenna is significant because it shows that, without modifying

the stagnation region, radio attenuation relief can be obtained. The importance

of side injection is realized when one attempts to scale the stagnation injectan_

flow rate for the area of a large body. On the other hand if side injection can

be used to open a narrow window, the inJectant rate need only increase to corre-

spond to the plasma thickness increase.

For the RAM B2 experiment the calculated penetration was chosen to fit the

requirements for the most forward antenna as shown in figure 9. This choice

caused a penetration of droplets well beyond the undisturbed shock at the rear-

ward antennas as is also shown in figure 9 and indicates an inefficient use of

material at these aft antenna stations. Based on these data, an experiment with

side injection penetration on the order of that obtained for the stagnation

injection penetration would be of interest. Percent of the circumference from

which injection occurred could be varied to determine the most efficient window

width.

Some temperatures that were recorded for the beryllium heat-sink nose are

mentioned. These temperature measurements do not bear directly on the radio

attenuation measurements but are included here as flight results. Figure l0

shows the predicted temperatures for no water addition at a thermocouple located

13.5 inches from the stagnation point. The measured temperatures are also plot-

ted in this figure and the material addition is seen to cause considerably lower

temperatures as would be expected. Figure ll shows temperatures for the water

injection sequences and a comparison of measured temperatures for two thermo-

couple stations - one in line with a side injection site and one 90 ° away.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The materials-addition method has been flight tested and found to be effec-

tive for a vehicle the size of RAM B2 at velocities up to nearly 18,000 ft/sec

over a range of altitudes. The results for both side and stagnation injection

have been presented and the effectiveness of each method has been briefly dis-

cussed. Further work is indicated to find the most efficient use of material

and to define minimum flow requirements. Materials other than water are being

investigated_ and the scaling of the experimental results to larger vehicles is

under investigation.
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By WilliamL. Grantham

Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

The RAM B3 experimental payload to be launched from the NASA Wallops

Station this year will achieve a maximum velocity of about 193000 ft/sec during

the ascending portion of the flight. The payload will contain a three-frequency

microwave system for measuring the electron density and the plasma standoff dis-

tance at discrete locations along the RAM body. An effort has been made to

keep the plasma free of ablation products during the measurement by using a

heat-sink type of nose cone. The nose cone of the RAM B3 has a hemispherical

4-inch radius and a 9° half-angle afterbody. A number of tests have been made

for qualification of the reflectometer technique, and these tests show the

method to be suitable for the in-flight measurement. The measured electron

densities and plasma standoff distances will be compared with theoretical pre-

dictions to test the validity of the theory in the velocity region between

!0,000 and 20,000 ft/sec. It is hoped that this comparison will be favorable

and will give new confidence to radio-attenuation calculations which are highly

dependent on the acc1±racy of aerodynamic theory. If the measured and calcu-

lated electron densities do not agree, the reflectometer measurements are

thorou_l-enough to suggest new directions for aerodynamic analysis.

iN I_ODUCTI 0N

In this paper, a microwave plasma meastLrement technique is described which

will be used on the RAM B3 flight experiment.

At the present state of the art, plasma-sheath calculations are of

unknown accuracy and are particularly difficult to make on the aft portion of

the spacecraft. The comparison of in-flight electron-density measurements with

those calculated from aerodynamic theory should be of considerable value in

understanding reentry physics and in developing blackout-alleviation tech-

niques. Since the microwave measurement technique is based on well-known

electromagnetic-plasma interaction equations, it is sufficient to discuss the

application of this interaction for measuring electron density.

S_.tBOLS

f

N e

x/Dn

frequency, cps

electron density per cubic centimeter

body station normalized to nose diameter, measured from nose tip
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electrical length, deg

power reflection coefficient

Sub scripts :

cr critical

1,2,3 frequencies for L-_ S-, and X-bands, respectively

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

During the ascending portion of the flight, the flow-field electron den-

sitywill increase to a maximum value and then decrease to zero as the vehicle

exits from the earth's atmosphere. A microwave reflectometer system willbe

used to monitor the occurrence and decay of the critical electron density for

the L-_ S-_ and X-band microwave frequencies used. The principle of the reflec-

tometer measurement technique can be seen in figure i. The reflectometer shown

sends electromagnetic waves into the nonhomogeneous plasma, which has the

electron-density gradient shown in the center of the figure. The wave will

N f2 electrons_propagate into the plasma to its critical density e, cr _ 108 c-_ j where

the wave will be totally reflected due to the sharp impedance change at that

point. This type of interaction is typical of plasmas when the collision fre-

quency is low and the electron-density gradient is sharp with respect to wave-

length. A higher frequency electromagnetic wave will penetrate deeper into the

plasma to its respective critical-density boundary. The wave transmitted to the

plasma is totally reflected only if its critical density exists in the plasma.

The use of the reflectometer principle for measuring in-flight plasma

electron densities can be seen in figure 2. At the top of the figure is shown

a typical electron-density time history for a given body station. The plasma
reflection coefficient is measured as a function of time. When reflection

occurs, the maximum electron density in the flow field at that body station

equals the critical density of the electromagnetic frequency used. At the time

reflection goes to zero_ critical density has decayed at that body station.

The time at which reflection occurs also depends on the plasma thickness

(fig. 3), the electron-molecule collision frequency (fig. 4), and the electron-

density distribution. The experiment is designed so that parameters other than

electron density do not seriously affect the accuracy of the measurement. The

measured time of onset and decay of critical density will be compared with the

calcul_ted time based on aerodynamic theory. It is intended that this compari-

son will shed some light on the validity of the aerodynamic theory used for the

RAM flight velocity region.

The phase of the reflected wave is monitored, using nondirectional probes,

to determine the critical-density standoff distance during flight. The phase of

the reflected wave is_ in part, determined by the distance between the vehicle

surface and the critical-density boundary. The principle of this measurement
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is shown in figure 5. If t_ g boundary (critical-density boundary)

moves a distance Ae with respect to the transmitting antenna, the standing

wave shifts the same amount. With proper calibration_ the voltage change at

either of the sampling probes would indicate the standoff distance of the

reflecting boundary. The position of the probes with respect to the standing-

wave-envelope null determines their rate of voltage change with respect to the

reflector distance and thus determines the accuracy of the measurement. Two

probes are employed one-quarter wavelength apart so that, at any time, one of

the two probes will be in an accurate measurement region. Phase measurements

will be made during flight with the L- and S-band systems. The critical-

density standoff distance determined from the phase measurement will be com-

pared with values computed from aerodynamic theory.

FLIG}_2 SYST_

A block diagram is shown in figure 6 of the L-_ S-_ and X-band flight

systems. The L- and S-band systems are schematically identical. The basic

measurements are forward power, reflected power, and probe voltages in the main

transmission line. Flight antenna locations are shown in figure 7. Two

antennas are used for each microwave frequency. A coaxial switch alternately

transfers the microwave power from one antenna to the other in order to increase

the number of data points available from each frequency used.

The two antennas near the stagnation region will monitor electron density

where close agreement is expected between the measured and calculated values.

With agreement at stagnation, added confidence w__ll be given to the measured

electron densities on the aft position of the body where the accuracy of aero-

dynamic theory is highly dependent upon deionization relaxation times.

The S- and X-band antennas located on the forward portion of the vehicle

are open-ended circular waveguides with half-wavelength quartz windows. (See

fig. 8.) The forward antennas will be exposed to a rather harsh environment

during flight and the quartz windows will reach a temperature of about 2_500 ° F.

Qualification tests have shown these antennas to be suitable for the expected

flight environment. The L-band antennas are T-fed slots and are covered with a

protective dielectric.

The reflectometer antennas are desi_ed so that they "see" a reflecting

plasma only if the reflecting plasma is located directly over the antenna

aperture. This means that electron-density measurements can be made at dis-

crete locations on the RAM body with a minimum of ambiguity caused by the

electron-density gradient along the body (fig. 9).

The reflectometer principle discussed earlier ass_&mes the plasma to be in

the far field of the transmitting antenna. During flight, however, the plasma
will be in the near field of the refiec_ometer antennas. Tt was therefore

necessary to test the flight antennas to determine whether near-field plasma

measurements would agree with far-field theoretical values. Two tests were made

to qualify the antennas. First_ a series of rocket-exhaust plasma measurements,

using a flight type of reflectometer system, were made in the 41-foot-diameter
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vacuum sphere at the l_ngley Research Center. "_eO'_ystem--- was packaged into a

nose cone with a 1-inch-radius nose and a 9° half-angle afterbody (fig. i0). A

trolley was used to move the rocket motor so that its ionized exhaust plume

would periodically engulf the reflectometer model. The rocket-exhaust test

simulates the near-field measurement conditions of flight. The results of

three rocket-exhaust tests show good repeatability of the plasma and agreement

between the calculated and measured electron density within a factor of two.

Transmission signal-loss measurements were also made during the reflectometer

tests and the results agree with the reflectometer measurements.

The second near-field qualification test was made by placing thin dielec-

tric slabs over the antennas and comparing the near-field reflection coeffi-

cient with the calculated far-field coefficient. The calculated and measured

reflection coefficients agreed very well, and the results of the test at X-band

are shown in figure ii. The close agreement of far-field calculation and near-

field measurements strongly suggests that the far-field theory can be used to

interpret the near-field flight measurements.

Another ground test was made to exercise the reflectometer technique and

to compare reflectometer plasma measurements with Langmuir probe measurements.

The gas-discharge tube used as a plasma source and the details of the measure-

ments are discussed in paper no. 8 by Richard W. Morton. The electron densi-

ties measured with the Langmuir probe and the reflectometer agreed within

25 percent.

IN-FLIGHT ELECTRON-DENSITY CALCULATIONS

An extensive effort has been made to calculate the electron-density pro-

file at different stations along the RAM vehicle. These calculations are

needed for comparison with the flight measurements. The details of the theo-

retical effort are discussed in paper no. 2 by Paul W. Huber and John S. Evans.

Some preliminary calculations are discussed herein to tie the experimental and

theoretical work together. The RAM B3 trajectory used for the study is shown

in figure 12. A time history of the peak electron density at a given body sta-

tion is shown in figure 13 for two gas conditions: one for frozen flow and the

other for equilibrium flow. Of course, the flight electron-density time his-

tory will fall somewhere between these two boundaries. The_ two curves in fig-

ure 13 show that the time at which S-band critical density (approximately

electrons
i011 c--_ _ occurs is strongly dependent on the type of flow. Reflectom-

/

eter measurement can thus readily distinguish between frozen and equilibrium

gas conditions in the plasma. The accuracy of aerodynamic theory seems to be

determined primarily by the accuracy of the deionization relaxation time. For-

tunately_ the reflectometer measurements are thorough enough to suggest new

relaxation times if the initial calculations do not agree with the measurements.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The reflectometer technique for measuring electron density has been shown

to be suitable for in-flight plasma measurements. The measured critical-density

standoff distance and the plasma electron density will be compared with values

calculated from aerodynamic theory. If the meas_red and calculated values

agree_ new confidence will be given to radio-attenuation calculations which are

strongly dependent upon the accuracy of aerodynamic theory. If the measured

and calculated electron densities do not agree, the reflectometer measurements

are thorough enough to suggest new directions for aerodynamic analysis.
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By Lyle C. Schroeder

Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

A summary of the Project RAM flight-test results is presented. Included

are results of RAM AI (aerodynamic shaping experiment), RAM A2 (magnetic field

experiment), and RAM B2 (multifrequency and material-addition experiment). A

brief description of each experiment is given, followed by data such as flight

trajectory, attenuation level, and selected antenna impedance and VSWR. Con-

clusions drawn from the results are also presented.

INTRODUCTION

Three of the flight experiments in conjunction with the Langley Research

Center Project RAM have been flown. They are (in chronological order) RAM AI

(aerodynamic shaping experiment)3 RAM A2 (magnetic field experiment), and RAM B2

_mumo±_r_qucn_j and material-addition experiment). (See refs. i to 3.) This

presentation summarizes the results of these tests and conclusions drawn from

this program.

EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

Trajectory

The RAM trajectory was designed to place an ascending probe deeply within

the VHFblackout region at about burnout. Plots of the variation of altitude

with velocity for the three RAM flights are almost identical, with burnout

occurring at an altitude of approximately 1703000 feet and a velocity of

17,700 ft/sec. In other words, the velocity-altitude conditions were about the

same during the "data period" of all three completed RAM flights. The attenu-

ation period lasted _oout _ seconds on the _a_ A flights, and about 60 seconds

on the RAM B flights, due to a much shallower flight-path angle on the RAM B

flight.

Configuration

The basic probe configuration used in the RAM flights was a slender,

hemisphere-nose 9° haif-_agle cone, followed by a cylindrical section and a

flare. The two probes used are shown in figure I. The RAM A probe is shown in

the upper portion and the RAM B probe is shown in the lower. It is evident
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from this figure that the main difference is that the B probe is scaled up from

the A probe by a factor of four.

Transmission Systems

Two VHF transmission systems were flown on each of the RAM flights. A

signal was transmitted from a sharply tuned forward slot antenna at 244.3 mc,

and a telemetry signal in the 240-mc range was transmitted from an aft antenna.

The RAM B2 payload also transmitted signals at 30.8 mc, 9,210 mc, and 5,600 mc.

(Seefig.l.)

Ground Stations

The ground stations used for the RAM launchings are shown in figure 2.

Signal strength for the RAM flights was recorded at Wallops, Virginia; Langley

Field, Virginia; Coquina Beach, North Carolina; a ship downrange; and Bermuda.

The flight path of RAM B2 is also shown in this figure. The RAM A flights,

which had a much shorter range, did not require the use of the Bermuda station.

Instrumentation and Measurements

In addition to measuring signal attenuation, impedance and VSWRwere moni-

tored on the forward slot antenna to provide an indication of antenna operation.

Also, VSWR was measured at all frequencies except C-band on the RAM B2 probe.

Antenna impedance changes were determined by sampling fixed probe positions on

a coaxial line feeding the antenna, whereas VSWR was detected with a bidirec-

tional coupler indicating the forward and reflected power of the antenna.

Instrumentation aboard RAM A2 and B2 (which were coning and spinning during

flight) allows the determination of the exact look angle from a ground receiver

to an antenna on the vehicle during flight. These data make it possible to

correlate preflight antenna patterns with flight data.

OBJECTIVES OF THE RAM FLIGHTS

The general objective of all the RAM flights is to determine how well

attenuation can be predicted and how these predictions can be improved, and to

find methods to control attenuation. However, before the results of the flights

are discussed, it is necessary to point out the specific objectives of each

experiment.

RAM AI Objectives

RAM AI used aerodynamic shaping to make a significant penetration into

the blackout region with only a moderate signal loss. For the RAM flights,
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aerodynamic shaping is defined as the proper location of antennas and the use

of sharp-nose vehicles to keep the ionization levels low over these antennas,

and the resulting attenuation levels low.

RAM A2 Objectives

In addition to being a followup aerodynamic shaping experiment, the RAM A2

experiment was designed to examine the effect of static magnetic fields as an

aid to transmission through the plasma sheath. Basically, free electrons which

cause signal attenuation are rendered immobile in the presence of a magnetic

field. This immobility effectively causes a decrease in electron concentration

and a corresponding decrease in attenuation. A magnetic field of 750 gauss was

switched between off_ half-strength, and full-strength, and corresponding levels

and changes in signal strength were to be noted.

RAM B2 Objectives

RAM B2 carried on board two experiments: a multifrequency experiment and

a material addition experiment. The material addition experiment is the sub-

ject of paper no. 17 by William F. Cuddihy and will not be discussed herein.

The purpose of the multifrequency experiment was to examine attenuation as a

function of transmitter frequency over a wide range of frequencies (30.8 mc to

9,210 mc). Theory says that plasma attenuation is not apprecig0ie if trans-

matted frequency exceeds plasma frequency, but flight data for signals at

.... _= (X-_a and C-band) or HF under carefully controlled conditions weree_ b11ei _i_x _ ....

not avaii_ole.

RESULTS OF RAM FLIGHTS

The results of the three flight experiments measuring the effect of plasma

attenuation are presented in table 1.

RAM A1 Results

Figure 3 is a plot of relative siva! strength against time after launch

for the RAM A1 flight as recorded at Coquina Beach. Maximum signal losses

recorded were 25 dB for the 244.3-mc system and 5 dB for the 240.3-mc system

during the 5-second data period. The technique of aerodynamic shaping was veri-

fied since the signals survived the blackout environment, and signal losses

......._^- _ _ _ +_ predicted limits. It is believed that the difference_iI_U_lu_± e_ _cre ........

in flow-field chemistry existing between the fo_vward slot ante_ma station and

the ring antenna station caused some_ but not all; of the resulting greater

attenuation on the forward amtenna. A V_ of 8:1 and an impedance shift on the

forward slot antenna, which was a narrowband antenna_ indicate that some signal

loss on this system was due to detuning.
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RAM A2 Re sult s

Figure 4 shows the variation of signal strength with time during the

RAM A2 data period as recorded at Langley Field. The trajectory and configura-

tion for RAM A2 were almost the same as those for RAM AI. The maximum signal

loss on both the 244.3-mc and the 240.2-mc system was 5 dB. Paper no. 3 by

John S. Evans and Calvin T. Swift and paper no. 4 by Francis P. Russo have

indicated that the signal loss recorded on the 244.3-mc system was greater

during the RAM AI flight because of detuning of the more sharply tuned antenna

flown on AI. Because of low signal loss on the RAM A2 flight, the magnetic

field experiment was inconclusive, but as paper no. 12 by J. K. Hughes has

shown, ground tests in the 60-foot-diameter vacuum sphere at the Langley

Research Center have shown that this technique is very effective.

RAM B2 Re sult s

RAM B2, which was four times larger than the A probes, transmitted signals

at five frequencies: 30.8 mc, 225.7 mc, 244.3 mc, 5,600 mc (C-band), and

9,210 mc (X-band). Of these, X-band and C-band signals were not affected,

225.7-mc and 30.8-mc signals were moderately attenuated, and 244.3-mc signals

were blacked out. See figure 5. The 244.3-mc slot antenna, which was purposely

chosen as a narrow bandwidth antenna to insure a significant amount of attenu-

ation, suffered an impedance shift and a high VSWR, indicating that some of the

signal lost is due to detuning. The 225.7-mc systems, using a broadband

antenna_ recorded a 20-dB signal loss. This is more loss than was recorded on

the aft antennas of the RAM A flights; however, this loss was expected because

of the increased payload scale. The 30.8-mc system recorded a maximum signal

loss of 15 dB. The loss recorded on this system was less than losses on the for-

ward and aft VHF systems; however_ a direct comparison cannot be made because

of design differences. Rocket exhaust attenuation is evident on the 225.7-mc

system record and the effect coincides with third-stage rocket burning. The

prime experiment on RAM B2_ which was to overcome attenuation by water addition

to the flow field, was very successful; almost complete recovery for flows as

low as 0.i ib/sec existed.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of three flight experiments measuring the effect of plasma

attenuation over a wide range of altitude, velocity, and frequency have been

analyzed_ and the following conclusions have been made:

i. Detuning of narrowband antennas in plasmas is a first-order cause of

signal loss.

2. The technique of aerodynamic shaping is an effective means of signal
survival.
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attenuation; however_ tests in a simulated flight environment have shown that

this technique is very effective.

4. In the RAM altitude-velocity regime, X-band and C-band signals were

not attenuated_ and 30.8-mc signals were moderately attenuated.

5. Water addition to the flow field is a very effective means of over-

coming blackout.
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RAM FLIGHT CONFIGURATIONS

RAM A

STATION, IN. 0 12 35

I"RADXQ _
RAM B

150
I

STATION, IN.___ l_)'_0 30 34 651 I _125 !38

(_ 244.3mc VHF ANTENNA (FORWARD SLOT)

240 AND 225mc VHF ANTENNA (AFT ANTENNA)30.8mc HF ANTENNA (B2 ONLY)

(_) 9210 mc X-BAND ANTENNA (B2 ONLY)

(_) 5600 mc C- BAND ANTENNA (B2 ONLY)

Figu__e 1

RAM B2 GROUND RANGE

,_} FREQUENCY, mc

\_,/_LLOPS (,,2, 3,4,5) I 50.8

•

APOGEE : 295, 000 FT

_T

Figure 2
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TIME, SEC

Figure

RAM A2 SIGNAL STRENGTH
LANGLEY FIELD
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Figure 4
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Figure 9
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